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**Whole Brain Teaching (WBT)** is used by instructors in every state of the Union and in 30 countries around the world. In California alone, 6,000 educators representing over 250,000 students have attended free WBT conferences. Whole Brain Teaching videos on the internet have received over 1,000,000 views. More than 10,000,000 pages of free ebooks have been downloaded from our website, WholeBrainTeaching.com. WBT is one of the world’s fastest growing, education reform movements.

For me, the roots of Whole Brain Teaching can be traced back 40 years to Harry Berger’s “Introduction to Literature” seminar at University of California at Santa Cruz. Harry’s genius was that he asked the right questions in the right order. He led me where I didn’t know I needed to go.

I’ve had many great teachers since those long ago days. Two of the best, Chris Rekstad and Jay Vanderfin, began as my students. They took my college level teaching system and, with stunning creativity, adapted it to their elementary school classrooms.

Chris, Jay and I were blessed to have other great instructors join us. From the very beginning, Andrea Schindler, Angela Macias and Roxie Barrett polished Whole Brain Teaching strategies that we
all went on to present to thousands of teachers across America. After Jason Pedersen, our brilliant programmer, created our website, WholeBrainTeaching.com, we were joined by a remarkable group of educators: Jeff Battle (North Carolina), Melodye Willie and Mike Shamblin (Louisiana), Jackie Pedersen (Utah), Sarah Reeves and Christina Carrion (Texas), Janet Terrill (Missouri), Ross Hopple (Pennsylvania), Steve Fleischer, Martinrex Kedziora, Mark Attebery, Dave Cooper, Wendy Brown, Christine Diaz and Linda Mikels (California). W.B. Yeats said that his glory was his friends. Poor Yeats. He never knew anyone who matched the wondrous gifts of my colleagues.

My greatest lessons have been taught to me by three divine muses, my daughters Persephone and Saskia and corazon de mi corazon, mi querida, Deidre.

This book is dedicated to my three grandchildren:
Alea, Diego, Sophia
CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Year after year, good teachers leave teaching because they are tired of warring with disruptive kids. Too many classrooms are battle zones between kids who want freedom and teachers who want order. Every evening, thousands of our colleagues go home frustrated, disillusioned, defeated. We enter teaching because we want students to be successful and we are daily beaten down by the kids who most need our help.

This is the dark, painful truth in our hearts: we can’t teach classes that won’t listen.

We know yelling and scolding doesn’t work. If students’ behavior could be controlled by angry adults, then kids from troubled families would be exceedingly polite. It’s impossible to help our classes control their emotions by blowing our stack.

Schools are dangerous places. According to the National Center for Education statistics, in 2007 there were “1.5 million victims of nonfatal crimes at school, including 826,800 thefts and 684,100 violent crimes.” Children were more likely to be crime victims in school, than outside of school. Over 260,000 teachers in the U.S. were subject to threats of injury by students. Three times
more elementary school teachers reported being physically attacked than middle school instructors.

We know the behavior of challenging kids cannot be improved by heavier and heavier doses of punishment. Challenging kids are rebels; punishment makes them more rebellious. No sane adult wants to punish kids; we punish because we don’t know what else to do. Most challenging kids genuinely want to be part of the classroom environment; this is why they work so hard, and continuously, to get everyone’s attention.

Isn’t it obvious what every pupil wants? Kids want to laugh and play games. Our system, Whole Brain Teaching (WBT), produces classrooms that are full of orderly fun. Students follow our rules because we make our rules fun to follow. Kids teach their neighbors because they delight in playing teacher. Students work hard with their classmates to gain a few minutes of free time, because we have created structures that make this hard work more entertaining than zoning out.

WBT is more like a large, lively game than a traditional elementary school classroom management system. Just as in all games, there are penalties as well as rewards ... but like “going to jail” in Monopoly®, even our penalties are entertaining.
Here is Whole Brain Teaching’s secret, which I learned after a quarter of a century of failed experiments: *if a student’s whole brain is involved in learning, there isn’t any mental area left over for challenging behavior.*

It doesn’t matter what state you live in. It makes no difference if you teach in the inner city or miles from the nearest paved road. The guerilla warfare between bands of rebel students and solitary instructors is the same every front. Disruptive kids break rules, distract classmates, bond with other rebels, retreat into walled silence, are nourished by resisting their instructor’s best intentions ... *because their brains demand activity which the classroom does not provide.* The brain has no off switch ... and is constantly learning either positive or negative behaviors. Don’t think your challenging kids are not learning; they are studiously acquiring, from each other, the arts of rebellion. Instead of the intricacies of math and the nuances of written expression, your rebels are mastering the rhetoric of intimidation and performing independent studies in chaos creation. We must involve our students’ whole brains in peaceable learning or lose them to their own dark entertainments.

If you have kids who won’t stay in their seats, or who talk out of turn, or who turn in sloppy work (when they turn in work at all), or who are openly rebellious, or who are locked in their shell, or who
disrupt class with clownish antics, or who know exactly how to push your buttons, or who are a danger to themselves and/or others, then please read this book with a large hanky. When you are finished, you’ll be sobbing tears of joy.

Countless teachers use our techniques daily ... and give us rave reviews. Many, perhaps even the majority, of our instructors work in poverty level schools. Recent news reports indicated that San Bernardino, an initial source of hundreds of our seminar participants, ranked last among U.S. cities in high school graduation rate and first in murder rate. If you have kids whose parents are drug addicts, or who walk to school through gang infested neighborhoods, or who are always ready to fight, so do we. Whole Brain Teachers are experiencing success in schools that are as challenging as any in America.

All our conferences are free. We have given away over 10,000,000 pages of teaching materials. We are not a business. Whole Brain Teaching is a grass roots education reform movement. If you haven’t done so yet, visit our website, WholeBrainTeaching.com, and access our free ebooks and videos.

In this book, you’ll find a set of detailed instructions for teaching challenging kids. You’ll also learn what other Whole Brain
Teachers across the country have discovered; our program makes a remarkable difference not only for your rebels, but also for your wonderful loyalists.
Chapter 2

THE ORIGIN OF WHOLE BRAIN TEACHING

25 years of failure and then bingo ... the light goes on!

As you’ll soon learn, Whole Brain Teaching techniques work superbly, *if you practice them daily*. As Rafe Esquith, 2002 National Outstanding Teacher of the Year, said, “there are no shortcuts to excellence.” There are no shortcuts to being an excellent guitarist, dancer, scientist. There are no shortcuts to being an excellent teacher, one of the noblest and most difficult callings on earth. But, unfortunately, you can work really hard, using the wrong techniques, and get nowhere. If you don’t do the right steps, you’ll never dance the cha-cha.

I practiced hideously wrong steps for 25 years.

I speak to you as a determined failure.

In 1970 in Watsonville, California, I helped establish Children’s House, one of the first federally funded preschools for the children of migrant workers in the United States. We had a budget for food and nothing else. We had no books, paper, pencils, crayons, toys, nothing. Our supervisor told us that part of our job was to beg merchants to donate teaching supplies.
I was fresh out of college, had no teaching experience and worked from 7 AM to 7 PM. You read that right. Twelve hour shifts. Thirty-five kids, some of them weren’t potty trained, and we not only ran classes, but made all the snacks and lunches! That’s 105 meals a day. So, from the very beginning, I understood what it meant to struggle in a difficult teaching environment.

I spent my next two decades teaching in a barrio community college. Though my core subject turned out to be introduction to philosophy, at one time or another I taught or tutored: history, English, algebra, trigonometry, calculus, history of art, history of architecture, computer programming, music, and science ... in addition I’ve spent many seasons coaching volleyball and basketball.

Though I had lots of wonderful, hard working students, I had many who were drug addicts, alcoholics, hard core gang bangers, students just out of prison, or heading, despite my best efforts, back into prison. I’ve jumped in to stop more than one fight, taken kids to rehab, and visited them in mental wards. I’ve spent thousands of hours counseling students who were rape or incest victims, substance abusers, or simply so ruined by their upbringing that they had lost all hope.
Reading scores at my college indicated that our average student was two years behind grade level; even worse, 25% of our students read at the eighth grade level or below.

I spent two and a half decades searching, day after day, class after class, for an approach that would reach all my pupils, with their astounding range of problems. I failed for 25 years. I got so sick of teaching that I contemplated becoming a lawyer. Imagine that.

I remember the exact instant of my breakthrough. I had just finished lecturing about Plato’s Theory of Forms, a topic I knew well. For some reason, I asked a student in the front row, a good, solid “B” student to repeat what I had just said. She stumbled around, made little sense, finally confessed that she couldn’t. I was floored. My lecture had been so clear! So lively, so engaging! So much better than anything I had heard in college! But if this good student couldn’t repeat what she had just heard, what hope was there three weeks later when she sat down to the midterm?

So, I saw what many of us in education know instinctively; there is something dreadfully wrong with the lecture model. Our kids listen, maybe they take notes, but soon, they glaze over, zone out, are lost inside private worlds. And it doesn’t matter if the students are in college or kindergarten. Here is the First Great
Law of Whole Brain Teaching: *The longer we talk, the more students we lose.*

John Medina, director of the Brain Center for Applied Learning Research at Seattle Pacific University and author of *Brain Rules*, confirms the problem with lecturing. First noting that his students began to tune out after only 10 minutes of his energetic presentations, he explored research on attention patterns. “Peer reviewed studies confirm my informal inquiry. Before the first quarter hour is over in a typical presentation, people usually have checked out. If keeping someone’s interest in a lecture were a business, it would have an 80 percent failure rate.”

After realizing that my lectures were ineffective, I began to think about my “discussions.” Oh, how I loved lively discussions. But wait a minute. How many students actually took part? I realized that if I had seven students, one here, one there, two over there, one right here, two more back there, involved in talking about philosophy I felt like we had a wonderful time sharing ideas. Seven students out of 35! What were the rest doing? Far too many were in their seats but out to lunch.

Goodness gracious. Lecture and discussion didn’t work!

What to do?
I began trying strange new teaching devices that came to me early in the morning or late on sleepless nights. I tried techniques in class that I had never heard of. Most failed. But a few, right of the box, were strangely successful. I remember the first year I hit my stride, sometime around 1995; teachers in neighboring classes pounded on the walls ... I mean it, pounded on the walls because they were angry at how much noise my students were making. Hey. It’s not noise. It’s 35 kids going nuts over Descartes!

And then I had another breakthrough.

I was coaching a middle school girls club basketball team. Great girls who, if given the chance, could display remarkably unpleasant attitudes. I started using the same techniques that had worked in philosophy on the basketball court. And the girls loved it. They ripped through practices. They stared at me, listening to every word I said, with manic, breathless intensity.

“Wait a second, this is amazing!,” I thought to myself after a particularly fun, hysterically intense practice. I had techniques that worked no matter whether I was teaching Aristotle or the art of zone defense. I began to get excited. After all, at that point I had been teaching 25 years ... maybe I had found something that worked. Forget law school! Perhaps I could be a teacher!
I called two of my former students, Chris Rekstad and Jay Vanderfin, who had gone on to become elementary school instructors. I asked them to try some of my strategies. Chris taught 4th grade; Jay taught kindergarten. I’m not saying my approach was an instant success for them. In fact, it is only because of the creative tweaking of Chris and Jay that the system you are about to explore works on a wide range of teaching problems.

But after a few weeks, Chris and Jay began to see dramatic changes in their students. They found ways to use my college approach with elementary school kids. Two thirds of Jay’s kindergarten students could hardly speak English ... but they loved the new strategies.

Okay.

Maybe we’d discovered something. A classroom learning system that worked kindergarten through 14th grade ... no matter whether we taught the alphabet, lay-ups or the epistemology of Kant.

Chris, Jay and I had 80 meetings over the course of a year and pounded out the core of a program that tens of thousands of instructors are now using. In the last 12 years, our free seminars have grown astoundingly. We started in 1999 with a meeting of 30
desperate teachers in my living room. In February, 2010, over 900 educators registered for our free conference in Hemet, California, making our seminar one of the largest in the United States.

Several years ago, I began to wonder why so many instructors at every grade level (including special education teachers) found remarkable success with Whole Brain Teaching. I started exploring brain research. It wasn’t long before I discovered that the system that had been pounded out, semester by semester during a decade of trial and error, worked because it was brain friendly.

Knowing little about how the brain operated, Jay, Chris, I and a group of other instructors, were driven to unwittingly employ more and more of the brain’s learning potential. We found our students were completely engaged in class when they were emotionally involved in lessons that required seeing, saying, hearing and physically moving. Error by error, we developed a core method that involves many brain activities simultaneously (much more on this later). In a remarkable number of cases, our challenging kids couldn’t be challenging because their entire brains were too busy learning.

Before you explore Whole Brain Teaching’s strategies, let’s start with what not to do.
Chapter 3

SEVEN COMMON TEACHING MISTAKES

How we make our jobs much, much harder ...

In the early years of the 20th century Mary Mallon worked as a cook in Oyster Bay, New York. A typhoid epidemic spread through town, and by the time it was traced back to Mary, she had disappeared.

A few years later Mary resurfaced in Manhattan, still working as a cook, still spreading typhus bacteria. And still avoiding apprehension by the authorities. It took George Soper, a sanitary engineer in the New York City Department of Health, seven years of tracking Mary through cooking jobs in sanatoriums, hospitals and private homes before he was finally able to have her quarantined for life, on North Brother Island in New York. The medical reason that Mary kept spreading typhoid was because she was immune to the disease. Fifty one cases of typhoid fever were directly attributable to Typhoid Mary, and countless more were indirectly linked to her.

Now, think about this.

*Bad teaching breeds challenging students.* Teachers, by their teaching choices, create environments that nourish rebel behavior.

Many teachers, let’s call them typhoidians, are like Typhoid
Mary, with one crucial difference. Mary was immune to the plague she spread; typhoidian teachers are prime victims of the disease they create.

The greatest mistake we make as instructors is making our classes more difficult to teach. Why would we do that? We look out at our students, too many of whom are rebellious, and we engage in behaviors that make them *even more rebellious!*

Madness!

Here are seven ways we make our challenging students more challenging.

1. When we lose our temper with difficult kids and yell at them, we don’t fix our teaching problem, we make it worse. Many of our most disruptive students come from families that are filled with superbly experienced, high volume yellers. If being addressed by screaming, out of control adults made our challenging kids better, then children from crazed families would be our model pupils.

2. Confronting rebellious students when they have an audience of their peers, will make them braver, more rebellious. Our most difficult kids, given the opportunity to increase their reputation for toughness, will cunningly defy us, if they are surrounded by their classmates. I use the word “cunningly” deliberately. *Our worst students are geniuses at rebellion.* They know exactly what to say
in defiance, exactly how to get up to, but not over the line. They’ve had a lifetime of experience and often been surrounded by skilled role models among family and friends, in being superbly, brilliantly rebellious. When teachers make the mistake of confronting disruptive students, choosing them off, in front of their peers, these highly skilled rebels, relish the spotlight. We make challenging students more challenging, we *nourish* their rebellion, by confronting them when they have onlookers.

3. Disorganized teachers breed chaotic classrooms. If you have mutinous students, a good way to make your problem worse is by shooting from the hip. The less class structure you have, the less structured your classes will be. Isn’t that amazing? Challenging students thrive, adore, explode into wonders of rebel behavior, with loosey-goosey, “let’s see, I’m not sure what we should do next” teachers. If you say one thing and do another, promise a test for Friday and then put it off until Monday, say you want X, Y and Z on an assignment and then, “to be nice” are willing to accept Q, make promises you can’t keep, or threats you can’t fulfill, your classes are headed for CHALLENGING STUDENT HEAVEN! At minimum, there should be a place for everything in your classroom, and everything should always be in the same place. Jay Vanderfin told me, “every one of my kids has a box of colored pencils and they know exactly
where on their desk that box should be.” Everything in Jay’s classroom is like that. Great teacher.

4. Teachers who don’t like teaching have the most challenging students. The unhappier you are as an instructor, the unhappier your classes will make you. Even if you think you are careful to mask your job dissatisfaction, your facial expressions, that little edge in your tone of voice, your sighs and small groans, say it all.

In Dante’s hell, sinners received punishments that matched their sins. Murderers, for example, boiled for eternity in rivers of hot blood. Go into class with a negative, burned out attitude toward your profession, and your students will be waiting with pitchforks.

5. The less work you do outside of class, the more work your classes will be. Outstanding instruction involves huge, truly mountainous amounts of labor, preparing, practicing, researching, thinking through, refining instructional units. If you don’t pay the price before you step into the classroom, you’ll pay the price as you fumble through shoddy lessons.

You don’t save yourself work by taking it easy at home, or in that last summer month before school starts. If you aren’t willing to invest hours of preparation in what will turn into minutes of classroom teaching, your challenging students, or worse still, far worse still, your best students will present you with the bill.
Lazy teachers create classes that could care less about what is being taught and thus, are lovely breeding grounds for rebellion.

6. If you think your disruptive students should be like you, you’ll make them even more disruptive. You were a good student, you turned in your work on time, you spoke respectfully to your elders. Of course you did. At least that’s how you remember it.

Your kids are round pegs that won’t fit into your square hole.

Face it.

The more you look for your own shining face in your class, your noble, hardworking habits, your passion for learning, the more detestable you’ll find students who don’t mimic your values. And of course, the more you dislike your challenging students, the more they will teach you about challenging behaviors you never imagined.

Invite students into your world; don’t expect to find them already there.

7. Here is the great law that governs the universe. And the classroom.

*Grow or die.*

Plants, animals, nations, corporations, students, teachers don’t survive by maintaining the status quo. We are, to quote Bob Dylan, “busy being born, or busy dying.”
If you’re a seedling in a forest of tall trees and you’re just holding your own, you’re doomed to deathly shadows.

If you’re a nation in a world of superpowers, you must grow your economy or be swallowed.

You’re a teacher. Grow, learn, transform yourself, or die by ossification. If you’re afraid to try new teaching techniques, you are petrifying yourself to death.

Think of teaching as a seesaw. You are on one end, and your entire class of challenging students is on the other. As your growth declines, their challenging behavior skyrockets.

America, for several decades at least, has been in the middle of a national crisis. According to Justice Department and Census Bureau statistics, one in every 31 of Americans is either in jail, awaiting trial or on probation. We have the largest prison population of any nation on earth. The National Coalition for Literacy reports that one in five of our citizens is functionally illiterate. Functional illiteracy is defined as the inability to understand a map, follow written instructions or read a newspaper. According to the U.S. Census Bureau, 30% of our students are one, or more, grade levels behind. The ship of American education is not floundering in the waves, it’s gurgling toward the bottom.
All teachers have the same story. If only we could get our challenging students under control, we could do some real instruction. Our nation is spending millions on teacher training, education grants, text books and multimedia, whiz bang, learning systems ... and it is all for nothing, if we can’t keep challenging students from turning classrooms into zoos.

We know how to teach reading. We know how to teach writing. We have wonderful materials for teaching math, social studies and history. But we don’t know how to get our classes under control; we don’t know how to keep bullying, disruptive students from changing learning environments into war zones.

Astonishingly, my Whole Brain Teaching colleagues and I have found very little in teacher training programs that addresses our most important teaching problem. Again and again teachers have told us that they weren’t ready for the challenge of teaching challenging students.

The more you practice our strategies, the more power you will have as an instructor to change your students’ lives, and the more power your students will have to master the learning tasks you set before them.

There are scientists in the world today who are deliberately trying to grow viruses, develop new poisons, create mutations of
diseases. Many teachers are afflicted by rebellious students and engage in teaching activities that make their classrooms more toxic.

So, to sum up, if you don’t want to make your challenging students more challenging then:

-> control your temper
-> confront challenging students when they don’t have an audience
-> be superbly organized
-> fall in love with your profession
-> work hard at teaching, when you’re not in class
-> understand that your students are not your clones

or die

In the following, the instructor is referred to as Mrs. Maestra; we will imagine her as a wise, veteran Whole Brain Teacher. The grade is Any Grade in elementary school.

We’ll begin with a simple system Mrs. Maestra uses all year to chart her progress.
Chapter 4

**Charting Progress**

You can’t tell where you’re going, without a chart of where you’ve been

To track teaching improvements, Mrs. Maestra, used a simple, but crucial measure, to make a weekly evaluation of her own performance.

Mrs. Maestra deeply understood one of the Great Truths of Whole Brain Teaching:

*You cannot manage student behavior if you cannot manage your own behavior.*

Mrs. Maestra understood that the two crucial features of managing her behavior were:

- controlling her emotions by controlling her tone of voice -- consistently following through with her classroom management plan.

Mrs. Maestra knew that good cops could control their emotions and make wise decisions on a murder scene. Good soldiers could maintain self control and make wise decisions in battle. No matter how obstreperous her students, Mrs. Maestra clearly understood that her task was far easier than the difficulties facing the police or
soldiers. She knew that good teachers could control their emotions and tone of voice in the face of the most mutinous student.

It was obvious to Mrs. Maestra that she couldn’t manage her challenging students, if she couldn’t control her reaction to them. Every week of the school year, as part of her evaluation system, Mrs. Maestra gave herself a grade 1-10 (with 10 being highest) on her ability to control her emotions by controlling her tone of voice.

It was also obvious to Mrs. Maestra that she could not manage students if she could not consistently follow her own classroom management plan. If her pupils were unruly, Mrs. Maestra would never improve them by inventing teaching strategies on the fly.

So, every week Mrs. Maestra gave herself a grade 1-10, (with 10 being highest) on her ability to consistently follow her classroom management plan. At the end of each week, Mrs. Maestra added these two grades (self control and classroom management consistency) together. This was her teaching score. Mrs. Maestra enjoyed doing this ... it made the difficult job of instruction a little more entertaining, like an engaging solitaire game.

Mrs. Maestra didn’t focus on managing her students as her primary classroom goal. Her primary classroom goal was managing her own behavior!
When Mrs. Maestra had a large group of rebellious students, she could still consider herself a success, a noble success, any week that her combined self evaluation score was 16.

Another part of Mrs. Maestra’s evaluation system helped her chart her students’ progress, their journey upward.

Here are four measures (you can substitute others if you wish) Mrs. Maestra used to evaluate each student’s classroom behavior. Her model students:

-- followed directions quickly
-- raised their hands for permission to speak
-- stayed on task
-- turned in neat work

Using these measures to determine her initial average score for the behavior of all her students, Mrs. Maestra divided her class into four groups (without, of course, telling her students).

**Alphas:** These were Mrs. Maestra’s model students; they raised their hands for permission to speak, followed directions quickly, stayed on task, and turned in neat work. Mrs. Maestra gave herself 4 points for each Alpha.

**Go-Alongs:** These students would usually “go along” with Mrs. Maestra; however, they sometimes fell short of being model students. Go-Alongs usually, but not always, raised their hands for
permission to speak, frequently followed directions quickly, usually stayed on task, and, in general, turned in neat work. Mrs. Maestra gave herself 3 points for each Go-Along.

**Fence Sitters:** These students were ones that could go either way. One day they were close to being model students; the next day, Mrs. Maestra wondered what went wrong. Her Fence Sitters inconsistently raised their hands for permission to speak, often didn’t stay on task, follow directions quickly or turn in neat work. Mrs. Maestra gave herself 2 points for each Fence Sitter.

**Challenging Students:** Mrs. Maestra’s challenging students rarely, if ever, raised their hands for permission to speak, followed directions (quickly or otherwise), stayed on task, or turned in neat work. Mrs. Maestra gave herself 1 point for each of her challenging student.

**New Students:** Mrs. Maestra put every new student into the Fence-Sitter group.

**Leaders:** One of Mrs. Maestra’s highest goals was to create a group of students who were *above* her Alphas. She wanted her very best students to strive for a difficult goal, becoming leaders of a classroom that was largely self-managing. As the year progressed, Mrs. Maestra gave herself 5 points for every Alpha that became a Leader.
Mrs. Maestra understood that it was very important to keep a weekly record of how her challenging students were performing. Rebel pupils were “long term projects.” Mrs. Maestra would never know if she was getting anywhere with them, or the rest of her class, if she didn’t keep careful track of where she’d been.

Every week, Mrs. Maestra totaled all the points for her kids and then divided by the total number in her class. This was her average score for the behavior of her students. Though Mrs. Maestra was very busy, she enjoyed this part of her work. Before she had used this method, Mrs. Maestra could never determine if she was, or wasn’t, making progress with classroom management.

Mrs. Maestra’s overarching goal in Whole Brain Teaching was to move her Alphas to Leaders, her Go-Alongs to Alphas, her Fence Sitters to Go-Alongs and her Challenging Students to Fence Sitters. She realized that if she could raise the average score for the behavior of all her students by only .1 per month, then by the end of the year every student in her class would have moved up, on average, one level in classroom behavior. This was Mrs. Maestra’s high, but reachable, goal.
Chapter 5

THE BRAIN ON WHOLE BRAIN TEACHING
A short course in brain science

In order to understand an overview of Whole Brain Teaching and especially its techniques for helping challenging students learn, let’s make a model of your brain.

Lace your fingers together and hold your hands in front of your chest. The rather small shape your two hands make is about the size of your brain, the most complex organism in the universe. Weighing about 3 pounds, your brain contains about 100 billion neurons, brain cells that transmit information; the total length of your brain’s nerve fibers is over 94,000 miles!

Now, look at your fingers laced together; your left hand represents the left hemisphere of your brain and your right hand represents the right hemisphere.

Wiggle your two little fingers; these represent your prefrontal cortex, the uniquely human brain region that controls reasoning, planning, decision making. Think of the prefrontal cortex as the brain’s boss.

Now wiggle the middle fingers on both your hands. These represent the motor cortex, the brain’s most reliable memory area.
If you haven’t been on a bike in 20 years, you can still ride one perfectly well ... because complex bike riding information is stored in your motor cortex.

Now wiggle your thumbs. Look how large they are compared to the rest of your fingers. Your thumbs represent the visual cortex at the rear of your brain. They occupy such a substantial area that some scientists call the brain the “seeing brain.” The visual cortex is one of the brain’s most trustworthy memory areas. You remember faces much better than names because information about how people look is stored in your visual cortex.

The back of your left hand represents the outside of your left hemisphere. Toward the front of your left hand is Broca’s area, crucial in speaking. Toward the back of your left hand is Wernicke’s area, important in hearing and understanding language.

Now, let’s look at how these brain areas work together. Let’s say you’re reading aloud from this book. Information passes from your visual cortex (seeing), to Wernicke’s area (language understanding), to Broca’s area (speaking) and finally to the motor cortex to activate your lips, tongue and vocal chords. If you then decide to stop reading and eat a banana, you’ve used your prefrontal cortex in decision making.
Pull your hands apart, separate your left and right hemispheres. The base of the palm of both hands represents your limbic system, the center of your emotions. If you like, or don’t like, what you’re reading, your limbic system is involved. Let’s say you really can’t stand Whole Brain Teaching and fling this book across the room and break your spouse’s bowling trophy. Oh, no! Why did you do something so irrational? Because your limbic system, your emotions, took control of your prefrontal cortex, your reason. We’ll come back to that broken bowling trophy in a moment.

Now, roughly speaking, how do you learn? As I mentioned, your brain is composed of 100 billion neurons, information processing nerve fibers. Attached to each neuron, very much like branches attached to a tree trunk, are dendrites. When you learn a language, understand how to solve a math problem, figure out a complex recipe, you’re growing dendrites. The more you know about a subject, the more you have repeated activities associated with a subject, the more interconnected are your neuronal dendrites. Repetition equals dendrite growth equals learning. Repeat that sentence over and over so that your learning produces bushy dendrites.

Let’s add a few more facts about the brain before we put all this information together into an overview of Whole Brain Teaching.
Interestingly enough, your brain has no single area dedicated to memory. The hippocampus, in the region of your limbic system, processes memories and then sends that information back to the region where it originated. Let’s say you want to learn how to cha-cha. You watch a video, listen to a song, sing the words, do a few steps. What learning is being acquired inside your brain? Not much, unless you watch the video over and over! More repetitions equals more dendrite growth equals more learning. Spend some time practicing the video’s lessons and you will have stored the sound of cha-cha music in your auditory cortex, the look of cha-chaing in your visual cortex and the actual dance moves in your motor cortex. The more brain areas involved, the more dendrites are grown, the deeper and more lasting your learning. You can’t learn to cha-cha by listening to a lecture on dance history.

Brain scientists distinguish between short term and long term memory. The capacity of short term memory is usually limited to three to seven items. If you want to remember a phone number, you repeat it over and over to yourself, holding it in short term memory. If someone tells you their address, you probably will have to write it down, because it contains more than seven items. Not only is short term memory limited in capacity, but also it is very limited in duration. According to Laura A. Freberg in Discovering
Biological Psychology, a standard text in brain science, “Classic research by Peterson and Peterson (1959) showed that material in short-term memory was lost rapidly, in 15 to 18 seconds, but others believe that loss occurs in as little as 2 seconds.” Now you know why when you make that reading assignment, a few seconds later, someone asks, “do we have any reading homework?”

Unlike short term memory, long term memory’s capacity is unlimited. Putting new information into long term memory does not push old information out. If you repeat data frequently enough, it will be permanently stored in the infinite space between your ears.

Another crucial, very crucial, brain fact for teachers is that there are more connections from the limbic system to the prefrontal cortex than vice versa. Your emotions can control your reason much more easily than your reason can control your emotions. That’s why you irrationally broke the bowling trophy. Plato was one of the first to understand this deep human flaw. When our lower elements, appetites and desires, control our reason, we are “upside down” and deeply unhappy. Conversely if we, like Plato’s philosopher king, rule our desires (limbic system) with our reason (prefrontal cortex), no calamity can upset our internal harmony.

The prefrontal cortex, the brain’s boss, does not fully mature until our early 20s. This provides an explanation why children and
teenagers can act so irrationally. Growing up is often a struggle between unequal forces, a partially developed prefrontal cortex trying to guide a fully mature limbic system. The hand of a child trying to rein in the emotions of an adult.

Two more items, and then I’ll bring all this together into Whole Brain Teaching’s educational strategy.

If you say “ba, ba, ba” to a baby, before long you’ll get a “ba, ba, ba” back. And you’ll laugh. And the baby will laugh. Soon, you’ll be ba-ba-baing each other. What is happening? Many brain scientist believe that you and the baby are activating special kinds of neurons, mirror neurons, scattered through your brains.

According to V.S. Ramachandran, Director of the Center for Brain and Cognition at the University of California, San Diego. “The discovery of mirror neurons in the frontal lobes of monkeys, and their potential relevance to human brain evolution... is the single most important ‘unreported’ (or at least, unpublicized) story of the decade. I predict that mirror neurons will do for psychology what DNA did for biology: they will provide a unifying framework and help explain a host of mental abilities that have hitherto remained mysterious and inaccessible to experiments.”

Stand in front of a class of little kids, and slowly clap your hands. A few children will clap along with you. They are doing what
you are doing, mirroring your behavior, activating their mirror neurons. If you think about it, you’ll realize that a large amount of the learning in every grade involves mirroring the instructor’s words or actions. A well organized classroom becomes increasingly well organized as children mirror each other’s orderly behavior. And the flip side is true. Disruptive classroom behavior will generate more disruption, as children mirror each other’s unruly actions.

Finally, surprisingly, consider the sea slug. The sea slug’s nervous system is so simple that it is ideal for understanding crucial features of stimulus and response. If you turn a sea slug over and poke its flute, a hollow tube it uses to suck nutrients from the ocean, the slug immediately contracts its gills. Keep poking and the gills keep contracting ... until about the tenth poke. The response to your stimulus gradually declines until you can poke that flute all you want and you’ll get nary a gill flutter. The technical term for this process is habituation ... one of the most important concepts in education. Habituation occurs when an individual’s response to a stimulus decreases after repeated stimulation. In 1970 I lived next to street car tracks. They made lots of noise for a few days. Then, I never heard them again. They must have switched to rubber wheels. The truth was that I became habituated to the noise. The racket was out there, but it didn’t flutter my gills. If you are a
veteran teacher, you’ve observed the mystery and frustration of habituation ... what worked wonderfully with your class in September, bores them out of their skulls in December.

Now, let’s bring all this together into an overview of Whole Brain Teaching’s learning strategies.

On the journey ahead, you’ll discover seven, powerful teaching techniques; we call them the Big Seven.

Here they are, briefly described for now, with relevant brain information attached.

1. **CLASS–Yes:** Our primary attention-getter activates the prefrontal cortex, the brain’s boss. The prefrontal cortex controls decision making, planning and focus of attention. Little if any learning can take place if the prefrontal cortex is not engaged. We think of the Class-Yes as a brain switch that readies students for instruction.

2. **Teach–Okay:** Brain and learning research indicates that students learn the most when they are involved in teaching each other. By emphasizing energetic, instructional gesturing we engage, during Teach-Okay sessions, five of students’ brain areas: visual cortex (seeing gestures), motor cortex (making gestures), Broca’s area (verbalizing a lesson), Wernicke’s area (hearing a lesson), and the limbic system, (giving emotional content to a lesson.)
As you will see, a key component of our Teach-Okay method is that teacher’s must speak briefly, often not more than 30 seconds, before asking students to rehearse the lesson with each other. Remember that short term memory has limited capacity, three to seven items. *The longer teachers talk, the more students we lose.* Conversely, the more students repeat lessons to each other, especially while using descriptive gestures, the more students are engaged ... and the more thoroughly lessons are embedded in long term memory.

3. **The Five Classroom Rules:** Our classroom rules (chapter 6) not only efficiently activate five areas of every student’s brain (visual cortex, motor cortex, Broca’s area, Wernicke’s area, and limbic system) but also, because they are frequently rehearsed, involve the brain’s mirror neurons. Orderly behavior creates the mirroring of orderly behavior ... which causes teachers and students to mirror each other’s happy faces.

4. **The Scoreboard:** We believe our Scoreboard is the fastest, most entertaining and, for limited teaching budgets, the cheapest motivational system in elementary education. Wired directly into the the brain’s emotional center, the limbic system, the Scoreboard replaces marbles in a jar, candy, table points, play money and other classroom reward strategies. When an instructor
marks a Smiley or a Frowny on the Scoreboard, students feel a small, positive or negative, emotional jolt. By enlivening the marking routine with a “mighty oh yeah” or a “mighty groan” the reward circuitry in the limbic system is activated.

To avoid habituation, the decline in response to repeated stimulation, the Scoreboard is set up in levels, like a video game. November’s Level Two Scoreboard presents challenges not dreamed of in September’s Level One ... and oh no! What’s coming in December’s Level Three?!

As you will see, the levels on the Scoreboard are precisely attuned to the problem of teaching challenging kids. The lower Scoreboard levels will unify many students (often about 80-90%) behind your leadership. The higher levels of the Scoreboard use this classroom unity as powerful peer pressure to encourage all but your most rebellious kids to participate in learning activities. But what about students who are immune to every penalty? The most challenging of the challenging? The highest two levels of the Scoreboard are designed for your most determined rebels. If children are unfazed by every punishment, then they need a system that is pure reward ... and that’s what the Scoreboard’s top levels provide. At the highest levels of the Scoreboard, challenging kids can’t fail ... because there’s no failure involved!
Go ahead. Go get a large hanky. When you contemplate a system that will touch the rebel hearts of your most challenging kids, you want to sob tears of joy!

5. **Hands and Eyes:** When we are making an important point, we want students to focus intensely on what we are saying. As employed by an experienced Whole Brain Teaching instructor, Hands and Eyes creates instant silence, eliminating all learning distractions; the prefrontal cortex takes control of brain activity focusing the visual cortex and the auditory cortex on the instructor’s lesson.

6. **Switch:** Some students talk easily, often too easily! Other students fall into the role of passive listeners. In terms of brain structure, classes are often divided between those who are Brocaians (speakers) and Wernikites (listeners). By using Switch, an instructor can easily teach listening skills to the speakers and speaking skills to the listeners.

7. **Mirror:** As mentioned above, many brain scientists believe that we learn by mirroring the gestures and activities of others. They have identified mirror neurons scattered throughout the brain that are activated by mimicking the behavior we observe. Our own experience in WBT classrooms indicates that when a class mirrors our gestures and, when appropriate, repeats our words, a
powerful learning bond is created as the teacher and students’ visual and motor cortex engage each other.

All of WBT’s instructional strategies have been rigorously classroom tested, many for over 10 years. Based on feedback that we receive at conferences, on our website and via emails from hundreds of teachers across the country (and around the world), we have constantly refined our techniques.

Our initial, and primary, research goal was to create a system that instructors would willingly adopt. Classroom management strategies that are imposed by administrators often meet understandable resistance from instructors and therefore, have a short teaching life span. (On a side note: we believe there will be no substantial educational reform until administrators, specifically principals, roll up their sleeves, step into rebellious classes and show teachers how to instruct unruly students. We need educational leaders ... not financial bean counters. WBT has provided many administrators with the tools to demonstrate effective instruction from the front of the classroom rather than criticize it from the rear.) We believe there is a direct correlation between the effectiveness of a classroom management system and an instructor’s enthusiastic implementation of the system. Over the
last five years, we have asked instructors at the end of our seminars to answer one question:

Compared to other teaching systems that you are familiar with, Whole Brain Teaching is:

a. much better
b. better
c. about the same
d. worse
e. much worse

In one of the largest surveys of its kind, we have polled over 2,000 K-12 educators in California, Arizona, Texas, Montana, Louisiana, Minnesota, Missouri, Georgia, Utah, Florida, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Arkansas, Tennessee and Alabama. The results have been astounding. Seventy percent of instructors rated our system “much better” and 28% rated it “better.” The results are close to unanimous; 98% of educators believe WBT is superior to every other teaching system they are familiar with. We believe no other instructional strategy can match these numbers.

For a description of Whole Brain Teaching in the context of education theory, see Chapter 23, “Whole Brain Teaching and Contemporary Learning Research” by Angela Macias and Brian Macias.
Now, let’s return to Mrs. Maestra and watch her start her class with the first of the Big Seven, Class-Yes.
On the first day of the school year, Mrs. Maestra stood in the front of her class, raised her arms slightly in an embracing, but also commanding, gesture. She welcomed her students and spoke briefly about her expectations for the year.

Whenever Mrs. Maestra talked to the entire class, she generally used a special voice, loud, firm, authoritative ... the voice of command. She had noted that other teachers who were respected by students used a similar voice.

Mrs. Maestra believed that one of the crucial factors in gaining students’ respect had nothing to do with the teacher’s size and certainly wasn’t determined by their aggressiveness. Large angry teachers, if they lacked this special factor, had as much trouble with challenging students as anyone. Mrs. Maestra remembered her third grade teacher, Mrs. Takahara. Mrs. Takahara was dainty, almost elfin, but no student messed with her. She was universally respected by her classes. Mrs. Takahara’s power over students came almost entirely from her tone of voice. She had a superb, self
controlled, voice of command. Every year Mrs. Maestra did her best to Takahara her students.

As Mrs. Maestra spoke on the first morning to her pupils she scanned the classroom. Mrs. Maestra knew some students would be listening intently, some would be swiveling their heads around the room inspecting the new environment, some would already be zoned out. As a veteran Whole Brain Teacher, Mrs. Maestra knew for certain that a group of her pupils, from the very beginning, would not be paying attention. Mrs. Maestra was untroubled. She clearly understood Whole Brain Teaching’s strategy. Her initial goal was not to immediately win over every student, but to set up a series of routines that would unite substantial numbers of her pupils behind her leadership.

Mrs. Maestra had two enormous advantages over even her most challenging kids. First, she knew that her rebels were predictable. They would engage in disruptive behavior, talking to their neighbors, speaking disrespectfully to teachers, turning in little or no work. Mrs. Maestra’s father, Guantanamera, had been a fairly decent middleweight boxer. He often said, “A predictable opponent is already half defeated.”

Mrs. Maestra’s second enormous advantage over her challenging students was that she knew her Whole Brain Teaching
plan, they didn’t. Mrs. Maestra always knew what was coming next; her rebel students had no clue what was up Mrs. Maestra’s sleeve. Mrs. Maestra understood that the central idea of Whole Brain Teaching was to solve the easiest classroom management problems first, uniting the most amenable students behind the teacher’s leadership. Next, the instructor would organize the class so that it was not a breeding ground for challenging behavior and eventually, special techniques would isolate rebels from peer support and address the most challenging students of all, those who were immune to penalty.

Near the beginning of the first class meeting, Mrs. Maestra used her own version of a routine, a script, she had received at her first Whole Brain Teaching seminar in 1999. (Of course, Mrs. Maestra didn’t read from the following dialogue. She had practiced her own version many times at home.)

**SCRIPT: THE CLASS–YES**

**Teacher:** When I say Class!, you say Yes! Class!

**Students:** Yes!

**Teacher:** However I say Class!, you say Yes! Class! Class!

**Students:** Yes! Yes!

**Teacher:** (Using a low voice) Claaaasss!

**Students:** (Mimicking the teacher’s low voice) Yesssss!
Teacher: (Using a high voice) Classssss!
Students: (Mimicking the teacher’s high voice) Yessssss!
Teacher: Classity, class!
Students: Yessity, yes!

Mrs. Maestra had taught many grades from kindergarten to college in her long career. She was never concerned that students would find the Class-Yes script babyish. Chris Biffle used Class-Yes in college. Mrs. Maestra had used it in adult education courses. The reaction of students, of every age, was always the same. When they got to the “yessity, yes!” they were grinning ... and happily responding. In the few seconds that it took Mrs. Maestra to use the Class-Yes routine, she had already begun to achieve an important goal. A large proportion of her students were laughingly following directions.

This is quite important, a central strategy in Whole Brain Teaching. The more educational fun we can introduce into our classrooms, the more students will learn and the fewer opportunities there will be for challenging behavior. Students perform at high intensity when they are having the most fun learning. Video games can be insanely complex, with rules and procedures that would tax a rocket scientist. Kids master the difficulty of video games because they are having so much fun they don’t even notice they’re learning.
If you walk down the hall past WBT classrooms, one of the first things you’ll notice is the amount of task focused laughter. *Kids follow our rules, because we make our rules fun to follow.*

Mrs. Maestra knew that she would use the Class-Yes routine 15-20 times an hour. Over and over again, she would need to gain her students’ attention. Many of the Whole Brain Teaching procedures Mrs. Maestra used, she would have to repeat. She wasn’t troubled. Mrs. Maestra never minded repeating herself. She loved the Whole Brain Teaching rule:

*If repeating yourself bugs you, don’t go into teaching.*

*Teaching is repeating.*

Mrs. Maestra knew that the Class-Yes script was quite effective, but if she didn’t occasionally vary the way she said “Class!” some of her students would, eventually, ignore her. Mrs. Maestra faced an apparent paradox. Her students needed consistency and variety. They needed consistency’s clear structure and variety’s engaging novelty. To solve this problem, Mrs. Maestra consistently used “Class!” to gain her students’ attention, but occasionally varied her tone. Her voice could be high, low, funny, serious, growling, robotic, froglike, super fast, super slow, pretend angry.
Mrs. Maestra was not a clown. She didn’t teach because she enjoyed her students’ laughter. She taught because she enjoyed seeing her students happily learning. Mrs. Maestra found that being the leader of joyful learning was one of life’s supreme pleasures. And so, though Mrs. Maestra wasn’t a clown, she wasn’t averse to occasionally using a robot voice or a squeaky voice to merrily engage students who might otherwise be dreaming. Mrs. Maestra was inventive and, when necessary, a free spirit. She intuitively understood what Biffle’s greatest teacher, Harry Berger, Jr. at the University of California at Santa Cruz, had told him, “Teaching is a performing art.”
Chapter 7

**FIVE, POWERFUL CLASSROOM RULES**

Including the ultimate, no loophole rule!

Mrs. Maestra and other Whole Brain Teachers post a copy of their classroom rules in a prominent location near the front of the room. (Large copies of the rule signs can be found in the Appendix; full color, 8” x 10” versions are available at WholeBrainTeaching.com.)

As a Whole Brain Teacher in elementary school, Mrs. Maestra has her students rehearse rules every morning, after lunch and after every recess.

Here are the rules:

**Rule 1:** Follow directions quickly!
**Rule 2:** Raise your hand to speak.

**Rule 3:** Raise your hand to leave your seat.
**Rule 4:** Make smart choices.

**Rule 5:** Keep your dear teacher happy!

Mrs. Maestra used the script below to teach her students her rules. She assigned a gesture to each rule not only because this activated her students’ motor cortex, the brain’s most powerful area for creating and retaining memories, but also, even more
importantly, because gestures made the rules entertaining, fun to rehearse (which is to say, engaged her students’ limbic system).

Mrs. Maestra learned to make the following gestures by watching Chris Biffle’s *Intro to Whole Brain Teaching* videos at WholeBrainTeaching.com. Of course, Mrs. Maestra didn’t repeat the script below verbatim, but she enjoyed having a model to follow.

### Script: Classroom Rules

**Teacher**  Class!

**Students**  Yes!

**Teacher** (Pointing at the board.) We’re now going to review our classroom rules. Please repeat after me and make my gestures.

Rule 1: Follow directions quickly! (She raises one finger; then, moves this hand rapidly through the air.)

**A few students** (weakly, some mimicking the gesture.) Rule 1: Follow directions quickly!

**Teacher** (Smiling, but firmly) Please repeat after me and make my gestures. Rule 1: Follow directions quickly! (She raises one finger; then, moves this hand rapidly through the air.)

**Students** (more energy, mimicking her gesture) Rule 1: Follow directions quickly!

**Teacher** (Smiling) That’s fine for a start. Rule 2: Raise your hand for permission to speak! (She raises two fingers in the air;
then, bringing thumb and four fingers together she makes her hand “talk.”)

**STUDENTS** (Laughing, mimicking her gesture) Rule 2: Raise your hand for permission to speak!

**TEACHER** (Smiling) Good! Rule 3! Raise your hand for permission to leave your seat! (She raises three fingers in the air; then, with two fingers “walks” the fingers through the air.)

**STUDENTS** (Laughing, mimicking her gesture) Rule 3: Raise your hand for permission to leave your seat!

**TEACHER** (Smiling) Good job! Rule 4! Make smart choices! (She raises four fingers in the air; then, she taps her temple with one finger four times.)

**STUDENTS** (Laughing, mimicking her gesture) Rule 4: Make smart choices!

**TEACHER** Rule 5! (She raises five fingers in the air; she raises her fingers toward her mouth, bobs her head from one side to the other, makes a smiley gesture and grins merrily.)

**STUDENTS** (Laughing energetically, mimicking her gesture) Rule 5: Keep your dear teacher happy!

To cement this routine, Mrs. Maestra reviewed the rules with brief prompts ... and, to make the rehearsal entertaining, skipped chronological order. Thus, she merely said, “Rule 1, Rule 4, Rule 2”
pausing briefly so her students would repeat the entire rule (“Rule 1: Follow directions quickly!”) and the gesture. By the end of this rehearsal all her students were laughing happily. What a fun class this was going to be!

(Important point: If you are starting Whole Brain Teaching in the middle of the year, don’t say anything like the following, “I’ve learned a new teaching technique. Let’s see if you’re going to like it.” Rebel students love to tear new teaching techniques to shreds. Instead, say something like the following, “Usually, about this time of the year, I go to a more advanced teaching technique. It’s used in college ... but I think you’re ready for it.” In other words, pretend as if you had been planning all year to start WBT ... and now your class is finally mature enough to handle it!)

Here is Mrs. Maestra’s rationale for each rule.

**Rule 1: Follow directions quickly.** Mrs. Maestra wanted students to follow directions quickly because she didn’t want to waste a second of class time. If her students weren’t following directions quickly, they could be wasting 5-10 minutes every hour in non-educational activities. Over a school year, this added up to an enormous amount of lost time. In addition, the more slowly Mrs. Maestra’s students followed directions (handing in paper, opening
books, sharpening pencils, etc.) the more possibility there was for disruptive behavior.

Rule 2: Raise your hand for permission to speak. Mrs. Maestra believed that any classroom in which students could speak whenever they wished, was headed for chaos. If you agree that students need to raise their hands for permission to speak, NEVER (unless it is an emergency) answer a student who violates this rule. Smile, but say firmly, “I’ll be happy to answer your question, but please raise your hand.” At the start of the year, Mrs. Maestra sometimes had to say this 50 times a day (literally!) and, it occasionally seemed like an enormous hassle. However, Mrs. Maestra knew that over the school year, she was saving herself substantial grief.

Rule 3: Raise your hand for permission to leave your seat. Mrs. Maestra didn’t want students wandering around her classroom, unless they were on a mission she approved of ... in advance. However, Mrs. Maestra occasionally had classroom exercises where she allowed students to move around the room without asking for permission. In that case, she put a green post-it note on Rule 3 indicating that it was temporarily not in force.

Rule 4: Make smart choices. Mrs. Maestra understood that this is a fundamental rule, perhaps the fundamental rule, for all human activities. Philosophers from Socrates in 5th century B.C.
Athens to Jean Paul Sartre in 20th century France disagree on almost everything, except one guiding principle: Humans should use their reason carefully ... they should make smart choices. In Mrs. Maestra’s view, Rule 4 was wonderfully powerful. It covered every area of a student’s world at school, at home, out with friends, on the Internet, engaged in a sport or hobby, dating, Everything. From childhood to adulthood, she knew we need to make smart choices. Mrs. Maestra found that this rule was especially powerful in covering every kind of disruptive student behavior, in class and out.

**Rule 5: Keep your dear teacher happy.** This rule is, like Rule 4, a general purpose rule that covers an enormous amount of student activity. Many times in Mrs. Maestra’s class, a student would do something unexpected and they would argue that it was “a smart choice.” Mrs. Maestra’s response was, “That might be true. But what you just did breaks an important rule ... it doesn’t make me happy. Trust me. I’m the world’s leading authority on what makes me happy.” Mrs. Maestra found that Rule 5 was especially useful in covering the countless remarks students made that were hurtful, rude, sarcastic, disrespectful.

Mrs. Maestra was happily politically incorrect. She knew that it sounded egocentric to say that one of her rules was that her students should keep her happy. It appeared as if Mrs. Maestra did
not have a “student centered” classroom, as if the whole show was about her and not her pupils. Mrs. Maestra preferred to call herself an “educational realist.” She knew that the only kind of behavior that made her happy was when students were engaged in learning. So, if her pupils were keeping her happy, they were engaged in furthering their education. Mrs. Maestra also knew that the happier her students made her, the better she taught. She understood that Rule 5 was specifically designed for students who had little, or no, practice in speaking respectfully to adults ... and who were very skilled at finding loopholes in classroom rules systems.

When Mrs. Maestra taught her class that they should keep her happy, she was simply underlining three important points. First, her students should engage in respectful behavior toward their teacher; second that she, Mrs. Maestra, was the sole arbiter of what constituted respectful behavior; third, there was no loophole in her classroom rules. A brief example: Mrs. Maestra occasionally accompanied Chris Biffle when he gave classroom management seminars for teachers at school sites. She was not surprised when Biffle pointed out that “some of my most challenging students are teachers of challenging students! They come to my free seminars, sit in the back of the room, follow directions slowly, or not at all ... and think I won’t do anything about it!”
On one occasion that Mrs. Maestra observed, Biffle gave the teachers a short break, saying, “When you leave the room, please push the back of your chair up against your table.” Every teacher did as directed, except one. A smiling kindergarten instructor, turned her chair around and pushed the back against the table, but left the seat sticking out. When Biffle raised his eyebrows, the teacher merrily explained, “I pushed the back against the table just like you said!” The teacher, of course, was looking for and exploiting what she thought was a hole in Whole Brain Teaching’s system. Mrs. Maestra laughed quietly; she knew what was coming next. Biffle said, “Unfortunately, you are violating Rule 5. Pushing your chair in that way does not make me happy. Please sit down. You’re staying here with me while everyone else gets a break.”

As a teacher of challenging students, Mrs. Maestra needed a never fail rule that none of her pupils could elude or even quarrel with. She had many student rebels, but not even the boldest tried to convince her that they were making her happy, when they weren’t.

Mrs. Maestra knew that having rules posted on signs in the front of the classroom was useless, unless her students were continuously aware of the rules and engaged in practicing them.
Instead of chastising her students for breaking a rule, she followed one of Whole Brain Teaching’s greatest principles:

*Don’t’ scold, rehearse.*

Thus, at the start of the school year, Mrs. Maestra had her students rehearse the rules first thing in the morning, after lunch and each recess and before leaving for home. By varying her tone of voice, the size and energy her gestures, and by occasionally allowing a student to lead the rules review, she made these sessions entertaining. In fact, when she forgot a rehearsal, her students often reminded her!

After rehearsing the rules on the first day of class, Mrs. Maestra explained the reasoning for each of her classroom rules that she had posted on the front board. She then asked the class if anyone had objections to the principles. Mrs. Maestra never found any objectors; she was very good at explaining to the class how each rule would improve their learning experience.

Finding no one had a problem with her guidelines, Mrs. Maestra said, “Great! ... let’s take a vote. All in favor of using these rules in our classroom, please raise your hand.” Almost invariably, all her students raised their hands. (If some students didn’t raise their hands, Mrs. Maestra would say, “I’m glad to see that the majority of you believe these are good rules ... so, these are the ones we’ll use.
If anyone can think of better rules, I'll be happy to talk to them during recess.”

By using the vote, Mrs. Maestra had achieved “buy in.” Occasionally during the semester, Mrs. Maestra would have a class discussion and a new vote on the rules. Frankly, she would have been happy to experiment with a rule change if the majority of the class thought it would be a good idea.

Mrs. Maestra found the rules and the “buy in” were very helpful when she had to talk one on one to her challenging students, John for example. Mrs. Maestra would discuss the rule that John was having difficulty with and then ask, “Do you think we should change this rule? ... do you remember this is what we voted on?” By talking about the rule and the class support, Mrs. Maestra was often able to deflect John’s rebelliousness. *The rule supported by the entire class became the subject and not Mrs. Maestra’s authority as a teacher.*

When the rules through frequent rehearsal were thoroughly embedded in students’ long term memory, Mrs. Maestra used them to consistently correct inappropriate behavior. Thus, when John blurted out the answer to a question without raising his hand, Mrs. Maestra raised two fingers and said firmly, “Rule Two!” Her class chorused, “Raise you hand for permission to speak!” When Juana started to wander around the classroom, Mrs. Maestra held up three
fingers and said, “Rule Three!” The class responded, “Raise your hand for permission to leave your seat!”

Mrs. Maestra adored this part of WBT’s system. It turned disruptive behavior, speaking without raising your hand, wandering around the classroom, into an occasion that reinforced classroom rules. The actions of challenging students instantly unified the class behind the teacher’s leadership. Disruption triggered class unity!

Oh, weep tears of joy!
Chapter 8

TEACH-OKAY

Transforming Students Into Eager Teachers (Part 1)

When Mrs. Maestra felt confident that her students had mastered the Class-Yes and the Five Classroom Rules, she introduced the Teach-Okay script. In higher grades, she introduced Teach-Okay on the first day; in lower grades, K-1, she often waited until the second or even third week.

**SCRIPT: TEACH-OKAY**

**TEACHER:** Class!

**STUDENTS:** Yes!

**TEACHER:** When I say Teach!, you say Okay! Teach!

**STUDENTS:** Okay!

**TEACHER:** However I say Teach!, you say Okay! Teach! Teach!

**STUDENTS:** Okay! Okay!

**TEACHER:** (using a high voice) Teeeeeach!

**STUDENTS:** (laughing and mimicking the high voice) Okaaaay!

**TEACHER:** (using multiple syllables) Te-ee-ee-ee-each!

**STUDENTS:** (Laughing and trying to use multiple syllables) O-kay—ay—ay—ay!

**TEACHER:** Class!
**STUDENTS:** Yes!

**TEACHER:** Good job! Now when I say Teach!, you say Okay! *and* turn your bodies completely toward your neighbors to teach them the Five Classroom Rules. (Pointing to signs at the front of the room) Here are the rules right here. Please use the rule gestures as you teach your neighbor. Teach!

**STUDENTS:** (mumbled confusion, a few saying Okay!)

**TEACHER:** Class!

**STUDENTS:** Yes!

**TEACHER:** (Repeating her message without the slightest irritation in her voice) When I say Teach! You say Okay!, and turn your bodies completely toward your neighbors. Teach them the Five Classroom Rules. Go on, teach your neighbors! Teach!

**STUDENTS:** Okay! (more students respond together, many turning to their neighbors and teaching them the Five Classroom Rules)

Though Mrs. Maestra had only used three of Whole Brain Teachings many techniques, Class-Yes, the Five Classroom Rules and Teach-Okay, she had already established a strong foundation for her teaching strategy. Over and over again during the day, she would gain her students attention by calling out “Class!” , and then give them brief instructions about a lesson or the next activity. Then,
she would call out “Teach!” and her students would respond “Okay!” and explain Mrs. Maestra’s point to each other.

Mrs. Maestra strongly believed in the power of students teaching each other. According to Barbara Gross Davis, Assistant Vice Provost for Undergraduate Education at the University of California at Berkeley, “Students learn best when they are actively involved in the process. Researchers report that, regardless of the subject matter, students working in small groups tend to learn more of what is taught and retain it longer than when the same content is presented in other instructional formats. Students who work in collaborative groups also appear more satisfied with their classes. (Sources: Beckman, 1990; Chickering and Gamson, 1991; Collier, 1980; Cooper and Associates, 1990; Goodsell, Maher, Tinto, and Associates, 1992; Johnson and Johnson, 1989; Johnson, Johnson, and Smith, 1991; Kohn, 1986; McKeachie, Pintrich, Lin, and Smith, 1986; Slavin, 1980, 1983; Whitman, 1988).”

Mrs. Maestra’s experience corroborated the views of education experts; however, she believed the smaller the group, the more involved were her students. In teams of four, she often noted that one or even two students would not be actively engaged. For this reason, she preferred Whole Brain Teaching’s focus on students working in pairs.
Teach-Okay is Whole Brain Teaching’s core educational device. Our students, from kindergarten to college, need hundreds of hours of practice in speaking in coherent, well organized sentences. Teachers are some of the best models students will ever have of logically organized speech. Whenever pupils in a WBT classroom engage in the Teach-Okay script, they are receiving effective, non-embarrassing, practice in speaking, and therefore thinking, clearly. In the general hubbub of 30 students explaining a lesson to each other, a clamor as lively and friendly as the overlapping conversations in a school cafeteria, students can, without the humiliation of public failure, practice explaining ideas to each other.

Teach-Okay is not only a powerful language development skill for English speakers, but also for the huge number of students who do not hear English spoken at home. Learning a language is a laborious task; it takes countless hours of practice. If you have students who are having difficulty understanding your lessons, or explaining them to a neighbor, arrange the desks so that those with weaker language skills have partners with stronger language skills. The noise of many students talking at once in your class is really “good noise.” It gives each pair of students the privacy they need to practice speaking and occasionally flubbing without embarrassment.
Unfortunately, of all our techniques Teach-Okay is the most difficult for some teachers to master. It requires that we speak in clear, coherent, logical units! And, even worse, Teach-Okay requires that we speak briefly, in presentations that are no longer than most of our students can remember and repeat to their neighbors.

Typically, when Mrs. Maestra used the Teach-Okay pattern, she rarely spoke for more than 30 seconds, before telling her students to “Teach.”

Mrs. Maestra had timed herself and knew, speaking relatively slowly, she would speak about 50 words in 30 seconds, or the equivalent of a good sized paragraph. She walked around the room listening as her students explained her lesson to each other. When she found a few students faltering, she could without embarrassing them, in the privacy of the general conversation, make corrections. When Mrs. Maestra overheard numerous students having difficulty, she knew she had spoken too long. Thus, using Teach-Okay she had a way to continuously monitor her students’ comprehension.

Many times Mrs. Maestra could instantly tell that she had to explain a point more simply because when she said “Teach!” her students paused, weren’t quite sure how to begin. Mrs. Maestra loved this aspect of Teach-Okay; it was like she was looking inside
each pupil’s brain and getting a quick, clear picture of their understanding.

Now, here is a curious fact which I, and other Whole Brain Teachers, have discovered. Disciplining yourself to speak in units that are 30 seconds or less and then having your students repeat your message to each other, allows you to cover more material, not less. When you become adept at Teach-Okay, you will have eliminated all the non-educational chaff from your presentation, all the wandering, redundancy, stumbling, verbal fumbling about. You present a few points; your students repeat them to each other; you present a few more. In the little periods when students are talking, you take mini-breaks to organize your thoughts for your next few sentences. We call this approach micro-lecturing. Micro-lecturing is not an easy skill, especially because most teachers love to talk and talk and talk. But remember our Whole Brain Teaching rule:

*The more we talk, the more students we lose.*

Mrs. Maestra used Teach-Okay on a wide variety occasions. Whenever she was engaged in a transition activity, for example if she wanted her students to get out a piece of paper and number it from 1-25 to take a spelling test, she would explain what she wanted and then say “Teach!” Her students would respond “Okay!” and explain the task to a neighbor. Far from slowing down her
lessons, this saved Mrs. Maestra the time it would ordinarily take to repeat simple instructions over and over as students tuned in or out. Mrs. Maestra also used Teach-Okay whenever she introduced new material. Often she would start with something as brief as the following:

**TEACHER:** Class!

**STUDENTS:** Yes!

**TEACHER:** We’re now going to talk about something *totally new*. I’m going to make *three* very important points. Teach!

**STUDENTS:** Okay!

The words that Mrs. Maestra emphasized with her voice and gestures, in this case “totally new” and “three” would then be emphasized across the classroom. Mrs. Maestra had everyone’s attention and was ready to go on to her first point.

Here are some sample lessons that I use in my courses at the beginning of each semester (after I have introduced Class-Yes, and Teach-Okay.)

**BIFFLE:** Class! Class!

**STUDENTS:** Yes! Yes!

**BIFFLE:** This course is called Introduction to Philosophy. The obvious question is “what is philosophy?” Philosophy can be defined as the search for wisdom. We gain wisdom by finding answers to
the largest possible questions, like does God exist? What is happiness? Does life have a purpose? Teach!

**STUDENTS:** Okay! (Students teach their neighbor what Biffle has just said.)

**BIFFLE:** Class!

**STUDENTS:** Yes!

**BIFFLE:** Here are some more big, philosophical questions. How much can the mind know? Do humans have souls? Does Time have a beginning? Can we know anything for certain? Teach!

**STUDENTS:** Okay! (Students teach their neighbor what Biffle has just said.)

**BIFFLE:** Class!

**STUDENTS:** Yes!

**BIFFLE:** The big questions we ask in philosophy are called universal questions. This means that they apply to everyone. Universal questions are very different than the questions we often ask in daily life. In daily life we ask particular questions like “what time is it? What should I do this weekend?” In philosophy we ask universal questions like “What is time? What is life’s purpose?” Teach!

**STUDENTS:** Okay! (Students teach their neighbor what Biffle has just said.)
Biffle: Class! Class!

Students: Yes! Yes!

Biffle: All right. Let’s sum up three points I’ve made. One: in philosophy we search for wisdom. Two: wisdom is produced by answering large questions. Three: these large questions are called universal questions and are much larger than the questions we ask in daily life. Teach!

Students: Okay! (Students teach their neighbor what Biffle has just said.)

Here is a sample of how the same Teach-Okay pattern might be used with a kindergarten class.

Teacher: Class! Class! Class!

Students: Yes! Yes! Yes!

Teacher: Today we’re going to talk about five important numbers. Teach!

Students: Okay! (Students teach their neighbor what the teacher has just said.)

Teacher: Classity, class!

Students: Yessity, yes!

Teacher: The five numbers I’m going to talk about are the five numbers we use when we begin counting. (Holding up her hand,
counting on her fingers.) One, two, three, four, five! Use your fingers just like I did. Teach!

**STUDENTS:** Okay! (Students, many of them using their fingers, teach their neighbor what the teacher has just said.)

**TEACHER:** Class!

**STUDENTS:** Yes!

**TEACHER:** Now, I’m going to count five people. (Pointing at five students.) One, two, three, four, five. Do the same thing I did. Teach!

**STUDENTS:** Okay! (Students, many of them pointing at five students, teach their neighbor what the teacher has just said.)

**TEACHER:** (Using a high, funny voice) Claaass!

**STUDENTS:** (Laughing, and imitating the teacher’s high funny voice) Yeeess!

**TEACHER:** Now, let’s review. We are talking about the first five counting numbers. One, two, three, four, five. I have five fingers. I counted five students. One, two, three, four, five. Teach!

**STUDENTS:** Okay! (Students teach their neighbor what the teacher has just said.)

Here is a sample of how the Teach-Okay pattern might be used in third grade to introduce fractions. Note how emotions centered
in the brain’s limbic system are stimulated by the teacher’s directions.

**TEACHER:** (Using a funny, hissing voice) Classssss!

**STUDENTS:** (Laughing and imitating the hissing voice) Yesssss!

**TEACHER:** Today we’re going to talk about fractions! Some people are afraid of fractions. But we’re not afraid of fractions because we going to make them easy as pie! Tell your neighbor how excited you are to learn about something that’s easy as pie! Teach!

**STUDENTS:** Okay! (Students teach their neighbor that they are excited about learning something that is “easy as pie.”)

**TEACHER:** Class!

**STUDENTS:** Yes!

**TEACHER:** (Making a gesture with her hands) Now, let’s say I have a pie right here. Ummmm! Delicious pie! I cut the pie in half. And I eat half of it! Yummm! Tell your neighbor how good it feels to eat half a wonderful pie! Teach!

**STUDENTS:** Okay! (Students tell their neighbor about the wonderful feeling of eating half a delicious pie.)

**TEACHER:** Class! Class!

**STUDENTS:** Yes! Yes!
**TEACHER:** Now here is the pie. It had two parts (writing the number 2 on the board.) But now, there is only 1 part left! (writing the number 1 on the board above the 2 and drawing a line, making the fraction 1/2.) And so, we write a fraction, showing there is only 1 of 2 parts. Teach!

**STUDENTS:** Okay! (Students teach their neighbor what the teacher has just said.)

**TEACHER:** Class! Class! Class! Class!

**STUDENTS:** (laughing) Yes! Yes! Yes! Yes!

**TEACHER:** When we have a fraction like this, 1 of 2 parts, we say, this is “one half.” *Be very excited.* It’s so simple! Teach!

**STUDENTS:** Okay! (Students, mimicking the teacher’s excitement, teach their neighbor what the teacher has just said.)

**TEACHER:** (laughing) Oh, Classity, classity, classity!

**STUDENTS:** (laughing) Oh, yessity, yessity, yessity!

**TEACHER:** Let’s review. We’re not afraid of fractions. They’re easy as pie! If I eat one of two equal parts of a pie, that is the fraction one half! Tell your neighbor how great it feels to learn about fractions! Teach!

**STUDENTS:** Okay! (Students tell their neighbor “how great it feels to learn about fractions.”)
Using prompts like the above, it is simple to add emotional content to lessons. If you have students who “don’t care,” you can get them involved in your lessons by asking them to mimic your emotions. As James Zull, Director of the University Center for Innovation in Teaching and Education at Case Western Reserve University, points out, emotional investment is key to brain growth. “There are recent experiments which show that ... changes in [brain] networks can be generated simply by triggering neurons to dump ‘emotion chemicals’ on the firing networks. These chemicals are things like adrenaline, seratonin, and dopamine, and they are delivered to specific parts of the brain by specific neuron pathways. Thus, the concomitant frequent firing and exposure to the chemicals of emotion lead to great change in neuronal networks.”

Notice several points about the sample lessons I presented. The Teach-Okay pattern can be adapted for subjects at any grade level. Using this pattern, the teacher breaks down a larger lesson into small, easy to follow points. (The current lingo for this is “chunking.”) The students only have to pay attention for a short amount of time before they have the opportunity to practice what has just been taught. Every small lesson finishes with a review. Finally, the teacher, using variations on Class!, or with emotion prompts, has her students happily engaged in learning.
Now, let’s say you have some students with Attention Deficit Disorder (ADD). Do you see the advantage of the Teach-Okay system? Your lessons are short, easy to understand, fairly fast paced and continuously followed up by students repeating key points to their neighbors. There are kids with ADD in some of the videos at WholeBrainTeaching.com. You won’t be able to tell who they are, because everyone is on task. Truth be told, we think everyone has problems with paying attention ... in traditional classrooms, students with ADD aren’t able to conceal their inattentiveness as well as the rest of us!

Looking at the samples of the Teach-Okay pattern, you might see several problems. First, students are mechanically repeating what the teacher has said; second, this approach does not seem to generate questions from students and student questions should be at the core of any good teaching system; third, some students may begin talking to their neighbors about issues other than the lesson.

Here is an answer to each of these concerns.

While it is true that we want students to explain our points to their neighbors, more or less as we made them, this is only the beginning of our instruction. If we are talking about philosophy, counting, or fractions, we have key ideas which we need to communicate and which, more or less, we need students to be able
to repeat verbatim. As teachers we have content that must be understood and we hope that our presentations are clear and simple enough that this content can be repeated by students to their neighbors with few if any mistakes. Yes, students seem to be repeating mechanically ... but as you walk around the class, you’ll find something intriguing, and deeply educational going on. Students will be putting your point into their own words, with their own patterns, sometimes even with their own examples. Students will be practicing the extremely important critical thinking skill of paraphrasing. When students can put your lessons into their own terms, paraphrased your content at their linguistic level, then important learning is taking place.

(In chapter 18 we’ll demonstrate how the Teach-Okay pattern can be used to teach original thinking, and not just paraphrasing the teacher’s lesson.)

It would seem to be the case that having students talk to their neighbor would diminish the number of questions which students ask, but we have found the opposite to be true. Our strongest, most verbal students will often ask if they and/or their neighbor are repeating the material correctly. In addition, quieter students will raise their hand and ask the teacher a question, which only the
teacher and the student’s partner can hear, because everyone else is busy talking to their neighbors.

It is true that given the opportunity to teach a neighbor, some students will want to chat about non-educational issues. How can Mrs. Maestra tell when her students are off task? We’ll devote the next chapter to educational body language.
Mrs. Maestra loved watching her students teach each other ... but what she loved even more was to see them energetically teaching each other. Her dream, the dream of many teachers, was to see an entire class engaged in passionate instruction. Here is the script that Mrs. Maestra used to help her dream come true.

**SCRIPT: TEACHING GESTURES**

**TEACHER:** Class!

**STUDENTS:** Yes!

**TEACHER:** You’ve been doing a great, fantastic, wonderful, incredible, scrumdillylicious job at learning! Teaaaaaach!

**STUDENTS:** (Laughing) Okaaaaay! (Students teach their neighbor what the teacher has just said.)

**TEACHER:** Class! Class!

**STUDENTS:** Yes! Yes!

**TEACHER:** From now on, when you are teaching your neighbor, I want you to use energetic body language. (The teacher uses expressive, large gestures as if she were a jolly, bombastic public speaker.) I want to see you really getting into your explanation,
teaching with all your energy. And, if you are listening to your neighbor I want you to use *listening* gestures. (The teacher cups her hands behind her ears, makes rolling gestures that say “keep talking” and other body language someone would use if they were excited to hear more of what was being explained to them.) Now, use teaching and listening gestures as you explain teaching and listening gestures. Teach!

**Students:** Okay! (Students, using teaching and listening gestures, laughingly teach their neighbor what the teacher has just said. Many students just flop their hands around meaninglessly, but the teacher can tell that they are engaged in teaching their neighbors. Later, she will demonstrate gestures which are keyed to lesson content.)

When Mrs. Maestra had trained her class to teach each other (and use gestures in their instruction) she always noted that some students were chronic listeners and others were chronic yackers. She wanted her talkers to learn listening skills and she wanted her listeners to come out of their shells and talk. Mrs. Maestra noted especially that students who needed language development, often those who spoke English as a second language, were most likely to passively listen.
Mrs. Maestra divided her class so that her top students were paired with her bottom students and her middle students with her middle students (of course, she didn’t reveal the basis for the pairing to her kids.) Next, she counted off her students in ones and twos. If she had an odd number of kids in her class, one group had two ones, or she paired with the leftover student.

She then followed this script.

**SCRIPT: SWITCH**

**TEACHER:** Class!

**STUDENTS:** Yes!

**TEACHER:** Here is something that will be fun. In a second, I’m going to ask you to teach each other the class rules ... we’ve been rehearsing them for awhile. I want the ones to be the teachers and use big gestures while they talk. I want the twos to be the listeners and use listening gestures while they listen. (She demonstrates that listening gestures can include holding a hand to your ear, nodding your head, silently mirroring the gestures of the speaker, rolling your hands as if to say, “tell me more!”) Then, when I say “Switch!” I want you all to loudly say “Switch!” and the twos will become the teachers and the ones will be the listeners. First, let’s practice saying “Switch!” very loudly. Switch!

**STUDENTS:** Switch!
**Teacher:** Not quite loud enough! Faster, a little louder! Switch!

**Students:** (louder) Switch!

**Teacher:** Wonderful! Okay, ones teach the twos the classroom rules. Keep teaching the rules over and over until you hear me say, Switch. Teach!

**Students:** Okay! (Ones teach the twos for a minute or so.)

**Teacher:** Switch!

**Students:** Switch! (Twos teach the ones.)

As her students taught each other, Mrs. Maestra walked around the room and either praised or prompted each group. When both partners were gesturing, she praised them. If one or both partners were not gesturing, she prompted them by saying, “Please use gestures.”

We believe teaching and listening gestures are important for several reasons. In Whole Brain Teaching classrooms, student explanations of course material are a primary educational activity. The main problem we find with this approach is that some students may use the opportunity to talk about non-course material. When students use teaching and listening gestures to instruct their neighbor, this problem is greatly reduced. The teacher simply scans the room, observes body language; she can easily see the pairs of...
students who have drifted off into private conversations. Private conversations do not involve our stylized teaching-listening gestures.

A second reason that teaching and listening gestures are important is that they are a particularly effective way of involving challenging students, especially highly active ones, in course material. Kids want to be unrestrained, burn with a desire to move around. Instead of controlling this impulse, which is almost impossible for some students, we encourage our highly active pupils to use their energy in teaching their neighbors. It is lovely to see classroom rebels use their manic vitality to explain fractions, the Middle Ages, or the proper use of apostrophes.

A third reason that teaching and listening gestures are important is that students are not only creating lessons that are visual but also kinesthetic. Teaching and listening gestures add to a multi-sensory educational experience; students learn by seeing and doing; the abstract becomes visual and physical.

A fourth reason teaching and listening gestures are a powerful educational tool is that they help students develop underutilized aspects of their learning repertoire. Some of our kids love to talk; some are content to listen. The “Switch!” command makes the yackers listen and the listeners yack.
Finally, we have often found that having kids teach their neighbors is an excellent energy boost for both the teacher and students. Late on an afternoon, every drowsy spirit can be awakened by passionately waving their arms about in an energetic explanation of the joys of “attacking” word problems, “digging into” the hidden meaning in a story, “exploring” the three mighty building blocks of good writing.

By using the full range of Teach-Okay techniques, Mrs. Maestra’s students were continuously engaged in learning that involved seeing, saying, hearing, doing and feeling, lessons that stimulated the whole brain. She believed this created the kind of stimulating education environment, prescribed by her personal hero, Dr. Marian Cleaves Diamond of UC Berkeley, one of the world’s foremost neuroanatomists.

Dr. Diamond points out, “Increases in cortical growth as a consequence of stimulating environmental input have been demonstrated at every age, including very old age. The greatest changes, however—as much as 16 percent increases—have been noted during the period when the cerebral cortex is growing most rapidly—the first ten years. By providing children with challenging experiences through enriched education and environments, those dendrites cannot help but be off to a good start!” As Mrs. Maestra
watched her entire class energetically using gestures as they taught each other, she sometimes imagined she could hear a faint pulsation, the sound of thousands of neurons sprouting dendrites.
Now, let’s add one more important element to the Teach-Okay pattern. Laughter.

According to Dr. Richard Restak, professor of neurology at George Washington University Medical Center in Washington, D.C. and author of The New Brain, “...scientist have confirmed that humor decreases stress, boosts immune defenses, relaxes muscle tension, decreases blood pressure and modulates pain.” Laughing is good for us ... and our students.

One of our earliest goals in Whole Brain Teaching was to find ways to create on task laughter. We didn’t care much for tomfoolery ... but we adored educational tomfoolery. We wanted the deep engagement, the merry learning community, that is created when teachers and students laugh together. The more fun we made our lessons, the more our students learned. (Don’t get the idea that our WBT classes are laughing all the time ... that would be crazy ... and not much fun! What we want is for our classes to have a merry laugh whenever we need extra student involvement.)

You may have noticed a fair amount of educational tomfoolery in the techniques presented thus far. We have the option of using a
funny voice with the Class-Yes routine. Teaching and learning gestures, in themselves, can be occasions for merriment. On the Scoreboard, described in the next chapter, we create student engagement with the Mighty Groan and the Mighty Oh Yeah. But here is our most reliable laugh producer, the Tickler

**SCRIPT: THE TICKLER**

**TEACHER:** Class! Class! Class! Class!

**STUDENTS:** Yes! Yes! Yes! Yes!

**TEACHER:** Great job. Now let’s have some fun. If I clap twice and say Teach!, you clap twice and say Okay! Let’s try it. (Claps twice.) Teach!

**STUDENTS:** (Claps twice ... with a few giggles.) Okay!

**TEACHER:** How about this. (Claps three times very fast.) Teach!

**STUDENTS:** (Claps three times fast ... with more giggles.) Okay!

**TEACHER:** Try this one! (Claps twice. Stamps twice. Pats top of head three times.) Teach!

**STUDENTS:** (Claps twice. Stamps twice. Pats top of head three times. Laughter. On task laughter!) Okay!

All the veteran WBT teachers I know use the Tickler whenever they say “Teach!” ... but it involves no more than a few hand claps.
This produces mild, but continuous, low voltage happiness in our students. Whenever we need to give our students an extra jolt of merriment, which generates more intense engagement, we use absurd Ticklers, like the last one above (Clap twice. Stamp twice. Pat top of head three times.)

Adjust the Tickler to your needs; you can create instant entertainment that varies all the way from low voltage happiness to merry belly laughs. Develop your own Tickler patterns. The only rule is that the Tickler should precede “Teach!” Here are some suggestions:

-> Disco dance move, then say “Teach!”
-> Whirl a lariat over your head, then say “Teach!”
-> Anything inspired by the Three Stooges, then say “Teach!”
-> Funny arm flapping as if flying, then say “Teach!”
-> Air guitar with sound effects, then say “Teach!”
-> Any combination of claps, stamps, head pats, shoulder waggles, etc., then say “Teach!”

At this point, you might be thinking that Whole Brain Teaching sounds intriguing, but believe that your class is so challenging that you can’t get them to follow directions ... couldn’t even get them to start teaching their neighbors, or stop once they had started. You’re even afraid they’ll have too much fun with the Tickler.
You want to know Mrs. Maestra’s secret for motivating positive behavior and penalizing negative behavior.

That secret is in the next chapter.
Chapter 11

THE SCOREBOARD

Motivating your class to work hard

In upper grades, after Mrs. Maestra had introduced Class-Yes, the Five Classroom Rules and Teach-Okay, she pointed her students to a diagram she had drawn on the board. (In lower grades, K-2, Mrs. Maestra often introduced the Scoreboard on the first day, and postponed the Teach-Okay until the second or third week.)

Early in her career, Mrs. Maestra tried a variety of motivational devices to keep her students on task, marbles in a jar, table points, play money, candy ... but nothing was as simple, powerful, entertaining, flexible and cheap as the Scoreboard Game.
Here is the script that Mrs. Maestra mentally followed when introducing the game to her students. (Observe the use of the Tickler, as the lesson develops.)

**SCRIPT: THE SCOREBOARD GAME**

**TEACHER:** Class!

**STUDENTS:** Yes!

**TEACHER:** We’re now going to play a game. A very fun game. The game is called Scoreboard. And all you have to do to win is, KEEP THE SCOREKEEPER HAPPY! I’m the Scorekeeper! (Claps twice.) Teach!

**STUDENTS:** (Claps twice.) Okay! (Students teach their neighbor what the teacher has just said.)

**TEACHER:** Class!

**STUDENTS:** Yes!

**TEACHER:** Today we will be playing the Scoreboard Game for more or less recess time. As the year goes by, we will be playing for other rewards: more or less homework, more or less video time, more or less free time in class, or best of all, more or less game time! (Claps twice.) Teach!

**STUDENTS:** (Claps twice.) Okay! (Students teach their neighbor what the teacher has just said.)

**TEACHER:** Class!
**STUDENTS:** Yes!

**TEACHER:** When I put a mark under the Smiley face, that means you are doing something that makes me, the Scorekeeper, happy. When I put a mark under the Frowny face, that means you are doing something that makes me, the Scorekeeper, unhappy. (Claps three times.) Teach!

**STUDENTS:** (Claps three times.) Okay! (Students teach their neighbor what the teacher has just said.)

**TEACHER:** Class!

**STUDENTS:** Yes!

**TEACHER:** This is a very important point. Give me an ah-ha-ha!

**STUDENTS:** Ah-ha-ha!

**TEACHER:** At the beginning of the Scoreboard game, what makes me, the Scorekeeper happy is a class that follows our classroom rules. What doesn’t make me happy is a class that doesn’t follow our classroom rules. (Claps four times very fast.) Teach!

**STUDENTS:** (Claps four times very fast.) Okay! (Students teach their neighbor what the teacher has just said.)

**TEACHER:** Class!

**STUDENTS:** Yes!
**TEACHER:** Every Smiley face mark you earn is one *minute more of recess.* Every Frownie face mark you earn is one minute *less of recess.* (Claps twice.) Teach!

**STUDENTS:** (Claps twice.) Okay! (Students teach their neighbor what the teacher has just said.)

**TEACHER:** Class!

**STUDENTS:** Yes!

**TEACHER:** Now, here is a very big point. Note that the Scoreboard is labeled Level One. If you do very well playing this game *maybe I’ll let you go to Level Two!!* (Claps three times, stomps foot three times. Does a disco dance move.) Teach!

**STUDENTS:** (Laughing ... Claps three times, stomps foot three times, imitates the teacher’s disco dance move.) Okay! (Students teach their neighbor what the teacher has just said.)

(From here forward, we’ll omit the use of the Tickler ... it is much more fun to use it in class, than read it in scripts!)

Mrs. Maestra, a veteran Whole Brain Teacher, had taught every grade from kindergarten to college. Depending on what she thought her students would enjoy, she substituted the following for Smiley and Frowny faces: Empress of the Universe and Earthlings, Captain and Crew, More Recess and Less Recess, Cool and Not Cool, Groovy and UnGroovy, Extra Credit and Dextra Credit, Plus and Minus. Mrs.
Maestra also used a variety of rewards and penalties. Sometimes the marks stood for one more or one less: math problem, minute of free time, minute of video watched in the class, minute of music listened (or danced to!), or her favorite, minute of game time.

Note that by varying the way the Scoreboard was labeled and the rewards and penalties, Mrs. Maestra avoided the problem of habituation, her students becoming unresponsive to the Scoreboard’s stimulus. Additional “de-habituators” will be listed at chapter’s end. Also, note that in the Appendix, Mind Sports, contains a description of three, highly engaging, learning games, that can be used as Scoreboard rewards.

Mrs. Maestra said to her class, “Now, let’s review. We’re going to play a game called Scoreboard. There’s only one thing you have to do win: keep the Scorekeeper happy. I’m the Scorekeeper! At the start we’ll play for more or less recess. When you do or say something that makes the Scorekeeper happy, I’ll occasionally increase the recess by one minute and put a mark under the Smiley Face. When you do or say something that makes the Scorekeeper unhappy, I'll often decrease recess by one minute and put a mark under the Frowny Face. Here’s my reasoning. If you work hard in class, you have earned more free time, because you’ve done a good job of learning material I’m covering. If you don’t work hard in class,
you really need less recess, because you haven’t done a good job of learning material I’m covering. *Work hard in class, or during recess. Your choice!* Tell your neighbors what I just said.”

The students, hesitantly, explained what Mrs. Maestra said.

Mrs. Maestra continued, “Oh! That was too slow, and some people didn’t even talk to their neighbors ... or use *gestures!!!* The Scorekeeper is unhappy!”

She then put a mark under the Frowny Face and said, “Give me a Mighty Groan!”

Her students groaned.

Mrs. Maestra exclaimed, “That was a very poor groan! Here’s another Frowny Face mark. You now have lost two minutes of recess! You’re not following the Scorekeeper’s directions *and that never makes her happy!*”

Mrs. Maestra lifted her shoulders towards her ears and demonstrated a vigorous groan. “Now give me a groan like that *with my gesture!*

Her students, many lifting their shoulders, groaned more energetically.

Mrs. Maestra congratulated them. She knew it was a poor strategy to give three Frownies in a row.
Mrs. Maestra understood that the groan was very important. Students laughed as they groaned ... and thus they were back on her side, instead of being resentful that they had received a Frowny face.

Mrs. Maestra continued, “Now, you see it’s really important for you to figure out what makes the Scorekeeper happy and unhappy. Let’s practice. Do some things that you think might make the Scorekeeper unhappy. Go ahead. It’s practice; I won’t give you any Frownies. Just don’t go crazy ... but you can break what you think might be a classroom rule.”

A few of her students did and said goofy things.

Mrs. Maestra continued, “Great! Excellent misbehavior! Now, do or say some things that you think would make the Scorekeeper happy.”

A few students did and said things that made Mrs. Maestra happy.

Mrs. Maestra understood that rehearsing correct and incorrect behavior was an important principal of Whole Brain Teaching. Whole Brain Teachers never scolded ... they rehearsed.

Mrs. Maestra concluded, “Right! Okay. Now, we’re going to review some of our classroom rules and procedures. Work hard to keep the Scorekeeper happy!”
Here was Mrs. Maestra’s plan. She already had her students several Frowny Faces “in the hole”. Her next few marks would be Smiley Faces; Mrs. Maestra marked Smilies whenever most of her class followed her directions. Then she added a few more Frownies, then a few more Smilies. Mrs. Maestra knew that she should never have 3 more frownies than smilies (or vice versa). If she punished too much her students would become discouraged; if she rewarded too much, her students would become lackadaisical. In Whole Brain Teaching, we call this the Plus/Minus Three rule. On the Scoreboard, the difference between reward and penalty never exceeds three points. Why? Because kids are most motivated when the game is close ... and with the Plus/Minus Three rule, the Scoreboard game is always close!

Mrs. Maestra explained the Plus/Minus Three rule to her class as follows. “The difference between Smilies and Frownies will rarely, if ever, be greater than three points. If the class is three points behind, I will be looking for the smallest amount of good behavior so that I can give you a Smilie. But be warned! If the class is three points ahead, I will be looking for the smallest amount of negative behavior to give you a Frowny!”

Mrs. Maestra taught her students that just as they gave a “Mighty Groan,” when they got a Frowny, they should give a “Mighty
Oh Yeah!” when they got a Smiley. She called this having a “one second party.” Students clapped their hands, thrust them toward the ceiling and shouted “Oh Yeah!” If Mrs. Maestra didn’t want her class to make noise, she told them to lightly tap their pinky fingers together and have a “Mighty Whisper Oh Yeah.” She sometimes called this a “quiet riot.”

As Mrs. Maestra moved toward the end of the first period, she let the Smilies almost, but not quite catch, the Frownies. The Frownies were two marks ahead. Stopwatch in hand, Mrs. Maestra took her students out to the playground and they watched other students play for two minutes. This was important. It showed Mrs. Maestra’s students that she was serious about administering penalties.

The next few days that Mrs. Maestra played the game, her class came closer to winning increased recess. Often they came out even and earned their normal recess ... but it was always nip and tuck. (Oh, you’re two minutes behind! ... Wow, you were three minutes ahead but now you lost a minute ... Mighty Groan!) She usually put students “in the hole” at the start of the day with a few quick Frownies. She found her class was highly motivated to “come from behind”.
Near the end of the first week, when her students were having a good day, Mrs. Maestra let them earn one minute more of recess. This gave them a taste of success. For the rest of the days Mrs. Maestra played the Scoreboard Game, she never rewarded or penalized more than two or three minutes of recess. Her students almost never received three extra or three fewer minutes. These had to be saved for extraordinary days, positive or negative, or these marks lost their “specialness.” (When Mrs. Maestra worked in a school with a tight recess schedule, she gave her students “in class” recess for the extra minutes they earned.)

When adding or subtracting recess minutes began to lose its motivational power, Mrs. Maestra substituted one page more or less of homework. Mrs. Maestra understood many great truths of Whole Brain Teaching. Here is another:

_Students will work extremely hard to avoid a small amount of work._

When Mrs. Maestra added extra homework, she was putting pages “in the bank”. Her students weren’t aware of it, but they were ahead of where Mrs. Maestra needed them to be ... thus, Mrs. Maestra could give them homework reductions and know she was still moving at the pace she wanted.
If her students complained about the game or the penalties, Mrs. Maestra give them a quick Frowny and explained, “Sorry. Complaints about the Scoreboard Game never make the Scorekeeper happy. Class! Tell your neighbors how important it is to keep your dear Scorekeeper happy and never complain about how she keeps score!”

Mrs. Maestra gave no warnings.

She never said, “Now, class if you’re not listening to me more carefully, I’m going to give you a Frowny face. I mean it class. You better really listen to me now, because if you don’t, you’re going to get a great, big Frowny.” Mrs. Maestra either gave a Frowny or ignored the bad behavior. Sometimes, when her class was very unruly, Mrs. Maestra didn’t give Frownies at all, especially when the Frownies were three marks ahead of the Smilies.

If a few penalties weren’t motivating her class, lots of penalties wouldn’t improve their behavior. Instead, on days when the class as a whole was seriously misbehaving, Mrs. Maestra would say something like, “You know what? There are several people in here who are doing an outstanding job. In fact, everyone at table 3 is really working hard. Here’s a Smiley for the whole class as a gift from hard working table three! Give them a cheer!”
Students invariably cheered for the classmates who earned them a Smiley ... and Mrs. Maestra had her students focused on following her directions. They had cheered when she told them to cheer.

Mrs. Maestra knew some teachers began the Scoreboard game and gave no reward at all. Many classes would work fairly hard just to see more Smilies than Frownies. Go figure.

Because the Scoreboard game was fundamental to her year long classroom management system, Mrs. Maestra, as described above, overcame her students’ tendency to habituation by varying the rewards and the way the sides of the Scoreboard was labeled. In addition, she could also segment the Scoreboard in a variety of ways. Occasionally, she might draw a horizontal line across the diagram, and label it as follows.

Girls

Boys
With the Scoreboard labeled Girls vs. Boys, the game could be played in one of two ways. First, Mrs. Maestra could give separate rewards and penalties to the girls and boys (always observing the Plus/Minus Three rule for each group.) For example, if the reward was extra recess, and the girls won by one point, they could have one minute extra recess. Or, second, Mrs. Maestra could total the girls and boys scores and let them “work together.” Thus, if the reward was extra recess, then the total of the boys and girls positive points had to exceed the total of their negative points before the class earned extra recess. An alternative to Boys vs. Girls was to pit the right side of the class against the left, or even better, to name two captains, and let them choose teams (and then seat them on the right and left side of the class.)

For even more Scoreboard flexibility, Mrs. Maestra was delighted to find the following article in the Levels menu at WholeBrainTeaching.com.

“Because you’ll be using the Scoreboard all year, here are a variety of Scoreboard strategies ... but don’t employ them too often! It’s a long time until spring.

**Ping-Pong:** Named by our WBT kindergarten pro, Andrea Schindler, you either reward for a positive behavior and then quickly follow up with a negative point or vice versa. You ping-pong the
Scoreboard, point on one side, point on the other. Say, “That back row is doing great! Give me a Mighty Oh Yeah!” (And make a mark on the positive side.) Continue, “But unfortunately, some of my students are not using vigorous gestures! Oh no! Mighty Groan!” (And make a mark on the negative side.) Obviously, you can go the other way, negative point first and then positive point.

**Marker Move:** Your marker is in a tray at the bottom of your blackboard. Say, “You kids are doing really well. I’m going to move my marker a little closer to the positive side of the Scoreboard. Give me a ‘ooooooh, goody!’” Also, when kids aren’t doing quite so well, you move your marker slightly further away from where it would need to be to make a positive mark.

**Boombox:** You go in with a boombox and place it in the front of the room, far from where it would be hooked up. Each positive mark on the Scoreboard gets a “Mighty Oh Yeah” and you move the boombox closer to where it could be plugged in.

Eventually, you plug the boombox in ...but then, oh no! You see some negative behavior and the box must be unplugged! Eventually, the kids get to hear 30 seconds of music (maybe the second day of this routine.) Let them beg to play “boombox” again for several days and get your most popular kids to suggest music (that you preview at home to be sure it is PG.) When the boombox
reward is won, you keep the music period short ... it’s a long year ... by the spring they should have worked hard to earn three minutes of music at the end of the day.

**Fake:** Say, “Wow, you kids are doing really well. Where is my marker ...” Then pick up the marker and move it toward the board, ready to make a positive mark. Then, say, “But not quite well enough to get a positive mark!” And put the marker down underneath the Scoreboard ... done correctly, your kids will say “awwww” and be eager to get an actual positive mark.

**Doubler:** For late in the year, say “Today, we’re going for double points!” Then, whenever there is negative behavior, make two marks and get a double Mighty Groan. Whenever there is positive points, make two marks and get a double Mighty Oh Yeah. When you have some positive and some negative behavior, make a quick mark positive and a quick mark negative. As you can tell, the score will end up to be about the same as when you are making single marks, but it feels much more exciting.

**Pirates:** Say, “today we’re going to play Pirates. I’m the Captain, you’re the Crew.” Label the Scoreboard appropriately. Say, “When the Crew scores a point, shout ‘Yo, ho! ho!’” When the Captain scores are point, hold your hand out in a hook and say, “Arrrrgggg!” Obviously you can change the labels in other ways,
Queen vs. Subjects, Farmer vs Turkey (yum, yum, gobble, gobble!), etc.

**Drum roll:** Right before you make a positive mark, say, “Drum roll!” The kids pat their hands very fast on their desk, saying “ahhhhh!” louder and louder as you approach the board. You make the mark, point at them and they explode, “OH, YEAH!” Jay Vanderfin, one of Whole Brain Teaching’s co-founders, throws in the “In your face!” Kids get to say this to their instructor instead of the Mighty Oh Yeah!

**Beat the Clock:** Go in with a kitchen timer, pick the rule you want to work on, then say, “Okay, I’m going to set the timer. Let’s see how long we can go without .... (insert negative behavior, like talking without raising a hand to speak).” When the negative behavior occurs, stop the timer and write down the “class record” on the board. Then say, “Okay, let’s try again. If we beat that record, everyone will get a Smilie! Tell your neighbor how desperately you want to win a Smilie!” The goal is for students to go for 20 minutes without the negative behavior. When this goal is achieved, and it’s possible even in kindergarten, every time they hit the 20 minute mark, give them all a Smilie.

**WARNING:** Don’t keep switching up the games above. Use one occasionally ... and see how long you can keep engagement by
using it. Then, eventually, go to another. Too much variety in how you’re using the Scoreboard will make your class less, not more, focused on the goal of positive, learning behavior.”

In upper grades, Mrs. Maestra could introduce some of the basics of Whole Brain Teaching briefly in the first hour of the first day of class. It took her little time to teach her students the Class-Yes, Five Classroom Rules, Teach-Okay, Teaching and Listening Gestures and the Scoreboard Game. She knew other teachers who started much more slowly; in fact, some rookie Whole Brain Teachers simply used the Class-Yes and nothing else for weeks. One of the features Mrs. Maestra loved about Whole Brain Teaching was that it was a highly structured system, with a clearly laid out set of incremental steps, that could also be restructured, mixing, matching and redesigning elements however the individual teacher wished.

Some instructors loved noisy, high energy classes and had great fun with the Mighty Groan, the Mighty Oh Yeah and encouraged students to use intense, flamboyant, teaching and listening gestures. Other instructors wanted their students to be self controlled, diligently serious; they taught their classes the Whisper Groan, the Whisper Oh Yeah, and Teensie Weensie Gestures.

Dr. Patricia Hutinger, Director of the Center for Best Practices in Early Childhood Education at Western Illinois University, describes
a learning experience similar to methods employed by Whole Brain Teaching. “Children can learn one set of concepts using a variety of modes. Imagine a first grade class learning rather difficult conceptual words such as ‘that’, ‘them’, ‘when’, ‘what’, and ‘got’. The teacher writes the words on the board (visual) then they chant the words (combining visual and auditory). Then, they sing the words to the tune of “row, row, row your boat” as she points to the words. Next, they write the words in their ‘journal’ (motor/kinesthetic) and finish with another round of song. (A child could easily do the pointing). That teacher makes use of visual, auditory, music, and kinesthetic modes with an entire group of 20 highly engaged children.”

Hutinger’s conclusion would be echoed by Mrs. Maestra and thousands of Whole Brain Teachers around the country, “If you plan learning experiences that incorporate a wide range of modalities you are likely to produce a group of enthusiastic, engaged learners.” Mighty Oh Yeah!

Thus far, you have learned five of the Big Seven: Class-Yes, the Five Classroom Rules, Teach-Okay, Switch and the Scoreboard (Level One). In the next chapter, you’ll learn the last two, Mirror and Hands and Eyes.
Chapter 12

**Mirror, Hands and Eyes**

Two powerful student engagers

Mirror is one of WBT’s simplest and most powerful techniques. You say “mirror” and your students respond “mirror.” They then pick up their hands ready to mimic your gestures.

As students imitate the motions you use to teach a lesson, their motor cortex, the brain’s most reliable memory area, is automatically engaged. Mrs. Maestra used mirror when telling a story, giving directions, describing the steps in a procedure, demonstrating a process ... anytime she wanted her class locked in to what she was saying.

Here is the script Mrs. Maestra mentally followed when introducing Mirror.

**Script: Mirror**

**Teacher:** Class!

**Students:** Yes!

**Teacher:** Here is a simple, new, fun learning technique. When I say “mirror,” you say “mirror” and pick up your hands, ready to mirror my gestures. Mirror!
**STUDENTS:** Mirror! (Students hold their hands in the air.)

**TEACHER:** Great job, but let’s do it a little faster and *maybe* you’ll get a Smilie. (very quickly) Mirror!

**STUDENTS:** Mirror! (Students quickly hold their hands in the air.)

**TEACHER:** Fantastic! (Walking to the board. Making a mark on the Smile side of the Scoreboard.) Hold it! Hold it! (Rapidly pointing to her class.)

**STUDENTS:** (Clapping their hands loudly.) Oh yeah!

**TEACHER:** Good job. Mirror!

**STUDENTS:** Mirror!

**TEACHER:** Now, mirror my gestures. Today we are going to talk about a great big problem (spreading her arms out wide ... students mirror this gesture) but we’re going to break it down into little pieces (holding her fingers close together ... students mirror this gesture.) Tell you neighbor what I said ... using my gestures! Teach!

**STUDENTS:** Okay! (Students use the teacher’s gestures to teach their neighbors the teacher’s points.)
In general, there are three kinds of gestures you can use while teaching:

-> casual: these are hand motions that you naturally use while speaking

-> graphic: match your gestures to exactly what you are saying. For example, if you’re talking about walking somewhere, walk your fingers through the air. If you want to explain a hard problem, scratch your head. If you are presenting a big idea, spread your arms far apart.

-> memory: these gestures are linked to core concepts and/or state standards. Every memory gesture should be unique. For example, a memory gesture for a fraction might be one fist above the other, with the top fist standing for the numerator and the bottom fist standing for the denominator. Or, a memory gesture for a period might be pushing your hand out as if giving a “stop” signal. Other memory gestures might include pretending as if you are writing in the air as the memory gesture for author, making an “X” with your arms for multiplication, dealing imaginary cards for sorting and so forth.

For additional student engagement when using mirror, add elements of silliness and exaggeration to your gestures. As a variation, say “mirror words” and your students respond “mirror
words.” Then, speak slowly and match your arm movements to what you are saying. Your students repeat your words and mimic your gestures. Five brain activities are now involved: seeing (motor cortex), saying (Broca’s area), hearing (Wernicke’s area), doing (motor cortex) and feeling (limbic system). Another name for this quintuple learning is Teacher Heaven.

Fairly often, Mrs. Maestra wanted to make a Big Point and she needed intense attention from her class. Maybe she was describing exactly how a form had to be filled out by her students’ parents or the heading she wanted on every paper turned in or the rule for reducing improper fractions to whole numbers. For this special, intense attention, Mrs. Maestra used Hands and Eyes.

**SCRIPT: HANDS AND EYES**

**TEACHER:** Class!

**STUDENTS:** Yes!

**TEACHER:** The next technique is very simple. Whenever I need to make a big point, I’ll say “hands and eyes.” You say “hands and eyes” and fold your hands and stare at me, as if you can’t wait to hear the words I’m going to say. Let’s try it: Hands and eyes! (The teacher folds her hands quickly.)

**STUDENTS:** Hands and eyes! (The students quickly fold their hands and stare intently at the teacher.)
TEACHER: Great! Let’s try it again! Hands and Eyes! (The teacher folds her hands quickly.)

STUDENTS: Hands and eyes! (Folding their hands even more quickly.)

TEACHER: Fantastic. Now, here is my big point ...

Note this: the teacher does not give a Smilie point every time her class follows directions ... or a negative point every time they don’t follow directions. If this was the case, the game would be controlling the instructor, instead of vice versa. The beauty of the Scoreboard is that, never forget it, you are the Scorekeeper. Points are marked entirely at your discretion. And if a student complains that they should be getting a Smilie, you have the option of marking a quick Frownie ... because pressuring the Scorekeeper never makes her happy!!!

Here’s a review of the Big Seven:

1. **The Attention Getter: Class—Yes**

When you say “Class!” your students respond, “Yes!” By varying your call, “Class! Class!,” “Classity! Classity!,” “Oh, Class!,” “Class, classity, class, class!” your students will vary their response and thus avoid habituation. For additional variety, change your tone of voice ... or even use attention getting gestures. The mirror neurons in many of your students’ brains will take over, mimicking
you. Think of the Class-Yes as a brain switch that readies your kids’ prefrontal cortex to focus on your next instruction.

(As the year progresses, substitute a bit of core knowledge for your “Class!” For example, if you call out “First President!,” your students respond, in place of “Yes!” with “George Washington!” or if you say, “Four times Four!,” they respond “16!”)

There is something quite odd, mysterious about what happens when you say “Class!” a variety of ways and your students respond “Yes!” Amazingly enough, this routine makes the class momentarily merry. I use Class-Yes! a thousand times a semester. Students are still grinning in the final week. Further, I and other Whole Brain Teachers have noted, that if you laugh when saying “Class!”, many of your students will laugh as well. This is because one of the primary learning mechanisms in the brain, as I noted earlier, are mirror neurons. We learn by imitating, mirroring. It is not just monkey see, monkey do. It is monkey see, monkey’s brain rewire itself.

2. **The Organizer: Five Classroom Rules**

Note that three of the rules, “Follow directions quickly,” “Raise your hand for permission to speak,” and “Raise your hand for permission to leave your seat” are behavior specific. They describe exactly what you want your students to do. The last two rules,
“Make smart choices” and “Keep your dear teacher happy!” are general principles which cover a host of situations in and out of the classroom. For variety, always important!, select one of the first three rules as a “special focus” for the day. Tell your students that the majority of the points you mark on the Scoreboard will reflect how well, or poorly, the rule is followed.

By rehearsing the rules several times a day, with gestures, you will engage whole brains in hearing, seeing, saying, doing and feeling the principles that create an orderly classroom.

3. The Whole Brain Activator: Teach-Okay

If you can train yourself to speak briefly, your students will have few problems with becoming teachers of their neighbors. Kids love to talk and be active. Teach-Okay gives them the chance to use their energy to nourish their, and their classmates’, learning. You need to make two important points to your students about Teach-Okay. First, each student must be making speaking or listening gestures. Second, students continue teaching each other, even if they are repeating themselves, until you call out “Class!” The last thing you want in a Whole Brain Teaching classroom is for pairs of students to fold their arms and zone out after teaching each other your lesson once.
Occasionally, a few students may complain that making gestures distracts them. Use your instructor’s intuition, judge by their tone of voice and past behavior, if their complaint comes from genuine mental difficulties or from a determination to do as little work as possible. If the former is the case, then ask the student to slightly nod her head when listening and to try, occasionally, to make small gestures. If the latter is the case, and the student is particularly stubborn, encourage her to learn in the same way as the rest of your students (and make a mental note that this pupil will be a prime candidate for Level Two of the Scoreboard ... when you introduce consequences for individual, not group, behavior.)

If Teach-Okay is difficult for you, then practice dividing a lesson into short chunks at home; write notes in your lesson plan to guide you through Teach-Okay presentations.

4. The Motivator: The Scoreboard

Remember that you begin the Scoreboard at Level One (additional levels will be introduced beginning with chapter 14.) Your initial goal is not to transform the behavior of every student, but to unify as many students as possible behind your leadership. Consistent use of the Scoreboard, early in the year, means that the positive and negative marks, per day, total at least 15. As the year unfolds, you’ll find yourself having to make fewer and fewer marks.
While you can use the Scoreboard to point out individual positive behavior, *never use it to penalize individual negative behavior.* You will quickly turn the class against you if you punish everyone for the actions of one student. But what do you do about individual misbehavior? Wait until Level Two (chapter 14)!

**5: The Involver: Switch**

Typically, in a WBT classroom students teach their neighbors the instructor’s lesson every minute or so. When we judge that a lesson is particularly difficult, we move into Switch. Giving each student several turns explaining and listening to information provides the repetitions necessary to begin to grow new dendrites. Award winning journalist, Judith Horstman in *The Scientific American Day in the Life of Your Brain*, makes the point clearly, “The more you repeat something—an action or a thought—the more brain space is dedicated to it.” Switch, as you have probably already deduced, is especially powerful for English learners. ESL students need hundreds of hours of practice acquiring new language skills, most comfortably in the privacy of conversations with a friend.

**6. The Class-Unifier: Mirror**

Use Mirror to directly and energetically involve your students’ whole brains in your lessons. We have found there are at least three kinds of gestures: casual (hand motions you naturally use when
speaking), graphic (gestures that tell a story or describe a process), memory (gestures that are unique for each core concept or state standard).

Andrea Schindler, our veteran WBT kindergarten specialist, enlivens her class with “mirror check.” The routine goes like this:

**SCRIPT: MIRROR CHECK**

**TEACHER:** Class!

**STUDENTS:** Yes!

**TEACHER:** Mirror!

**STUDENTS:** Mirror! (Imitating the teacher’s gesture.)

**TEACHER:** Great! Now, let’s do mirror check. Mirror my gestures (the instructor then begins waving her arms about in a variety of calisthenic gestures. Her students follow suit.)

Late in the afternoon, when your, and your students are feeling drowsy, a minute or so of mirror-check calisthenics is a great way to get the blood pumping.

7. The Focuser: Hands and Eyes

Whenever you have a big point to make about anything, use the Focuser. Don’t be afraid to use the technique too often. In college, I employ Hands and Eyes about once every five minutes. Typically, introduce the Focuser with Class-Yes ... which will gain the attention of most of your students, and then tighten student
engagement by saying “Hands and Eyes” as you make a large gesture, bringing your hands together.

Before we watch Mrs. Maestra solve some of teaching’s great, practical problems ... like how to hand out papers, open books to the proper page or what to do about that infernal machine, the pencil sharpener ... let’s think about how the Big Seven addresses problems of teaching challenging students.

Remember in chapter 4, Mrs. Maestra divided her class into four groups, Alphas, Go-Alongs, Fence Sitters and Challenging Students. A consistent application of the Big Seven will do wonders to unify the first three groups behind your leadership and reduce the number of students in the last group, the challenging students. We counsel teachers beginning to use our methods to work hard for several months, if necessary, to create a core of group of pupils who understand and support their instructor’s leadership. This support is created by consistent, and happy!, use of the Big Seven. As you will see beginning in chapter 15, we will use the peer pressure created at Level One of the Scoreboard as leverage to encourage more and more of a class to become part of the Whole Brain learning community.

A central premise of Whole Brain Teaching is that the more frequently you engage your students’ whole brains, the more you
will reduce disruptive behavior. Students can’t dream up challenging behaviors if they’re too busy energetically teaching their neighbors. But you can’t have a classroom of whole brain learners unless you are a whole brain instructor. To help your students transfer information from short to long term memory, you must speak briefly, engage their limbic systems with the Scoreboard, activate their motor and visual cortices with vivid gestures that they mirror and teach their neighbors. You have to grow dendrites across your whole brain to grow dendrites across your students’ whole brains.

And remember another of WBT’s great laws.

*If repeating yourself bugs you, don’t go into teaching. Teaching is repeating!*
**Industrial Strength Whole Brain Teaching** is based on two principles: every class of determined rebels has a few very strong rebel leaders; success with such a class must involve leadership training. The magic of **Industrial Strength Whole Brain Teaching** is that it creates an environment in which rebel leaders can only maintain their positions of leadership, which they desperately want, by gaining their followers the rewards that come from staying on task!
Mrs. Maestra understood that teaching her students the classroom rules, posting them at the front of the room and rehearsing them several times a day, laid a strong foundation for classroom behavior ... but she also knew the real trick was weaving the rules into the fabric of daily instruction. John and Juana, two of Mrs. Maestra’s most challenging students, learned the rules quickly, but, without wise guidance, would rarely follow them.

An especially important rule for any classroom is Rule 1: Follow directions quickly. Our goal in a WBT classroom is bell to bell instruction, without a second wasted. Seconds and minutes are lost when classroom procedures are not followed quickly.

A classroom procedure is an activity you want your students to perform many times a day; a rule is a general principle that guides student behavior. In WBT, we distinguish between two kinds of procedures: those that involve the entire class, like lining up, and those that involve individual students, like correcting a wrong answer. The more smoothly your class performs common procedures, the less opportunity there is for challenging behavior.
Here are five of the most common procedures that involve the entire class and that should be performed according to Rule !:

Follow directions quickly!

- opening books
- lining up
- handing papers in (and out)
- being seated
- lowering the noise level

Before Mrs. Maestra became a Whole Brain Teacher she was frustrated with the amount of class time wasted in transition activities when all she wanted was for her students to open their books to a specific page or to perform similar “simple” tasks. In addition, Mrs. Maestra noted that the more slowly these routines took place, the more likely it was that challenging students, temporarily free of supervision and lost in the chaos of many students performing, or not performing, the same activity, would become disruptive. It was as if her student rebels were suddenly released from captivity ... and lining up, or opening their books, become opportunities for mutinies.

Mrs. Maestra was delighted with the following multipurpose script that could be used for many of her most common procedures.
SCRIPT: OPENING BOOKS (AND OTHER COMMON CLASSROOM PROCEDURES)

TEACHER: Class!
STUDENTS: Yes!

TEACHER: I’m now going to show you how I want you to open your books. I will say, page 39! and you say “39! 39! 39!” loudly and then open your books quickly. Hold up both hands when you are at the correct page. Let’s practice. 39!

STUDENTS: 39! 39! 39! (students open their books, many raise their hands)

TEACHER: Classity! Classity! Classity!
STUDENTS: Yessity! Yessity! Yessity!

TEACHER: You can put your hands down. That wasn’t too bad for the first time, but I want you to be a bit quicker. I’m going to count to 10. If everyone has their hands up with their books open to the correct page, I’ll give the class a Smilie! Remember to repeat the page number. 142!

STUDENTS: 142! 142! 142! (while the teacher counts 1 to 10, students race to open their books to the correct page.)

Mrs. Maestra loved this procedure for many reasons. First, it solved the ongoing hassle of students asking her what page they should open their books to and the teacher having to repeat the
page number over and over. Second, the procedure turned opening books into a game, and thus, her students were often engaged in one of Whole Brain Teaching’s highest goals, task focused laughter. Third, Mrs. Maestra could use the 10 count to set class “records.” She always counted at the same speed, but as the year progressed she would only give a Smilie when the class opened their books before she got to 8, then before she got to 6. This made the book opening game even more entertaining and wasted even less time. Fourth, she could use exactly the same script for lining up, being seated, and handing papers in or out and many other frequently repeated procedures. Instead of repeating the page number three times her students said “Lines!” or “Seats!” or “Papers!” three times and held up their hands when the task was accomplished. Mrs. Maestra adjusted the count for each activity.

Mrs. Maestra had 35 students. Here is the count she started the year with for common procedures:

- Opening books: 10 count
- Getting out paper and pencil, with name neatly written in the upper right corner: 25 count
- Handing papers out with the extras passed back to the instructor (and no running in the classroom!): 35 count
- Handing papers in to one student and the student placing the papers in a neat stack on the teacher’s desk ... without running: 25 count
- Putting away all materials before lining up at the door: 20 count
- Lining up at the door: 20 count
- Being seated, starting from an orderly, silent line outside the classroom: 20 count

For several of her procedures, Mrs. Maestra kept class records on the board, which, because of her students’ efficiency, were lowered as the year progressed.

Sharpening pencils was a common activity that Mrs. Maestra didn’t want all her students to engage in at once. She knew that pencil sharpening could drive a teacher bonkers. Students leave their seats, create disturbances on the way to sharpen their pencils, have problems operating the pencil sharpener, then cause disturbances on the way back to their seat. And this could happen all day long!

Here is a routine I learned from a teacher at one of my seminars ... whoever you are, wherever you are, God bless you!

Buy a few hundred pencils and a good electric pencil sharpener. Put a red piece of paper on the front of a coffee can and a green
piece of paper on the back. Place a large handful of sharpened pencils in the can and put the can on your desk. Tell your students that when the red paper faces them, no one can trade one of their pencils for a sharpened one. When the green paper faces them, students are permitted to, one by one, trade their pencil for a sharpened one. If students have no pencils, they can get a sharpened pencil when the green paper faces out.

In other words, students never sharpen their pencils in class!

Mrs. Maestra often had to lower the general noise level in her classroom. She could do this either by saying “class”, getting everyone’s attention and asking her students to work more quietly, or she could use the Magic Invisible Volume-O-Meter.

**SCRIPT: SETTING THE CLASSROOM NOISE LEVEL**

**TEACHER:** (Using a deep voice) Class!

**STUDENTS:** (Imitating the teacher’s deep voice) Yes!

**TEACHER:** When you are too noisy, I’ll use my Magic Invisible Volume-O-Meter to set the correct sound level for our current activity. (Raising her hand) When I move my hand move up toward the top of the Volume-O-Meter I want you to say ‘yada, yada, yada’ louder and louder. When I move my hand down, I want you to say ‘yada, yada, yada’ more and more quietly. Teach!
Students: Okay! (Students teach their neighbor what the teacher has just said, many of them move their hands up and down imitating the Magic Invisible Volume-O-Meter).

Teacher: Class!

Students: Yes!

Teacher: Okay, now here we go. (She moves her hand up and down and the students, adjusting their volume to her gestures, say “yada, yada” more loudly and then quietly. The teacher then moves her hand down very low, until the students are whispering.) Good! That’s the level I want you to speak at.

Mrs. Maestra understood that her class, and especially her challenging students, loved to play games. Her general classroom management strategy exemplified by the Magic Invisible Volume-O-Meter was to set up games that students enjoyed ... and that trained them to follow her rules.

Now, let’s look at four common procedures that apply to individual students.

- correcting a wrong answer to a teacher’s question
- rewarding a correct answer to a teacher’s question
- encouraging students to avoid “I can’t ....”
- raising a hand to ask a question
When Mrs. Maestra was a student, she had seen many of her own teachers tiptoe around correcting pupils when they answered a question incorrectly. The teacher didn’t want to hurt anyone’s feelings. If a student thought the area of circle was found by using a formula for squares, the teacher might say something like, “That’s an interesting answer, Joe. It certainly shows that you know something about math. Now, Juana what do you think of Joe’s answer?”

Of course Joe, as soon as the teacher went to Juana, knew he was wrong. His feelings weren’t being protected ... in fact, his misery was drawn out, especially because many students might chime in with the right answer or, worse, laugh at Joe’s mistake.

Mrs. Maestra wanted her students to know that they were in a “no failure” class. She wanted them to understand it was okay to make mistakes ... and no one would mock them for their errors.

**SCRIPT: CORRECTING STUDENT ERRORS WITH “IT’S COOL”**

**TEACHER:** Oh, classss!

**STUDENTS:** Oh, yesss!

**TEACHER:** Hands and Eyes! (Spreading her arms out wide, and then bringing them together and folding her hands.)

**STUDENTS:** (Imitating her gesture.) Hands and Eyes!
**TEACHER:** Great! You did that so well, I’m going to give you a Smiley! (Walks to board, gets a marker.) Hold it! Hold it! (Makes a mark on the Smiley side of the Scoreboard. Then, whirls and points at her class.)

**STUDENTS:** (Clapping their hands!) Oh yeah!

**TEACHER:** Wonderful! Now, here is my big point. If someone makes a mistake when I ask them a question, I don’t want anyone to correct them and I certainly don’t want anyone to laugh at them for being wrong! Teach!

**STUDENTS:** Okay! (Students teach each other what the teacher has just said.)

**TEACHER:** Class!

**STUDENTS:** Yes!

**TEACHER:** Everyone will make mistakes. It’s okay, no big deal. The worst thing that will happen to you if you make a mistake is that everyone will tell you, “it’s cool.” For example, Jason ... what year was the French Revolution?

**JASON:** 1920?

**TEACHER:** No, it was 1789. Tell Jason “it’s cool.”

**STUDENTS:** It’s cool!

**TEACHER:** Maurice. What is the capital of Florida?

**MAURICE:** I don’t know.
Teacher: It’s Tallahassee. Tell Maurice “it’s cool.”

Students: It’s cool!

Mrs. Maestra valued the “it’s cool” routine. Students quickly learned that there was no humiliation in missing an answer and Mrs. Maestra found it much easier to immediately correct a student’s wrong response than hunting around the classroom to find a student who knew the correct response. In fact, Mrs. Maestra’s students became so used to saying “it’s cool” that they would use it when she made an error ... and Mrs. Maestra had to admit that it felt pleasant to have everyone support her when she was mistaken.

Early on in Whole Brain Teaching, we decided teachers needed an entertaining way to quickly reward students when they answered a question correctly. We certainly didn’t want to hand out candy or pass out play money; the first was unhealthy and the second took too long ... and students became upset when they misplaced their cash. We wanted a reward that was instantaneous and that would add to what we called “educational tomfoolery.” Here is one of our first scripts.

Script: Instantly rewarding students with a “Woo!”

Teacher: Class!

Students: Yes!
**Teacher:** Whenever someone gives a right answer, or does something else worth a reward, we’re going to give them a woo. Watch, I’ll demonstrate. Cathy, you did a great job of helping your partner with her spelling. Give her a 10 finger woo! (The teacher extends her arms, points 10 fingers at Cathy, wiggles her fingers and says, with delight...) Woo! Go on, give Cathy a 10 finger woo!

**Students:** (laughing and pointing wiggly fingers at Cathy) Woo!

Mrs. Maestra and other Whole Brain Teachers quickly created a variety of woos. If a student was half right, she got a five finger woo; if a student was only a little bit right, and had a good sense of humor, he got a pinky finger woo. If Halloween was coming they got a 10 finger “boooo-woooo”; Thanksgiving brought out the 10 finger “gobbledy-woo.” And so forth.

When her students did something exceptional, Mrs. Maestra called for a 10 finger rolling woo ... and added a rolling motion with her hands to the 10 wiggling fingers. Occasionally, maybe only twice a year, a student deserved an extraordinary woo. Mrs. Maestra invented the “10 finger rolling woo with the grand salami!” She would point 10 wiggling fingers at the wondrous student, roll her hands in the air, then throw her arms up and bring them down as
if bowing to the student while she exclaimed, “Grand Salami!” All her students followed suit and everyone laughed.

Thus, far we’ve looked at two techniques, “it’s cool” and “woos” that are a common feature of Whole Brain Teaching classrooms when the instructor is engaged in an interchange with an individual student. Mrs. Maestra knew that many times during the year her challenging students, and many others in her class, would become frustrated because some learning task seemed impossible. A typical complaint would begin with, or contain the phrase, “I can’t ...” Mrs. Maestra knew that almost always when students said “I can’t” their minds closed, making a difficult learning task even harder for them. Anticipating this problem, Mrs. Maestra used the following script.

**Script: Removing “I can’t” from student vocabulary**

**Teacher:** Class!

**Students:** Yes!

**Teacher:** There are two words which we never, ever, ever say in our class when we are working on a lesson. Those words are “I can’t” Teach!

**Students:** Okay! (Students teach their neighbor what the teacher just said.)

**Teacher:** Class, class!
**STUDENTS:** Yes, yes!

**TEACHER:** Whenever you say “I can’t...” you are putting yourself down. Putting yourself down is never a smart choice. You’re breaking rule 4! Teach!

**STUDENTS:** Okay! (Students teach their neighbor what the teacher just said.)

**TEACHER:** Class, class!

**STUDENTS:** Yes, yes!

**TEACHER:** So, instead of saying “I can’t” I want you to say “I can’t yet.” Just add that one word. And here’s the deal, whenever I hear you change an “I can’t” to an “I can’t yet” I’m may have the whole class give you a Rolling 10 Finger Woo! You know how hard those are to get! Teach!

**STUDENTS:** Okay! (Students teach their neighbor what the teacher just said.)

**TEACHER:** Class, class!

**STUDENTS:** Yes, yes!

**TEACHER:** Okay, let’s practice. I want you to say “I can’t”, and then change it to “I can’t yet.” Here we go. No matter what I ask, say “I can’t” and then change it to “I can’t yet!” Timmy, can you lift 200 pounds over your head?

**TIMMY:** I can’t. I can’t yet!
**Teacher:** Great job. Class, give Timmy a 10 Finger Rolling Woo!

**Students:** Woo!

**Teacher:** Bethany can you solve college algebra problems?

**Bethany:** I can’t. No, I mean I can’t yet!

**Teacher:** Wonderful! Give her a 10 Finger Rolling Woo!

**Students:** Woo!

Mrs. Maestra knew that many times during the semester her students would say “I can’t,” but she also knew that if she practiced the routine above, they would, little by little, learn to correct themselves.

Mrs. Maestra’s classroom rules instructed her students to raise their hands for permission to speak and for permission to leave their seats. These were wonderful rules, but they caused two problems: first, when Mrs. Maestra’s students raised their hands, their minds, many times, went blank and they stopped listening to what she was saying; second, Mrs. Maestra might be making an important point, and couldn’t stop to call on a student with a raised hand. To solve both these problems, she used the following short script.

**Script: The Grabber**

**Teacher:** Class!

**Students:** Yes!
**TEACHER:** We’re going to practice raising hands in a moment. I want a few of you to raise your hands and then I’ll reach out like this (making a gesture as if she was reaching out and closing her hand around the raised hand). That means I’ve got your question. Then, when you see me make the reaching out gesture, put your hand down in a fist on your desk. When I’ve finished talking, I’ll take questions from students whose hands are down in a fist. (The teacher then had a few students raise their hands; she “grabbed” their question; the students put their hands down in a fist on their table.)

In the next chapter, you’ll get an overview of the six levels of the Scoreboard.
There are two major components to Whole Brain Teaching’s instructional system. First, the Big Seven (Class-Yes, Five Classroom Rules, Scoreboard, Teach-Okay, Switch, Hands and Eyes, Mirror) provide a set of techniques that engage your student’s whole brains in instruction. Think of the Big Seven as your daily teaching tools. A second component is a multileveled game that evolves from the Scoreboard as an ongoing system of rewards and penalties. The Scoreboard provides year long motivation for the Big Seven’s daily learning routines.

Here are the six Scoreboard levels, with a brief description of each.

**Level One:** The Scoreboard (described in chapter 9) rewards and penalizes the behavior of your class as a whole. Though individuals may be rewarded for positive behavior with a Smiley, they are never punished for negative behavior because the class will soon rebel for being punished for the behavior of one student. The Scoreboard is used on the front board for the entire year; each succeeding level does not reduce, but only enhances its powers.
**Level Two:** Practice Cards provide a powerful tool to address individual behavior problems ... and successes. When students receive a white card, they briefly rehearse at recess the rule they broke and take a note home to their parents describing their negative behavior; when students receive a purple card, they take a note home to their parents describing their positive behavior; when students receive a green card, they practice in class following the rule they have broken. Typically, the Scoreboard is used alone for one or two months; white cards are then introduced for several months and then are augmented, as needed, by purple and green cards. The majority of WBT instructors report that the Scoreboard plus the Practice Cards *take care of almost all of students’ challenging behavior.*

**Level Three:** the Guff Counter is added to the Scoreboard to remedy the problem of students who speak, or act, disrespectfully to their teacher or classmates. One of the many beauties of the Guff Counter is that the guffing student finds herself isolated; the instant she speaks or acts disrespectfully the entire class exclaims, “Please, stop!”

**Level Four:** The Independents is added to the Scoreboard. This new feature of the game miraculously turns rebellious cliques of students against each other.
**Level Five:** The Bullseye game, and the next level The Agreement Bridge, is reserved for your most challenging students, those who are immune to penalty and punishment. In general, you’ll only be able to identify your most stubborn rebels after they have resisted Levels One through Four. When students play the Bullseye game, they are involved in a brief, daily, one on one exercise that rewards them for seeing their behavior from the instructor’s point of view.

**Level Six:** The Agreement Bridge, frankly, is seldom needed by WBT educators. This game establishes a context for long term counseling with students who engage in structured, no punishment, dialogue with a teacher, mentor or administrator. The goal of the dialogue is to negotiate a contract which both counselor and student sign and frequently reevaluate.

Before we investigate the Practice Cards, note the strategy of the six levels of the Scoreboard. Your plan is to begin with the easiest to solve behavior problems and proceed to the most difficult. Why? Because by having larger and larger groups of students enter your learning community, you free up the time you will need for work with your most disruptive kids. In addition, the more students who support you, the smaller the support system is for your rebels.
The classroom is too often a power struggle, and yes, it is often us against one or more challenging kids ... that is the blunt and unhappy truth. But anyone can teach compliant kids. Mrs. Maestra’s glory, which will soon be yours, was that she had the skill and techniques to bring even her loudest squawkers under the warm shelter of her wings.
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PRACTICE CARDS

Targeting individual behavior problems

There are many excellent classroom management systems but one of the most popular uses color cards to underscore a students’ positive or negative actions. Here is a sample of how the cards are coordinated with student behavior:

- **green card**: student had a great day
- **gray card**: student receives a warning
- **purple card**: student receives a time out
- **red card**: student is given a note to take home
- **black card**: student is sent to the principal’s office

Not all color card systems are the same but they generally follow a similar pattern. Colors are used to identify an ascending set of consequences for inappropriate activity. There are three problems with this system. First, the colors don’t identify the specific problem that students need to work on. Second, the cards give students no practice in changing their behavior. Third, all the cards but one indicate negative actions.

To solve these problems, Jay Vanderfin, a co-founder of Whole Brain Teaching, came up with Practice Cards. He created one card
for each of Whole Brain Teaching’s five classroom rules. (A full
description of Practice Cards is available at
WholeBrainTeaching.com.)

Here are the rules we covered in chapter 6:

**Rule 1:** Follow directions quickly.

**Rule 2:** Raise your hand for permission to speak.

**Rule 3:** Raise your hand for permission to leave your seat.

**Rule 4:** Make smart choices.

**Rule 5:** Keep your dear teacher happy!

Each Practice Card (see “Practice Cards” under “Free
Downloads” at WholeBrainTeaching.com)) is printed with one of the
classroom rules. Thus, there is a set of Practice Cards labeled, Rule
1: Follow directions quickly. Another set of Practice Cards is
labeled Rule 2: Raise your hand for permission to speak ... and so
forth. When students break a classroom rule, the teacher places a
white Practice Card for that rule in their pocket on a pocket chart at
the front of the room.

Let’s see how Practice Cards work for our wonderful, Whole
Brain Teacher, Mrs. Maestra.

After several months of playing Level One of the Scoreboard
game, Mrs. Maestra’s students came in one morning and were
intrigued to note Level Two written at the bottom of the Smiley
Frowny Scoreboard. They listened with great interest as Mrs. Maestra explained the new, higher level.

Here is how the game worked out for Juana, one of Mrs. Maestra’s most challenging students.

Juana had a common problem; she often spoke without raising her hand. Frequently during the day, Juana broke Rule 2: Raise your hand for permission to speak.

Whenever Mrs. Maestra believed Juana needed to practice following Rule 2, she placed a white Rule 2 Card in Juana’s slot on the pocket chart. The advantage to Mrs. Maestra is obvious. She didn’t have to stop teaching to address Juana’s problem. Mrs. Maestra simply continued with her lesson, while she picked up a white Rule 2 card and placed it in Juana’s envelope on the chart. If Mrs. Maestra had several disruptive students who were breaking a variety of rules, she never had to wonder at recess who needed to practice following which rule ... she simply looked at the cards she had placed in the pocket chart.

The Practice Card was also an advantage to Juana. She was not “bad,” she simply needed additional practice in following a classroom rule. Juana was not scolded by Mrs. Maestra; neither of them liked a scolding session. Juana merely received additional time to focus on a problem she was having with a specific behavior.
And so, what does Juana do at each recess and lunch? She sits at a desk with a kitchen timer in front of her; for two minutes she raises her hand over and over, while she whispers, “Rule 2: Raise your hand for permission to speak.” Try this yourself for two minutes to see what a powerful effect it has. Two minutes of hand raising and whispering feels like forever. If one arm gets tired, raise the other!

(Why two minutes? Because the Scoreboard is now at Level Two. At Level Three, students practice at recess for three minutes, at Level Four for four minutes and so forth.)

While Juana is practicing Rule 2, Mrs. Maestra is free to engage in whatever work she wishes. If Mrs. Maestra has yard duty, then Juana sits on a bench outdoors and practices following the rule she broke. If Juana refuses to practice the rule, then Mrs. Maestra does not quarrel with her. She says, “You can do it for two minutes my way ... by practicing. Or sit for four minutes your way, by not practicing.” Juana soon learns it’s easier to do things Mrs. Maestra’s way.

Mrs. Maestra believes, along with contemporary brain researchers, that it is not the size of the penalty, but its frequency that changes behavior. It is more effective for students to have five short practice sessions, than one long one. Thus, it is Mrs. Maestra’s principle that even on Juana’s worst day, she never
receives more than two white Practice Cards. If four minutes of hand raising and whispering doesn’t motivate Juana, then eight or 10 minutes will be no better. Mrs. Maestra knows it is a long year; in September she gives her students two minutes of practice, understanding that late in the spring, when the Scoreboard Levels increase, she will need to double, or, at Level 6, even triple the rehearsal period.

When Juana receives a white Practice Card, this also means she will receive a note that goes home to her parents (see “Practice Cards” under “Free Downloads” at WholeBrainTeaching.com). This note informs parents about the rule that the student needs to work on, and encourages them to have the child practice at home. In most cases, the white Practice Card stays in the student’s pocket chart for the next day, unless the note comes back signed from home. Thus, Juana is highly motivated to bring Mrs. Maestra evidence that her parents have read the note. (Copies of note sent home to parents can be found in the Appendix.)

Luckily for Juana and other challenging kids, Mrs. Maestra is a realist. She knows some parents will follow through by signing the note and some parents won’t. Juana’s parents are very involved in their child’s education; they can be depended on to do anything the school asks of them, including promptly signing notes. And so with
Juana, Mrs. Maestra is quite strict about keeping the white Practice Card in Juana’s card pocket for the next day (which means practice at every recess and also at lunch), unless she receives the signed note from the girl’s parents. However, Jack is a different story.

Jack’s parents are space cases. Mrs. Maestra knows, realistically, there is no chance in the world that Jack can get his folks to do anything to support his education. Mrs. Maestra cuts Jack a special deal. She takes her troubled student aside after he fails to bring a note back from his parents several times and says, “Jack, I know you want to do your best. If you’ll guarantee me that you’ll work hard today on following the rule you’re having problems with, I’ll pull your Practice Card out of your slot on the pocket chart.”

To sum up, students receive white Practice Cards, never more than two, whenever the teacher decides they should spend time at recess and lunch practicing a rule they have broken. The practice involves two minutes, initially, of repeatedly whispering the rule and making the corresponding rule gesture. The cards are not viewed as punishment, only as an opportunity for additional rehearsal. If students refuse to practice, they are not scolded but the time lost at recess is doubled. The white Practice Card stays in the student’s card pocket for the next day unless a signed note is brought home
from the parent. Students whose parents are unreliable are given a special deal by the instructor; their Practice Card can be removed even if a note is not returned from home.

Mrs. Maestra understood that her students’ brains were always learning. Negative inclinations were not innate, but learned. Negative behaviors, as well as positive behaviors, grew dendrites. Pulitzer Prize winner, Ronald Kotulak points out in *Inside the Brain*, “The problem is that the brain can organize itself in good ways, like learning to play a violin or mastering calculus, or in bad ways. When the brain wires itself in negative ways the result is learning disabilities, obsessive-compulsiveness, or other behavior problems.” Mrs. Maestra’s use of white practice cards went a long way toward stunting the growth of her students negative dendrites.
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MORE WAYS TO USE PRACTICE CARDS
Rewards and in-class practice

After Jay Vanderfin, my Whole Brain Teaching colleague, had been using Practice Cards for several months, we realized that they could be used in two additional ways: as rewards for good behavior and as prompts for in-class practice of individual rules.

Jay made three sets of Practice Cards; each card, remember, had one of the five classroom rules. White cards were used as described above, to signal that a student needed time to rehearse a rule. Purple cards (also called Wisdom cards) became rewards for good behavior. Green cards were placed on a student’s desk and guided in-class rule practice.

Here’s how the whole system worked for Mrs. Maestra.

When Juana was having problems with a rule, she received one, or at most, two white cards. She stayed in two minutes at recess for each card to practice the rule she had broken. After this had been going on for several weeks, Mrs. Maestra reinvigorated her system by introducing purple cards. When Mrs. Maestra noted that Juana was doing a good job of following a rule, she put a purple card in Juana’s pocket chart. A purple card canceled the effect of a
white card; Juana was always highly motivated to get back on track and earn a purple card when she knew she had practice time ahead. If Juana managed to end the day with one or more purple cards (and no white cards) then Mrs. Maestra sent a congratulatory note home to Juana’s parents. (Copies of notes sent home to parents can be found in the Appendix.).

As the year unfolded, Mrs. Maestra saw that Juana’s number of white cards decreased and her purple cards increased ... but the energetic girl still needed additional guidance. It was not enough that Juana knew the rule, had practiced it over and over, and was taking positive and negative notes home. Juana needed help in class ... she needed practice actually following the rule when surrounded by the lively atmosphere of a classroom. To address this issue, Mrs. Maestra put a green Practice Card on Juana’s desk. The card was labeled with the rule Juana needed to focus on; in her case it was almost always Rule 2, raise your hand for permission to speak.

Mrs. Maestra explained the green cards to Juana as follows, “You’re doing a great job with the Rule 2 and I really appreciate the effort you have put into practicing. I love to give you purple cards because I want you and your parents to know when you are excelling in classroom behavior. So, here is a green Rule 2 card. Each time during class you actually raise your hand for permission to speak, I
want you to make a tally mark on the green card. At the end of the day, I'll look at how many tally marks you have accumulated on the green card, showing that you have been following the rule. If I think you have been doing a good job raising your hand for permission to speak, then you’ll have a good chance of earning a purple card.”

Thus, green cards guide student practice in class. Juana now has a chance to apply what she has learned about controlling her impulse to speak. Her goal is identical to Mrs. Maestra’s, to see how many times during the day she can follow Rule 2. The green cards are a simple way of tracking and nourishing her positive behavior.

It turns out that Juana eventually went overboard with raising her hand for permission to speak. She so enjoyed making tally marks on the green card that could earn her a purple card, that she shot her hand up at every opportunity. Mrs. Maestra, ever the resourceful Whole Brain Teacher, was prepared for this.

She took Juana aside and said, “You are doing fantastic following Rule 2. You are always raising your hand for permission to speak. But I need you to let other students follow this rule as well. If you always have your hand up and focus too much attention on yourself, then that isn’t fair to others. In fact, I may think you are breaking Rule 4: Make smart choices. Or even worse, I might feel you were breaking Rule 5: Keep your dear teacher happy. We
certainly don’t want to start getting white Practice Cards for those rules! You’ve lost enough recess time already with Rule 2.”

Several additional points should be noted. When using the green card, Mrs. Maestra did not say how many tally marks Juana needed to record. Nor did she guarantee that a heavily tally marked green card would earn Juana a purple card. Mrs. Maestra deeply believed in one of Whole Brain Teaching’s favorite sayings, “We use the system. The system doesn’t use us.” Mrs. Maestra valued the freedom of making decisions based upon her best intuition as a teacher. She did not want to be confined by an arbitrary rule like, “If you make 10 tally marks on the green card, then I’ll give you a purple card.” Mrs. Maestra had no wish to be involved in this kind of bookkeeping for 35 kids. In addition, she wanted the flexibility of being able to give, or withhold, purple cards whenever she judged it was the best for her students.

Occasionally, Mrs. Maestra had a student who couldn’t be relied upon to make tally marks on the green card. Joanie nibbled on her card; Janey couldn’t resist tearing the corners off. In cases like these, Mrs. Maestra gave the green card to a dependable student, someone who could do excellent work and make a tally mark whenever the challenging student followed the card rule.
Finally, Mrs. Maestra knew that one of the most difficult aspects of classroom management was to keep the system from becoming stale. Techniques that worked in September, often had little effect in December. Thus, she saw the Practice Card system as having three phases, white cards, white cards plus purple cards, white cards plus purple cards plus green cards. By stretching out each phase as long as possible, Mrs. Maestra kept her students engaged for many months.

Now, here’s a summary of the points we’ve made about the Level Two Practice Cards.

1. Kids receive a maximum of two white Practice Cards to practice the rule(s) broken in class. Initially, the practice is for two minutes per card at each recess and lunch.

2. A note is sent home to parents describing the rule broken. If the note isn’t signed and returned, kids continue to practice for the following day (unless the teacher decides that the parents can’t be relied on to sign the note.)

3. Later in the year, purple Practice Cards are awarded for positive actions. A note is sent home informing parents about their child’s excellent behavior.

4. A purple Practice Card cancels a white Practice Card.
5. Still later in the year, at the teacher’s option, green Practice Cards are placed on a student’s desk during class. Students make a tally mark on the card each time they follow the card’s rule. At the end of the day, the teacher may decide that the student’s work with the green Practice Cards merits a purple Practice Card.

6. If the student cannot be relied upon to put tally marks on the green card, another student may be given this task.

7. Practice Cards are introduced at Level Two of Whole Brain Teaching’s classroom management system. For each level the class moves up, an additional minute of practice time is assigned to the Practice Cards. This underscores the importance of using a short practice time when the Practice Cards are first introduced. As the instructor moves up levels, the system becomes increasingly rigorous, and the Practice Cards become more and more powerful motivators.

Let’s stop here for a moment.

Giving seminars to thousands of teachers over the last 12 years, I learned the not surprising truth that the number one classroom management problem in America, and perhaps the world, is students speaking without raising their hands. Thus, we designed a multistage solution to this substantial problem. Here are the stages (all of which we have already covered):
-> Students learn Rule 2: Raise your hand for permission to speak and practice rehearsing it several times a day.

-> After the concept is mastered, and a student fails to follow the rule, the teacher has the option of raising two fingers in the air and saying, “Rule 2!” The class choruses, “Raise your hand for permission to speak!”

-> At Level Two of the Scoreboard, white Practice Cards, accompanied by notes home, give students penalties for not following Rule 2.

-> Purple cards are then added to reward students, *at the instructor’s option*, for following Rule 2. (Of course, a student doesn’t get a purple card every time she raises her hand!)

-> Green cards are eventually added, if necessary, to give students in-class practice following Rule 2.

So, if early in the year, you have many students who speak without raising their hands .. don’t despair. Your colleagues at Whole Brain Teaching created the system above just for you.
Chapter 17

THE GUFF COUNTER

What to do when students talk back

The goal at the Scoreboard’s Level Three, the Guff Counter, is to introduce techniques that directly target disrespectful behavior, talking back, eye rolling, groaning. What we want to do is change the classroom dynamic, introduce structures that will divide rebel students from peer support.

One of the major causes of challenging behavior is the perception by mutinous pupils that they have the strong backing of their friends and the silent support of the majority of their classmates. To see that this is true, perform this thought experiment.

Imagine that a bold, disruptive student, like John in Mrs. Maestra’s class, is thrust into a new school where he knows no one. He is transformed, becomes New Quiet John and draws into his shell; he doesn’t disrupt class but instead works hard at establishing a network of friends and allies. Once he has backing, New Quiet John becomes Old Rowdy John. Without friends and allies, his challenging behavior was temporarily stifled. With support for his antics, John blossoms into his full blown rebellious nature. Virtually all disruptive
students are nourished by the understanding that key allies in their class endorse their conduct.

Our goal at Level Three of the Scoreboard is to target challenging students and turn the majority of the class, including their friends, against their disruptive behavior. We will demonstrate to the rebel that the dynamic is not students vs. teacher but one rebel student vs. all the students backed up by their teacher.

But how, and on what kinds of occasions, is this to be accomplished? If you haven’t already, please go get a large hanky we mentioned early on our journey. The next paragraphs will have you weeping joyfully.

It is astonishing how often teachers have to endure disrespectful remarks. Students are very skilled in making comments, sometimes only partly heard, that almost, but don’t quite, cross the line into completely rude behavior. Taken individually, these remarks aren’t terribly hurtful, but they add up ... until you’re ready to scream. Right?

After months of training her class in Whole Brain Teaching, coaching them in how to respond to her directions, Mrs. Maestra was ready for Level Three.

One day she made the following changes to the Scoreboard.
Using her voice of command, Mrs. Maestra said, “Guff is any remark that makes a teacher unhappy. For example, if I say to Melanie, ‘please work harder’ and she says, using an irritated tone of voice, ‘I am working harder’ ... that’s guff. I’m asking her to do something that will help her be a better student, and she’s refusing. Amazing guff! Students in most classes make these kinds of statements all day long! BUT NOT IN MRS. MAESTRA’S CLASS. If a student gives me guff, and the class doesn’t say anything, then that means everyone silently supports that remark! I’ll add 1 mark in the Guff Counter for every word of guff! The marks in the Guff Counter mean that everyone loses one minute of recess for each mark!!! However, if someone says something that is guff, and everyone firmly says ‘Please, stop!’ that means the class doesn’t silently support the guff ... and recess time isn’t decreased. In fact, I may
even make a mark on the positive side, which will increase the recess by a minute. Teach your neighbors what I said!”

After students reviewed her points, Mrs. Maestra continued.

**SCRIPT: THE GUFF COUNTER**

**MRS. MAESTRA** (Pointing at Darla, an amiable, non-guffing student) Okay Darla, we’re going to practice guffing. I’m going to pretend like I’m talking. I’ll say ‘yada, yada, yada’ and then I’ll say to you, ‘please pay attention’ and you give me some guff, like ‘I am paying attention.’ Okay?

**DARLA**: Okay.

**MRS. MAESTRA** Yada, yada, yada. Darla, please pay attention.

**DARLA**: (after a moment’s hesitation) I am paying attention!

**MRS. MAESTRA** Oh goodness, that was excellent guff! She said *four* guffing words ... now I’m going to count them with four marks in the Guff Counter. (After months of putting only one mark at a time on the Scoreboard, making four marks on the Frownie side stuns Mrs. Maestra’s class.) Those are just pretend ... Class, tell each other how you’d hate to see four, *real* Frownie marks! Teach!

**STUDENTS**: (Relieved laughter) Okay!

**MRS. MAESTRA** Let’s have more practice in guff. I won’t make any more practice marks ... you get the idea. One Frownie for every word of guff. Yada, yada, yada, Mark, look at me.
**MARK:** (a bright, resourceful boy who is always quick to catch on) I am paying attention to you, jeez! (Students laugh)

**MRS. MAESTRA** Great guff! That ‘jeez’ was pure guff! All in all, that was seven words of wonderful guff! Give Mark a 10 finger woo! (Mrs. Maestra calls on a few more students, giving them permission to back talk, and includes John, a notorious guffer, near the end.) Good job. Now, let’s go over this again. The reason any student gives a teacher guff is that they believe they have everyone’s silent support. In the future, if I hear one word or see one act of guff, even a sigh, even rolling your eyes, I’ll instantly increase decrease everyone’s recess ... unless everyone points their hand at the guffer and instantly, forcefully says, ‘Please, stop!’ Then *maybe* they’ll get a positive mark. Now, let’s practice that. As soon as Darla says the smallest guffing word, jump in immediately, point your hand at her and say loudly and firmly, ‘Please, stop!’ Okay, ready Darla?

**DARLA:** I think so.

**MRS. MAESTRA** Yada, yada, yada. Darla pay attention to what I’m saying.

**DARLA:** I am paying attention.

**SEVERAL STUDENTS:** (Slowly and weakly) Please stop!
Mrs. Maestra Oh, that was not fast enough. Everyone would get Frownies for sure! Let’s try it again! The instant you hear anything that sounds like guff, you’ve got to very, very quickly cut that guffer off with ‘Please stop!’ or you’ll all get a handful of Frownies. Teach!

Students: Okay! (Students teach their neighbor that they have to be very quick in order to get avoid a handful of Frownies.)

Mrs. Maestra Class!

Students: Yes!

Mrs. Maestra Here we go Darla. Yada, yada, yada. Darla pay attention.

Darla: I am ...

Students: (Very quickly pointing their hands) Please stop! (Everyone laughs)

Mrs. Maestra Excellent. (Mrs. Maestra practices with several more individuals, rehearsing just as she had with Darla. By the end, the class is saying “Please stop!” so quickly that guffing students can hardly open their mouths.)

(After about a week, Mrs. Maestra introduced the concept that students should not guff each other ... with a routine similar to the above. Her class learned that the Guff Counter could be marked for
disrespectful talk addressed by students to their teacher or their classmates.)

Note Mrs. Maestra’s strategy. Instead of scolding her students about guffing, she turned it into a game. She rehearsed correct and incorrect behavior.

Mrs. Maestra ended her first presentation of the Guff Counter by saying, “Sometimes you may not hear or see the guffing behavior. When I do, I’ll say, ‘that sounded like guff! Where is my marker?’ As soon as you hear that, say ‘Please, stop!’ and no one will suffer a penalty. And here is the truth. If you are very quick with your ‘Please, stop!’ you may never get a mark in the Guff Counter all year.’”

Please, pay close attention. The Guff Counter is the only technique we threaten with ... but never carry through. If you made a mark for every word of Guff, you would quickly break the Plus/Minus Three Rule; the difference between rewards and penalties should never exceed three. The real purpose of the Guff Counter is achieved as soon as your students silence the guffer. All Mrs. Maestra had to do to achieve this purpose was say, “that sounds like guff! Where is my marker?”

Here is the amazing phenomenon that Whole Brain Teachers notice when they use the Guff Counter. A rebel student’s friends
are among the quickest and the loudest to say “Please stop!”! Isn’t that amazing?

Challenging students’ strongest allies are the first to turn on them.

I believe the readiness of friends, especially boys, to chastise each other, given the safe opportunity (and having the teacher’s encouragement, and the support of the entire class, is a safe opportunity) tells us something important about student cliques. Listen carefully to how rebellious students talk to each other ... there is a continuous struggle for hierarchy, authority and power inside their group. They support each other out of fear of not being supported and of being ostracized, but their ongoing battles build up enormous reserves of bitter energy. Given the opportunity, and the “Please stop!” is the perfect opportunity, most challenging students will turn on each other in a flash.

Now, here is a last point. Many times your students so energetically support the Guff Counter that they are exclaiming, at the slightest indication of disrespectful behavior, “Please stop!” When this happens, proceed as Mrs. Maestra did above; teach your class that they should only say “Please stop!” when you say, “That sounds like Guff ... where is my marker?”
But what do you do if, even after the application of the Guff Counter, you still have challenging cliques of rebels? You go on to the Scoreboard’s Level Four.
**Chapter 18**

**THE INDEPENDENTS**

Watch in amazement as rebel allies turn against each other

Mrs. Maestra started class one morning by drawing the next version of the Scoreboard on the whiteboard.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Guff</th>
<th>Independents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Level 4**

Mrs. Maestra said, “Notice that now we are at Level Four! We’re going to play a more advanced version of the Scoreboard Game. We’ll have two groups, the class as a whole, and a smaller group, the Independents. These are students who just won’t go along with everyone else. Some of you may already have an idea of who these pupils are. Many times over the last months their behavior has caused the entire class to get Frownies. But that’s over now! GIVE ME A MIGHTY OH YEAH!”
Mrs. Maestra’s students responded with a delirious “Oh, Yeah!!” ... even the rebels, because they didn’t know what was coming.

Mrs. Maestra continued, “Here is what we’re going to do. If I come to you outside of class and tell you that you’re in the Independent group, then you’ll have your own score separate from the rest of the class. There’s only one catch. If someone else in the Independent group is misbehaving, you get the Frownie along with them! In this case, the Frownie will be an automatic White Practice Card. However, you only have to stay in the Independent group one day. All you have to do to get out, is come to me and say, ‘I don’t want to be in that Independent group anymore!’”

Mrs. Maestra loved this modification of the Scoreboard Game. Her “independent” students, especially Joan, John and Jason, all close friends, often tried to support each other’s challenging behavior ... as much as possible, given the system of Practice Cards and the Guff Counter. By grouping the rebel friends together in the Independent group Mrs. Maestra established a powerful new principle. When one acted up, they all got a Frownie, a white Practice Card. Negative behavior by Joan, earned recess practice for Joan, John and Jason.

Do you see the wonder of this?
Rebellious behavior by one student has an immediate unpleasant effect upon the other students in the Independent group. Instead of disrupting the class, rebellious behavior now turns the clique members against each other! Joan and Jason might be, briefly, behaving themselves, but then John acts up ... and all three pay the price!! The behavior that they had intended as teacher-aggravating is now buddy-infuriating. Remember our earlier point. Rebel students, even close friends, are always ready to harass each other, because harassing each other is their way of life, the way they maintain rank in their group.

Think of a clique of challenging students this way: you’ve got Leaders, Followers and Bottom Dwellers. There is usually one Leader, call him El Supremo (or La Suprema, if you wish) and many Followers and Bottom Dwellers. El Supremo maintains his position by harassing Followers and Bottom Dwellers. Followers maintain their position by harassing other Followers and Bottom Dwellers. Bottom Dwellers maintain their position by harassing each other, and, when it is safe, joining in the harassment of Followers who are being harassed by other Followers and/or El Supremo.

So, these cliques are small societies that run on humiliation, intimidation and reprisal. They are only truly united when they face Outsiders, especially Outsiders who are in Authority. Someone
exactly like you. Teachers provide a necessary ingredient in rebel cliques; they are the agreed upon target for group bonding rebellion.

The normal, galvanizing polarity of the rebel clique is Us against Outsiders. However, by putting a few rebel students into the Independent group together, the polarity becomes Us against Us. If you only put a few challenging students together at a time in the Independent group, not only will they harass each other, but the challenging students who aren’t Independents will mock them!

_Oh, sob for joy my dear colleague!_

Mrs. Maestra was more than ready for the parents who might complain about their child being put in a “special group.”

She told the parents, “On the first day I introduced this concept, I told my class that they only had to stay in the Independent group one day. All they had to do to get out, was tell me they wanted out. I need my students to learn the very important life lesson that if they choose the wrong group, actions by even one member of the group can have a negative effect on everyone in the group.” Mrs. Maestra never had a parent who wanted their child to be in the wrong group. In fact, many of the parents of challenging kids believed deeply and ardently that their child was _already_ in the wrong group ... and, once the principle of
the Independents was explained to them, fully supported Mrs. Maestra.

Now, I hope you can see the importance of the incremental, step by step approach we have been suggesting since the opening chapters. You can most powerfully play the Independent game, after you have gotten as many students as possible unified behind your leadership and accustomed to following rules and procedures that eliminate classroom chaos. The Scoreboard game, Practice Cards and the Guff Counter, set up the Independent group later in the year. When you divide your pupils into the Class and the Independents, this has an enormously unifying effect upon all your respectful, hardworking kids. After you announce that the whole class is no longer going to pay the price for the actions of the rebels, the faces of your faithful students will shine with joy. Not only does using the Independent group have, ultimately, a positive effect upon your rebels, it also further unifies the students who have been following you since the first week.

The instant Mrs. Maestra made the surprising modification to the Scoreboard, every faithful student beamed at their beloved teacher. Their faces glowed with silent, joyful passion, “Oh, Mrs. Maestra we are behind you! Yes! Yes! Sock it to those rebels!” When students deliberately chose to leave the Independent group, Mrs.
Maesta knew she had helped them make an important moral decision. They had decided to separate from a group that got them into trouble. Some students went in and out of the Independent group, asking over and over to be let out. This was fine with Mrs. Maesta. These were precisely the pupils who needed long practice in seeing how unpleasant life could be when chained up with a group of outlaws.
Late in the school year, Mrs. Maestra turned to one of Whole Brain Teaching’s most effective strategies for reforming the behavior of challenging students. The Bull’s Eye game involves no punishment, and yet has produced remarkable results with hardened rebels. After going through four levels of the Scoreboard, Mrs. Maestra learned that John, one of the most challenging students in her career, was immune to every form of penalty. Mrs. Maestra was not distraught. The Bulls Eye game was 100% reward.

Mrs. Maestra used the following game materials:

A large, 5 circle, bull’s eye that she drew and posted prominently in class.

A “Sticker Bank” of 25+ stickers ranging from simple to elaborate designs.

Sheets of paper divided into 5 boxes. These would be John’s “weekly Bull’s Eye calendar” for pasting stickers and recording behavior scores.

On the day Mrs. Maestra posted the five circle bullseye on the front board, she also wrote “Level 5” under the Scoreboard.
students were eager to know what was next on Mrs. Maestra’s entertaining agenda. She said, “Level 5 and the bullseye is a game that I’m going to play with one of my friends in class.”

When Mrs. Maestra knew she would have a few minutes to work one on one with John, she took him aside and explained the Bullseye Game.

**SELECTING A BEHAVIOR GOAL**

Mrs. Maestra showed John the bull’s eye diagram with five circles. The circles, from inside to outside, were numbered 5, 4, 3, 2, 1. Mrs. Maestra explained that when John scored a “bull’s eye day” he had perfectly achieved the behavior goal that he chose (and Mrs. Maestra agreed to). Examples of Mrs. Maestra’s behavior goals were:

-> raising your hand for permission to speak
-> raising your hand for permission to leave your seat
-> not speaking during “silent work” periods
-> following the teacher’s directions
-> looking at the teacher when she speaks
-> standing in line with your hands folded
-> not touching others

Note that Mrs. Maestra’s goals were very specific. Challenging students need easy to understand standards. Goals like “playing
safely”, “speaking respectfully”, “being good” are, for many challenging students, nebulous.

Mrs. Maestra found that encouraging John to choose his behavior goal significantly deepened his involvement in the game.

**Rehearsing the behavior goal**

In their one on one meeting, John and Mrs. Maestra took turns rehearsing the behavior goal, “following the teacher’s directions” that John chose. To rehearse “following the teacher’s directions” Mrs. Maestra gave normal classroom directions and John followed them. Then, to make the rehearsal entertaining, John gave normal classroom directions and Mrs. Maestra followed them.

Mrs. Maestra then asked John to model inappropriate behavior. Mrs. Maestra gave directions and John stared around the classroom, or laughed, groaned, banged on his desk.

Next John and Mrs. Maestra changed roles; she became the challenging student who did not follow directions. Much to John’s delight, Mrs. Maestra modeled John’s typical avoidance behavior. Role switching rehearsal of appropriate and inappropriate behavior continued until John clearly understood the behavior goal.

*Mrs. Maestra understood that the rehearsal stage was very important. Not only did it begin to imprint John with the difference*
between appropriate and inappropriate behavior, but also, and more importantly, rehearsal created an entertaining bond between them.

**EXPLAINING THE BULL’S EYE GAME**

Mrs. Maestra told that John that his task was to try to score Bull’s Eye days by perfectly hitting the behavior goal. She and John would meet several times a day (for example, at the start of each recess, at lunch and after school) to evaluate John’s performance. Initially, she had many meetings with John; later she only had to meet him at the end of the day.

Mrs. Maestra said, “When we meet, I will write down what I think your score is ... 5 is a perfect bull’s eye ... but I won’t show you what I’ve written. You then tell me what you think your score is and explain your reasoning. Next, I’ll show you my score. If you are only 1 point away from my score, you’ll receive one point. If your score matches mine, you’ll receive 2 points. If you are more than 2 points from my score, you don’t score anything. Now, here is very good news. If you finish the day with what we both agree is a Bull’s Eye day, you’ll receive 5 points. You can use your points to buy stickers from my special Sticker Bank.”

(Mrs. Maestra’s one point stickers were small and single color. Two point stickers were larger and had two colors ... and so on up to Mrs. Maestra’s gaudy, wonderful 10 point stickers. Mrs. Maestra
knew that one of John’s special passions was Batman ... so, all her
stickers portrayed the Caped Crusader, his friends or enemies.)

**Playing the game**

Mrs. Maestra met John several times a day to compare scores,
and add up points. *It was very important that Mrs. Maestra
honestly evaluated John’s behavior. For example, John would learn
nothing if Mrs. Maestra was “nice” and gave a 3, when John only
earned a 1. Mrs. Maestra believed that honest evaluation was an
excellent way for challenging students to learn a teacher’s
standards.*

When John, from Mrs. Maestra’s point of view, scored a 1 or 2
on the Bull’s Eye, she and John rehearsed the behavior goal several
times, often switching roles, with Mrs. Maestra taking John’s part.

Mrs. Maestra kept a daily record on the calendar of her and and
John’s scores and what behavior goals were targeted. Stickers that
John had purchased from the Sticker Bank were put on the calendar.
Each Friday, Mrs. Maestra made a copy of John’s weekly calendar
page and gave the original to John.

When John had difficulty meeting a behavior goal, Mrs. Maestra
encouraged him to choose a new goal. As he became more
successful in meeting his behavior goals, other goals were added.
After a week or two, Mrs. Maestra offered to help John, saying “If you want, you and I will have a secret sign. When you see me point at my head, that mean’s that you have to think more carefully; you’re missing the bull’s eye. When you see me pointing at my eye, that means you’re really hitting the bull’s eye. Then you should nod, so that I know you’ve gotten my secret message.”

**Advantages of playing Bull’s Eye**

Mrs. Maestra realized that the Bulls Eye game had many potent advantages.

-> By allowing students to choose their behavior goals, student involvement in the classroom management system is greatly increased.

-> By focusing on only one behavior goal at a time, the Bull’s Eye game vastly simplifies classroom management ... for both the challenging student and the teacher.

-> During brief counseling sessions, teachers can refocus the student on the behavior goal.

-> During rehearsals, which are powerful alternatives to scolding, the student is imprinted with the difference between appropriate and inappropriate behavior and, because of role switching, an entertaining, positive bond develops between teacher and student.
the weekly calendar provides a simple way to evaluate a student’s progress; this is especially important when behavior changes are slowly achieved.

Challenging students are trained in the high level intellectual skill of objective, self-critical evaluation of their own behavior.

A challenging student can be successful even on the worst days, simply by matching the teacher’s low score.

We have had more success with the Bulls Eye game in reforming the behavior of extremely challenging students than with any other strategy. However, the game will fail if you have not been able to establish a conversational bond with your rebel. You may have students who are so defiant that they refuse to sit down with you, or when they do, you’re met with an icy glare. If this is the case, then you may have to precede the game with weeks of short, casual conversations, giving appropriate praise, offering academic help or counseling. You have to build a bridge to your most rebellious student before you can walk across it.

Occasionally, Mrs. Maestra didn’t have the amount of time she needed, as described above, to play the Bullseye game with her most challenging kids. In those unfortunate cases, she simply taught the game to her rebel, which took no more than five minutes, and then evaluated progress at the end of each day, rewarding with
stickers as appropriate. This “shorty” Bullseye game never took more than 5 minutes per day and often had remarkable results.
Chapter 20

THE AGREEMENT BRIDGE

Collaborative problem solving with your toughest kids

The Agreement Bridge is a unique tool in Whole Brain Teaching’s workshop. At the highest level of the Scoreboard, Level 6, the Agreement Bridge is a game that unites challenging kids with their teachers in collaborative problem solving. The problems addressed can include, but are not limited to: conflicts with other students or the instructor, gang activity, lagging social skills, anger management, patterns of weak academic performance, poor attendance, disruptive classroom behavior. If you have a kid who cusses you out, or who brings drugs to school or who merely never does homework, the Agreement Bridge provides a flexible, entertaining environment for discovering solutions that satisfy not only the teacher, but also the rebel student.

That point should be stressed. Any solution to a school problem which is not endorsed by the student involved is likely to quickly fail. Solutions that are imposed on challenging kids are quickly shrugged off. The point is not to punish troubled students but to give them life skills that will help them succeed; two important, but rarely taught, life skills are negotiation and
compromise. The goal of the Agreement Bridge, which can sometimes be achieved fairly quickly, is to generate a solution to a problem that suits the student as well as the instructor.

Our game can be successfully played in a five to 10 minute session or, to address more difficult problems, it can be adapted to longer exchanges over several days or even weeks. (A complete description of the Agreement Bridge is available as a free download at WholeBrainTeaching.com.)

The Agreement Bridge is inspired by Ross W. Greene’s *Lost at School*, a remarkable description of collaborative problem solving techniques that have proven effective in schools across the United States. I strongly recommend Greene’s book as a useful resource, a second line of defense, if a student’s problems, after successive sessions playing the Agreement Bridge, prove intractable.

Though the Agreement Bridge is designed to be played between a teacher and a student, the teacher’s role can be taken by an administrator, counselor or any responsible person who is interested in helping the challenging student. One of the most intriguing partnerships in the Agreement Bridge is between a student and a peer mentor. The remarkable flexibility of the game even allows it to be adapted to dealing with groups of students.
In the next section, the players are Mrs. Maestra and her student, Juana.

**MATERIALS NEEDED**

A ruler, two markers, two coins, two copies of the Agreement Bridge game board (Appendix), an Agreement Contract (Appendix).

**PROCEDURE**

Mrs. Maestra and Juana sit on opposite sides of a table with a ruler between them. One end of the ruler points at Mrs. Maestra; the other end points at Juana. The ruler represents the “distance” between them.

One marker representing Juana, stands at her end of the ruler; the other marker representing Mrs. Maestra, stands at her end of the ruler. (If markers are unavailable, any other small objects may be used, chalk, paperclips, etc.). The goal of the game is for the two players to participate in a structured discussion that eventually arrives at a mutually satisfactory agreement resolving the problem that separates them.

Mrs. Maestra and Juana have a copy of The Agreement Bridge game board (Appendix) and talk about the subjects it presents. After each subject is discussed, one or both players have the option of moving their markers closer to the center of the ruler if they feel the distance between them has decreased. The game is completed
when the markers of both Mrs. Maestra and Juana arrive at the middle of the ruler; this symbolizes that the distance between them has been removed and they are ready to fill out an Agreement Contract (Appendix).

Before going further, look at a copy of the Agreement Bridge game board. Note the six squares: Hello, Problem, Swap, Smart Choices, Foolish Choices and Change. Each square introduces a new subject for discussion between the players.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Hello</strong></th>
<th><strong>Problem</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exchange greetings. Talk about anything, except the problem that divides you.</td>
<td>Describe the Problem from your point of view.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Swap</strong></th>
<th><strong>Smart</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Describe the Problem from the other player's point of view.</td>
<td>What smart choices could you make about the Problem?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Foolish</strong></th>
<th><strong>Change</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What foolish choices could you make about the Problem?</td>
<td>Describe what you would be willing to change.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Mrs. Maestra explains that each topic on the Agreement Bridge game board introduces a new subject for conversation. The subjects, described in detail below, are: Hello, Problem, Swap, Smart Choices, Foolish Choices and Change. The players decide who should go first. With shyer students, Mrs. Maestra automatically took the lead. The first player puts a coin on one square on the board, introducing the subject he or she wants to talk about. When the first player is finished talking, the second player puts a coin on the same square and discusses the same subject. When the conversation is completed, the second player moves her coin to another square and talks about the new topic.

Essentially, the players engage in follow the leader. First one player chooses a subject and talks about it; then the other player talks about the same subject and, when finished, picks the next subject. The topics may be selected as many times as the players wish. After each topic is discussed, one or both players, if they believe the distance between them has decreased, moves their marker closer to the middle of the ruler.

Mrs. Maestra explained each topic to Juana as follows:

**Hello:** The players ask each other anything they want about the other player’s life... except the problem that has brought them together.
**Problem:** Each player describes the problem from his or her point of view.

**Swap:** The players swap markers. Each player describes the problem from the other player’s point of view.

**Smart Choices:** Each player describes, in regard to the problem’s solutions, as many smart choices as possible.

**Foolish Choices:** Each player describes, in regard to the problem’s solutions, as many foolish choices as possible.

**Change:** Each player describes what he or she is willing to change to solve the problem.

Mrs. Maestra believed that the Agreement Bridge had several, powerful advantages over typical confrontations between teacher and challenging student.

-> By setting the problem in a game context, a potentially explosive encounter becomes less volatile.

-> The subjects on the game board provide a clear, but flexible pattern for discussion.

-> The teacher has no advantage over the student, because the behavior of each player is prescribed by the topics.

-> Moving markers closer along the ruler clarifies the progress and the goal of the discussion.
Because the subjects may be chosen in any order, as many times as the players wish, the game adapts to a range of problems and personalities.

The challenging student’s typical defensive and/or belligerent attitude is defused because he or she is not being scolded but is a partner in problem solving.

**THE TEACHER’S STRATEGY**

Each topic holds unique advantages for collaborative problem solving. The more often Mrs. Maestra played the Agreement Bridge, the more skilled she became in knowing what subject to choose and how to exploit the game’s conversation structure. Here are some suggestions she found useful:

**Hello:** Use this subject to get to know your student and also, reveal as much personal information as you are comfortable with. This is your chance to take off your teacher’s hat and to investigate, without drama, aspects of your student’s life that you are not familiar with. Select this topic as often as you need to during the game, especially when it seems useful to lower your student’s, or your own (!), emotional heat.

**Problem:** You need to hear what your student has to say about the problem that divides you. Listen and ask non threatening questions. Seek clarity about your student’s perspective, needs,
goals. Then, take your time in explaining, in a calm tone, your own perception of the problem.

**Swap:** Selecting this topic will provide an excellent opportunity to develop objectivity, both for you and your student. Model, as well as possible, what it means to see the world from someone else’s perspective. The more skillful you are in understanding the problem from your student’s point of view, the more he or she will be encouraged to adopt your perspective.

**Smart choices:** You may need to choose this subject several times as you and your student share perspectives describing the best possible solution to the problem. Encourage your student to explain his or her reasoning in selecting a choice that seems like an intelligent response to the current difficulty.

**Foolish choices:** If it seems appropriate, you can have fun with this topic. Talk about all the absurd, irrelevant choices you could take in response to the problem. This may help lighten your student’s mood. You can also discuss choices that are available to you that you believe are genuine options but that would make the problem worse. If you know several failed approaches that have been tried with the student, and that you believe were ineffective solutions, you can present these as some of the choices you believe are foolish.
**CHANGE:** This subject is quite powerful and can have, if played wisely, a positive effect upon your troubled kid. Your student’s education is your responsibility. If he or she is having problems, you need to make changes. Too often we want kids to adapt to a system, that refuses to adapt to them. Your offer of change can be no more complex, but nonetheless powerful, than saying something like, “The change I suggest is that we need to talk to each other a little more. I’ll rearrange my schedule and be happy to chat with you a few minutes tomorrow morning ... and at other times we set up.” Or, “I can certainly change my tone of voice in the future when I talk to you about this problem.” Or, “I’ll be happy to set up a record keeping system, so that you and I can chart your progress.”

Now, let’s see how the game played out between Juana and Mrs. Maestra.

**THE HOMEWORK PROBLEM**

Juana, a withdrawn fourth grader, and her teacher Mrs. Maestra meet to discuss the problem that divides them: Juana never does her homework. Mrs. Maestra sets up the ruler, diagrams and markers, and explains the game, indicating that Juana can make the first choice. Juana shyly puts her coin on the Hello square. Under Mrs. Maestra’s coaxing, she shares information about her life
at home with her mother and three brothers. Mrs. Maestra doesn’t ask about Juana’s absent father. Mrs. Maestra also learns that Juana lives near Carla, Juana’s best friend and also one of Mrs. Maestra’s most reliable students. Mrs. Maestra takes her turn with the Hello topic. Understanding that anything she says is likely to become common knowledge among her students, she talks about her own relationship with her siblings. She is quite close to her brother but has had difficulty forming a bond with her sister.

Mrs. Maestra can tell by Juana’s attention that the game has already had a positive effect on her shy student. Perhaps the girl didn’t know that teachers had brothers and sisters, much less had relationship problems! When Mrs. Maestra is finished with the Hello subject, she says, “Juana, I think we have moved a little bit closer together. It’s good to get to know you and I’m always happy to share parts of my life with my students. I think I’ll move my marker a bit closer to the middle.” Juana, unable to resist her teacher’s initiative, also moves her marker closer to the middle.

Mrs. Maestra then moves her coin to the Problem square and describes her view of the difficulty separating them. She says that she wishes Juana would take more advantage of the study tips she has offered and the opportunity for before and after school help.
Mrs. Maestra says that there is a real possibility that if Juana doesn’t improve his math and language arts scores, she won’t go on to the fifth grade with Carla and her other friends. Juana moves her coin and then says her problem is “not doing homework” but doesn’t offer much more. However, under Mrs. Maestra’s questioning, Juana reveals that her favorite activity at home is looking at Facebook on the internet and texting on her cell phone ... for about five hours a day. Mrs. Maestra stores this information away for future reference, perhaps another round of The Agreement Bridge.

Mrs. Maestra asks if Juana thinks they have gotten any closer together and Juana replies, “I don’t know.” Mrs. Maestra smiles and tells her student to pick the next topic. Juana is uncertain which subject to choose; Mrs. Maestra reviews the topics and then, after more hesitation on Juana’s part, suggests she select Foolish Choices.

Under Mrs. Maestra’s guidance, Juana comes up with two Foolish Choices she could make in regard to the homework problem. The choices are: ask her older brother to do the homework, forget homework and find a job that paid her to text on her cell phone.

Mrs. Maestra describes her own Foolish Choices in regard to Juana’s homework problem. She could ignore Juana and let her fail,
call Juana’s mother and blame her for her daughter’s problem, make Juana stay in for recess until she had completed all her past homework, double the amount of homework Juana receives. Mrs. Maestra grins and says, “I think we can both agree that your Foolish Choices and my Foolish Choices were wacky. Right?” Juana laughs and nods.

Mrs. Maestra moves her marker closer to the middle and so does Juana. The game continues with Juana opening up a bit more and taking more initiative in choosing the subjects she wants to talk about. Eventually, Mrs. Maestra and Juana arrive at the following two agreements that they record on the Agreement Contract:

1. We agree that Mrs. Maestra should give Carla and Juana one point extra credit for every day that Carla helps Juana finish her homework.

2. We agree that we should play the Agreement Bridge next Monday to see how we are doing on the homework problem that has separated us.

The best agreements are the most specific, and thus are the most easily evaluated for success. In almost all cases in the Agreement Bridge, the contract should include deadlines. The student and teacher agree to do something by some date, usually in the near future. At that time, they meet, evaluate, and often
renegotiate the agreement. You can’t expect troubled kids to make permanent changes based on one discussion! The fewer agreements entered into, the better, not only for your student but also for you. Life is chaotic; the fewer promises made, the easier they are to keep. In general, two agreements are plenty. So, here are characteristics of a good agreement: be specific, set a date, be open to renegotiate, make no more than two agreements.

Special emphasis should be placed on establishing clear-cut, easy to evaluate agreements. The best agreements always specify some behavior that will, or won’t, be engaged in. On the following page is a sample, blank Agreement Contract.
Agreement Contract

On this date _____________ be it known that an agreement has been willing entered into by

____________________________________________
and by

___________________________________________
We agree that:

___________________________________________

___________________________________________

___________________________________________

___________________________________________

___________________________________________

___________________________________________

___________________________________________

___________________________________________

Signed: ____________________________

Signed: ___________________________
Here is a game of the Agreement Bridge Mrs. Maestra played when she taught sixth grade at an inner city school.

**The Fighter**

Joelle, a large, aggressive sixth grader, meets with Mrs. Maestra, the only teacher she respects. Mrs. Maestra explains the Agreement Bridge and the game begins.

Joelle puts her coin in the Problem square and says she has a problem with kids hassling her all the time. She says if it continues she is going to “smash someone’s face in.”

Under Mrs. Maestra’s questioning, Joelle reveals that she hates to hear comments about her weight. Mrs. Maestra, moving her coin to the Problem square, talks about her view of the situation. She says she completely understands Joelle’s sensitivity. Mrs. Maestra talks about verbal abuse and agrees Joelle has been a victim ... words can make deep wounds.

Mrs. Maestra wisely resists adding anything like, “But Joelle, hitting people will just make your problem worse. That isn’t the mature way to handle problems.” Mrs. Maestra knows Joelle has heard this kind of comment many times before and it hasn’t changed her behavior. When Mrs. Maestra is finished, she sees from Joelle’s expression that she doesn’t feel the distance between them has decreased, so she makes no offer of moving her marker.
Mrs. Maestra moves her coin to the Hello square. She asks questions about Joelle’s life and is happy to see that Joelle is eager to know about her teacher’s interests outside of school. Mrs. Maestra understands that she will need many sessions with Joelle and so she lets the conversation go on for as long as the girl wishes.

At the end, Mrs. Maestra says, “Well, it is great getting to know you better. I had no idea you had such an interest in basketball! I’d love to come see your travel team play some day.” Mrs. Maestra knows that in order to help Joelle, she must find a point of positive contact with her. Discovering an interest in basketball she can share with her student may go a long way in decreasing the distance that divides them.

Mrs. Maestra says happily, “Just thinking about watching you play, makes me want to move my marker closer to the middle, how about you?” Joelle agrees and moves her own marker forward.

Under Mrs. Maestra’s encouragement, Joelle chooses Swap as the next subject. Mrs. Maestra volunteers to go first. She gives a lively, accurate description of what it feels like to be Joelle and to hear mean comments from other students.

Mrs. Maestra dramatizes Joelle’s rising anger, “Oh, man. When I hear someone mouthin’ off at me, I just feel myself gettin’ madder and madder ... right?”
“Right!,” exclaims Joelle.

“And then all of a sudden, before I even know it, I’m ballin’ up my fists and I just hope they say one more thing because I’m going to blast them. Right?”

“Right!”

And so Mrs. Maestra continues her reenactment of Joelle’s anger. She can tell that her student is delighted to see someone else knows what it feels like to be her ... perhaps, Mrs. Maestra guesses, this is the first time she’s ever had anyone empathize with her.

When Mrs. Maestra is finished, she offers to trade chairs with Joelle. Her student happily agrees.

Joelle talks to Mrs. Maestra about the problem, as she thinks Mrs. Maestra sees it ... and the girl is quite accurate. Joelle discusses the difficulties that she sees ahead and how disappointed she is, as a teacher, in Joelle’s conduct. Both players enjoy the role reversal, and have several laughs as each tries to mimic the other.

At the end of the discussion, Mrs. Maestra and Joelle move their markers closer. Mrs. Maestra, believing that she has made significant progress, decides to see if an initial Agreement can be reached. She knows that Joelle is going to be a long term project and does not want to push forward too quickly.
Their Agreement Contract reads:

1. We agree to talk for at least five minutes at the end of every lunch for a week, with, or without, the Agreement Bridge, as we wish.

Mrs. Maestra knows they are a long way from crossing the distance between them, but she and her student have made a good start.

Here are sample effective agreements (in the following the students’ names are Jack and Joanie; the mentor is Paulina.)

1. We will meet tomorrow at 3:15 to play another round of the Agreement Bridge.

2. Jack will draft a letter to his mother explaining why he has been angry.

3. Paulina will ask Joanie’s teacher for additional time to complete Joanie’s research paper.

4. Jack will complete one diary entry of at least one full page about his problems with his former girl friend before Wednesday’s meeting at 2 PM.

5. Mrs. Maestra will send Jack two text messages to see how he is doing before their next meeting on Tuesday.
6. Joanie will not call or text her boyfriend before the next meeting on Thursday at 9 AM.

7. Jack will get a list of math assignments from Mr. Warren before the next meeting on Friday at 3 PM. Mrs. Maestra will have a talk with Mrs. Lane, Jack’s math teacher, about changing who Jack sits with, if Jack gets at least 70% on each of the next three math quizzes.

8. Joanie will complete three, one hour guitar lessons, before the next meeting on Monday morning at 8 AM.

9. Jack will not use drugs or alcohol for 24 hours, and will report on his progress at the next meeting at 3 PM.

Now, here is a list of ineffective agreements (with suggestions for improvements in parenthesis):

1. Jack will stay away from his old friends. (How does he do that? They are students at the same school. And what does “stay away” mean? Never speak another word to? Better would be, “Instead of going to Robbie’s house tomorrow after school, Jack will go to the weight room.”)

2. Joanie will not have anything to do with Tamara. (Better would be, “Between now and Tuesday morning, Joanie will keep a diary entry of each conversation with Tamara. The fewer the entries, and the shorter the conversations, the better.”)
3. Jack will work harder on his math assignments. (Much better would be, “Jack will meet tomorrow with Robby, his math tutor, from 3 to 3:30 PM in room 214.”)

4. Joanie will not let her brother aggravate her. (“Agreement One: Joanie will ask Paulina to role play her brother being aggravating at least two times before Friday at noon. Joanie will practice controlling her tone of voice and/or walking away when she feels upset. Agreement Two: Joanie will keep a record of how many times she responds angrily to her brother before the next meeting with Mrs. Maestra on Friday at noon at the lunch tables.”)

5. Jack will stop using drugs. (“Jack will keep his appointment with his drug abuse counselor tomorrow at 4 PM.”)

6. Joanie will find a new group of friends who have positive attitudes toward life. (This is a huge undertaking that may be necessary, but will take months. Better would be, “Joanie will have lunch tomorrow with Andrea.” Andrea has been identified as a friend who has no involvement with drugs.)

A substantially expanded version of The Agreement Bridge is available at WholeBrainTeaching.com.
In the next chapter, as a bonus, I’ve included a description of how Whole Brain Teaching can be easily adapted to one of education’s highest goals, helping students develop critical thinking skills.
Chapter 21

WHOLE BRAIN TEACHING AND CRITICAL THINKING

Open ended questions lead to Higher Order Thinking Skills (HOTS!)

Many of the techniques in this book are designed to keep students on task and to help them master core knowledge. Over the last 10 years, we have focused on these two areas because most educators we talked to identified them as their core teaching problems. Now that we have some solutions to these issues, we have developed a set of critical thinking techniques that are remarkably easy to adapt to a WBT classroom.

To begin, I’ll define what I mean by critical thinking ... and then propose a more useful term. In philosophy, a subject I’ve taught for 40 wonderful years, critical thinking involves creating strong evidence for clear-cut conclusions. It is useful to think of evidence as “because” statements and conclusions as “therefore” statements. For example:

Because I want my students to master core knowledge, therefore I have them rehearse it frequently with their neighbors.
Because I love a lively classroom, therefore I encourage my students to make large, flamboyant gestures when teaching course material to their neighbors.

Because/therefore thinking is at the root of the kind of logical analysis important to instructors at every level of our system. However, we want students to do more than reason carefully, we want them to engage in original, outside the box thinking. We want our pupils to come up with ideas, approaches, strategies that we, their teachers, never imagined. I’ve found it easier when talking to students and teachers to abandon the phrase critical thinking ... which often doesn’t mean much to my audience ... and use the simpler, clearer term, creative thinking.

Creative thinking is easy to define. Its primary characteristic is that it is new thinking, ideas you haven’t heard before. Thus, creative thinking could include new combinations of because/therefore structures, or new insights into a story, or new ways to express an idea in an essay.

Creative thinking is, surprisingly, easy to initiate in a WBT classroom. When students have been taught to teach their neighbors what the instructor has presented, creative thinking is initiated by simply having students answer a question posed by the instructor.
When students are talking to each other about the instructor’s question, without being given the answer in advance, they are automatically inventing material that is new, creative ... the answer is coming from them and their neighbor, not their teacher.

Additional levels of Whole Brain creative thinking are developed by adding gestures specific to a variety of complex thinking tasks.

For example, if you want students to practice using because/therefore thinking, teach them corresponding gestures. Let a closed fist stand for “because”; putting one closed fist on top of the other would stand for adding together several “because.” Putting a hand flat on top of the last closed fist represents the “therefore” supported by the “because.”

Because I want my students to master core knowledge (closed fist) and because I love a lively classroom, (closed fist on top of previous closed fist), therefore I have them rehearse lessons frequently with their neighbors (one hand flat on top of the last closed fist).

Give your students a question that requires using because/therefore reasoning and then ask them to practice using the gestures above as they develop creative thinking answers. Sample questions might be:
-> How could you prove that basketball is, or isn’t, more fun than baseball?
-> What evidence could you use to argue that Batman is, or isn’t, a better crime fighter than Superman?
-> Try to convince me that you should get extra recess today.

Another common creative thinking activity involves comparing and contrasting. A gesture for comparing could be lacing your fingers together (showing two things are joined together, similar); a gesture for contrasting could be bumping your fists together (showing two things don’t fit together, are different.) Present compare/contrast tasks to your class and ask them to use these gestures as they generate answers with their neighbors.

Sample tasks might be:
-> Compare and contrast baseball and basketball.
-> Compare and contrast whole numbers and fractions.
-> Compare and contrast California with Mexico.

We often want students to illustrate their written points with examples. A simple gesture for an example would be pretending to pull the example out of the top of your head. The example gesture could be combined with either because/therefore or compare/contrast tasks to create fairly complex sequences of creative thinking.
Sample tasks that students could explore with their neighbors might be:

-> Try to prove to someone, using because/therefore gestures, that it is a good idea to go to college. Include examples, with gestures, that support your reasoning.

-> Compare and contrast, using gestures, the pigs and the wolf in the “Three Little Pigs.” Use example gestures to illustrate parts of the story.

-> Compare and contrast, using gestures, a poem and a novel. Then, try to prove that one is more fun to read than the other. Use gestures for because/therefore, compare/contrast and examples.

You can probably tell that creative thinking, as described above, would be an excellent precursor to writing essays. We agree and call these activities, oral writing. To learn more about our approach to writing, download “The Writing Game” at WholeBrainTeaching.com.
SMART CARDS
Low tech device for student assessment

Many underperforming students have one, superb skill. They are outstanding at hiding their ignorance from their instructors. When the teacher asks, “does everyone understand?,” the cunning underperformer grins broadly and nods her head. When the teacher poses a question to the class, the underperformer hesitates a moment and then responds as she hears the majority responding.

Faced with a direct question, “Do you understand how to multiply fractions?,” the underperformer, unwilling to be embarrassed by her ignorance, gives whatever response she believes will move the teacher on to another student. Then, to further hide her inabilities, she does her best to copy her smartest neighbor’s work.

Underperformers spend their lives masking their inabilities. They live in the secret land of I Can’t. Teacher and student work at cross purposes. The teacher wants to cure ignorance; the underperformer denies her illness.

We would have few education problems in the U.S., if students eagerly came to us for help. We know how to teach reading, writing
and math. Millions have been spent to develop wonderful textbooks and potent instructional technologies. We have bags full of cures but our students, daily, hide their disease.

Teachers need an instant assessment tool to measure student comprehension; smart boards with student clickers have provided a powerful, but expensive answer. The teacher flashes a question on the board; students click their answers. The teacher sees an instant readout of how many students are on the right track.

Wonderful!

But few schools can afford the $3,500 per classroom that smart boards cost. That’s about $100 per kid!

As you’ll soon see, Smart Cards are far cheaper and a remarkably flexible method of evaluating student comprehension.

**What is a Smart Card?**

A Smart Card is simply a 3x5 index card with Yes on one side and No on the other. A Slightly More Sophisticated Smart Card is a red and a green 3x5 card stapled together. The green side is labeled Yes; the red side is labeled No.

When a question is posed in class, students hold up the Yes side, if they believe the answer is affirmative, the No side when they believe the answer is negative. Thus, every student responds, every student instantly reveals their understanding. Because the cards are
held up silently, no student is embarrassed by verbalizing an incorrect answer.

If students have no idea of the correct answer, they should not be encouraged to guess. Kids should signal unsure answers by holding their card with the edge pointing toward the instructor. We would much rather have students knowing they are uncertain rather than believing, incorrectly, they are right.

**USES OF YES/NO SMART CARDS**

Whenever you want to determine how many of your students understood part, or all, of your lesson, simply ask them several questions that can be answered Yes or No. Having color coded Smart Cards (green for Yes, red for No) makes it even easier to quickly evaluate your students’ comprehension.

Mrs. Maestra, our veteran Whole Brain Teacher, used the following script to incorporate Smart Cards into the Teach-Okay pattern.

**SCRIPT: SMART CARDS**

**Teacher:** Class!

**STUDENTS:** Yes!

**Teacher:** You all have your Smart Cards. I’m going to ask you a question and then say “Vote!” If your answer is Yes, say “Okay!”
and hold up the Yes side of the Smart Card. If your Answer is No, say “Okay!” and hold up the No side of the Smart Card. Teach!

**STUDENTS:** Okay! (Students teach their neighbor what the teacher has just said.)

**TEACHER:** Class!

**STUDENTS:** Yes!

**TEACHER:** Now, I’m going to ask the question. *But don’t hold up your Smart Cards, until I say Vote!* Would you like like an hour recess today? ..... Vote!

**STUDENTS:** (laughing) Okay! (Students hold up their Yes Smart Cards.)

**TEACHER:** Class!

**STUDENTS:** Yes!

**TEACHER:** Great job! Now, let’s take this one step further. I’ll ask a question and say Vote! You say Okay and hold up a Smart Card. I’ll look at the Smart Cards and say, “Unvote!” and you say Okay and lower your card to your desk. Teach!

**STUDENTS:** Okay! (Students teach their neighbor what the teacher has just said.)

**TEACHER:** Class!

**STUDENTS:** Yes!
**TEACHER:** Excellent! Okay, let’s try Vote and UnVote. Here’s the question, “Is Sacramento the capital of California .... Vote!”

**STUDENTS:** Okay! (Students hold up their Smart Cards.)

**TEACHER:** Good! (looks at the response by her students)

UnVote!

**STUDENTS:** Okay! (Students lower their Smart Cards.)

There are only two problems that may develop with Smart Cards. First, students may speak their answer in place of silently holding up their card. We want a silent response because we need to measure students’ understanding, not their reaction to classmates. To solve the problem of oral responses, use one of WBT’s standard strategies; practice the incorrect behavior while identifying it as incorrect. Ask students to respond orally several times and, at each response, point out this is the *wrong* way of using Smart Cards.

The second problem that may develop with Smart Cards is that students, out of the corner of their eye, may “read” other students’ movements for clues about how they should answer. For example, let’s say you ask an easy question and everyone holds up a Yes card. Next, you ask a hard question with No as the correct answer. If many of your students lower their Yes card and then hold up their No card, your under performers may read this visual change of cards
and simply follow suit, though they have no idea of the correct answer. To avoid this, simply require after each vote that the card be lowered to the desk. This is the point of the “Vote!” and “UnVote!” procedure in the script above. Students begin with both cards on their desk; they listen to a question and raise a card when you say “Vote”; you inspect their answers and say “UnVote!” They lower their cards and wait for the next question.

Here are some sample uses of Smart Cards:

**Language Arts**

1. Parts of speech: If students are all using the same book, read one of the sentences aloud. For example, “John went to the big store to buy tamales.” Ask, “Is John a noun? ... Is big a noun ... is store a noun?” Pause after each question to let your students vote with their Smart Cards. When 80% of your kids can identify nouns, then go on to adjectives. Then add, nouns and adjectives. Next, focus on verbs. Finally, quiz on nouns, adjectives and verbs. Using the sentence above, you would ask, “Is John a noun? ... Is big a verb? .... is store an adjective?”

2. Capitalization: While your students are engaged in other activities, write several sentences on the board. Include correct and incorrect capitalization. Then, get your kids’ attention and point at various words. Ask students to vote whether or not a capitalization
mistake has been made. As the year unfolds, include other kinds of errors in your board sentences.

3. Spelling: Spell commonly misspelled words aloud, sometimes correctly, sometimes incorrectly. When the word is spelled correctly, students hold up the Yes card; when the word is spelled incorrectly, they hold up the No card.

4. Subject/verb agreement: Speak aloud short subject/verb pairs. For example, “We is ... They are ... I was ... They is ... I were ... John was” When the subject/verb agreement is correct, students hold up the Yes card; when it is incorrect, they hold up the No card.

5. Sentences and fragments: Read aloud a collection of sentence and sentence fragments. When students hear a sentence, they hold up a Yes card; when they hear a fragment, they hold up a No card.

6. Vocabulary: Read aloud words and their definitions, occasionally inserting incorrect definitions. Students vote after every definition. They hold up the Yes card when the definition is correct and the No card when the definition is incorrect.

Math

1. Math procedures: As you work a problem on the board, ask students if you have just made the correct step (make occasional
errors.) Students hold up Yes if you are right; No if you have made a mistake.

2. Fill in the blanks: While students are engaged in other tasks, put multiple step math problems on the board, for example, long division problems. Leave several blanks in each problem. Point at the blanks, offer a sample answer. Students hold up the Yes card if you are right; the No card if you are wrong.

3. Math facts: Slowly speak a group of math facts (addition, subtraction, multiplication, division.) Make occasional mistakes. Students hold up the Yes card when you are right; the No card when you are wrong.

4. Word problems: Including several mistakes, suggest various ways to solve a word problem. Students hold up the Yes card when you are right; the No card when you are wrong.

5. Board diagrams: Label and mislabel diagrams on the board. Then point at parts of the diagrams. Students hold up the Yes card when you point at correctly labeled parts; the No card when you are pointing at incorrectly labeled parts.

**General**

1. Smart Card SuperSpeed: Follow any of the procedures above but tell students they are in a one minute race against the clock. Every time they get an answer correct, they should make a
tally mark on a sheet of paper. Their goal, each time they play Smart Card SuperSpeed, is to beat their previous best record.

2. Assignments/Instructions: Give your students an assignment or a set of instructions. When you are finished, check their comprehension by making statements about what you said. Students hold up the Yes card when you are right; the No card when you are wrong.

3. Worksheets: Before students begin filling in a worksheet, review some of the tasks. Occasionally make mistakes. When your students’ votes demonstrate an understanding of the material, allow them to begin filling the worksheet on their own.

4. Core concepts: Assign gestures to core concepts, period, preposition, multiplication, more than/less than, etc. Speak the concept and make a gesture. When the two correctly match, students hold up the Yes card and the No card otherwise.

5. Preview/Review: Use Smart Card voting at the start of a unit to determine how much your students know, at the end of a unit to determine how much they remember.

6. Critical Thinking: After any vote, say “Prove it!” Students then turn to their neighbors and give reasons justifying the answer on their Smart Card. This is an extremely powerful exercise that should be used often to develop higher order thinking skills.
What we need is a fast, simple method for determining, lesson after lesson, how many students understand what we are teaching. There is no sense in going on to lesson B, if lesson A lost half our class. If you can’t afford smart board technology, spend a few pennies on a class set of Smart Cards.
Leadership Training

and the Self Managing Class

The Gold Treasure at rainbow’s end ... is closer than you think

Mrs. Maestra didn't just want her students to follow the five rules, learn energetically, and develop their critical thinking skills, she also wanted her kids to become better human beings. She tried many avenues for moral development, but she eventually saw that leadership training dovetailed with many WBT techniques. Becoming better leaders increased her students' self confidence, taught boisterous kids consideration of others and brought quiet students out of their shells. Mrs. Maestra often noted a positive link between growing leadership skills and improved academic performance.

About the second month of class, Mrs. Maestra used a simple technique for leadership training. She began to turn over her oral cues to individual students. At the start of each class, she selected students who would lead the rules rehearsals, be in charge of the Class-Yes, Teach-Okay, Mirror, Hands and Eyes and Switch. Whenever she tapped Juan on the shoulder, he would vigorously
exclaim, "Class!" and the students would respond "Yes!" Janie, a high energy student became responsible for the "Teach-Okay." When Mrs. Maestra pointed at her, the lively girl would clap 1 to 4 times (or use some other innovative Tickler) and exclaim "Teach!" The students would chorus, "Okay!" and teach their neighbors Mrs. Maestra's previous point. Mrs. Maestra followed a similar procedure for her other, frequent verbal cues. She found students who liked to say "Mirror," "Hands and Eyes," "Switch," "Papers, papers, papers" etc. For some of these techniques Mrs. Maestra found it easiest to use a light shoulder tap to spark her leader into action; for other cues, all Mrs. Maestra had to do was look at the leader, smile and slightly nod her head.

Mrs. Maestra didn't use her leaders every time she needed a verbal cue, that might have slowed down her class, but she found that allowing leaders to give cues not only increased their self confidence, but also provided needed pedagogical variety.

Another leadership technique Mrs. Maestra found effective was to count her class off into 1s, 2s, 3s, and 4s. She could then say, "Ones, I want you to stand up be energetic teachers of your three neighbors. Teach!" As the day progressed, she gave the other group members the opportunity to be the standing leaders. On other occasions, she said, "Twos, show everyone how we
energetically say Yes!, when I say Teach!" Or, she might say, "Threes let me hear a big Mighty Oh Yeah!"

Mrs. Maestra's most advanced technique for leadership training was to take small groups of students aside and introduce them to new material. She would explain concepts, get their feedback in creating learning gestures, assign a teaching point to each one. Then, she would use these leaders as part of her new unit. Every year, Mrs. Maestra was delighted to find students who were able to lead entire lessons. She, and her class, loved watching these marvelous leaders get everyone's attention with "Class!," and creatively employ Mirror, Hands and Eyes, Switch and Teach-Okay. She noted with joy that her students were becoming Whole Brain Teachers.

As each year progressed and Mrs. Maestra's students mastered the five rules, the various classroom procedures, the WBT teaching techniques and especially as her leaders developed, Mrs. Maestra caught glimpses of her highest goal, the self managing class.

Mrs. Maestra had become a teacher because she wanted to communicate her intellectual passions to students. She loved the intricacies of math, the unending universes of literature, the mesmerizing variety of social studies and history. As a new teacher, she had not realized that in order to communicate her passions, she
would first have to teach her students to pay attention, get their books out quickly, line up in an orderly fashion, not interrupt when classmates were speaking. Before long Mrs. Maestra learned that in order to Teach, she would have to master Crowd Control. Developing leaders went a long way in turning the routines of classroom management over to the students themselves. As the months passed, the class, under the direction of its leaders, began to run itself, monitor itself, correct and guide itself. With a nod, a smile, a shoulder tap from Mrs. Maestra, students shaped their own positive behavior. Year after year in the company of her self-managing class, Mrs. Maestra explored the golden corridors of Teaching Heaven.
And so there you have it, the Whole Brain Teaching system. You use the Big Seven daily instructional techniques within a year long, six level classroom management system (adding creative thinking as you wish). Here’s a review, with several new points thrown in:

**THE BIG SEVEN**

1. **The Attention Getter: Class–Yes:** To gain students’ attention, the teacher says “Class!” or “Class! Class!” or “Classity Class!” with various tones of voice and students respond “Yes!” or “Yes! Yes!” or “Yesity Yes!”

2. **The Organizer: Classroom Rules:** rehearse class rules at least once a day with gestures. The teacher says the rule number and students repeat the rule number and rule. For example, the teacher says, “Rule 1” and the class says “Rule 1: Follow directions quickly!” and makes the Rule 1 gesture.

   *Rule 1: Follow directions quickly!*
(Gesture: raise one finger, then swim your hand rapidly through the air.) To use this rule in class, count aloud beginning at one, to “time” various activities like opening books, lining up, being seated. Keep track of class times; when the class does well, give them a Smiley mark (see below).

**Rule 2:** *Raise your hand for permission to speak.*  
(Gesture: raise two fingers, then make a talking motion with your hand.) To use this rule in class, when a student speaks without raising a hand, say “Rule 2!” Your class responds, “Rule 2: Raise your hand for permission to speak.”

**Rule 3:** *Raise your hand for permission to leave your seat.*  
(Gesture: raise three fingers, then walk two fingers through the air.) To use this rule in class, follow the same procedure as for Rule 2.

**Rule 4:** *Make smart choices.*  
(Gesture: raise four fingers, then tap your temple three times with one finger.) To use this rule in class, follow the same procedure as for Rule 2.

**Rule 5:** *Keep your dear teacher happy!*  
(Gesture: raise five fingers, then use both hands framing your mouth and make a smiley face.) To use this rule in class, follow the same procedure as for Rule 2.
3. **The Whole Brain Activator: Teach/Okay**  
Speak briefly, using gestures, usually no more than 30 seconds to 1 minute. Then (this can be seen in the videos at WholeBrainTeaching.com) clap your hands one to five times and say, “Teach!” Your students repeat your hand clap, and say “Okay!” They make a full body turn to their neighbor and, using gestures, teach their neighbor what you have just taught the class. While students are teaching each other, move around the class; check for comprehension. *All students should be gesturing!* For students who are listening, but don’t know what gestures to use, ask them to mirror the gestures of students speaking. Praise students who are energetically on task; briefly encourage students who are off task to become more involved (usually this means, asking them to make gestures as they speak or listen.)

4. **The Motivator: The Scoreboard**  
To keep your students intensely involved, make a Smiley/Frowny diagram on the front board. (For variety, use other symbols or terms besides Smiley/Frowny.) When students are on task, mark a Smiley point. Then point at them; they clap their hands and exclaim, “Oh, yeah!” When students are off task, mark a Frowny point. Then point at them and students lift their shoulders and groan, “Awww!” *Never let the difference between Smiley and Frowny points be greater than*
3. If you reward too much, students lose energy (the game is too easy). If you punish too much, students become unhappy (the game is too hard.) At the end of the period, if there are more Smiley points than Frowny points, students receive a small reward of extra recess, free time, or a learning game equal in minutes to the number of Smiley points they earned. For example, if they have 2 Smiley points, they have earned two minutes of game time. See the Appendix for three of our favorite learning games: Mind Soccer, Mind Basketball and Mind Volleyball.

5. The Class Unifier: Mirror When you want your class deeply involved in your lesson, hold up your hands, ready to make gestures, and say “Mirror!” Your class says, “Mirror!,” picks up their hands and mirror your gestures as you teach. When you want your class to mirror your gestures and repeat your words, say “Mirror words!”

6. The Involver: Switch! Count your class off in 1s and 2s. When students are teaching their neighbors, after Teach-Okay, the 1s teach with gestures and the 2s mirror the gestures. When you shout, “Switch!,” all students shout “Switch” and the 2s teach and the 1s mirror their gestures. Even more fun, students can shout “Uh, oh! Switch!” and then they reach up and pull down a large, imaginary switch ... and then teach their neighbors.
7. The Focuser: Hands and Eyes  When you have an important point to make, say “Hands and Eyes!” Your students say “hands and eyes!” and fold their hands and stare at you intensely.

Scoreboard Levels

Add each Level’s rules to previous levels.

Level 1  Scoreboard: Students earn small rewards or penalties, as determined by their positive or negative behavior. (Note: we have met some instructors who strongly object to using additional homework as a penalty. However, all the veteran WBT instructors I know, believe homework is one of their strongest motivators. Shortening or lengthening recess, or free time, has, thus far, not met with any objections. Best of all, might be the opportunity to play a learning game; our favorites are in the Appendix. No matter what reward/penalty you choose, you’ll have to change it occasionally to avoid students’ habituation as described in Chapter 4.)

Level 2  Practice Cards: Use a card pocket chart with each pocket labeled with students’ names or numbers. Create sets of Rule 1 cards, Rule 2 cards, Rule 3 cards, Rule 4 cards and Rule 5 cards. You will need three sets of each. One set is white; one set is purple; one set is green. Stay at each card level as long as possible, before introducing a new color of cards.
-> White Cards: Penalties: No more than 2 cards per day. Each card stands for 2 minutes of recess rule practice (increases one minute as each new level is added). A note goes home asking parents to help with rule practice. The card stays in the pocket for one day, except in special cases, until the note comes back signed from home.

-> Purple Cards: Rewards: Purple cards are awarded when a student has done an outstanding job of following one of the five rules. A purple card and a white card cancel each other. If a student has one or more purple cards at the end of the day, a praise note goes home.

-> Green Cards: In-class practice: A student records a tally mark on his/her green card, every time a rule is successfully followed in class. At the end of the day, the teacher has the option of sending, or not sending, a White Card or Purple Card note home.

**Level 3** Guff Counter: the teacher announces that a Frownie mark will be recorded for each word or act of guff between student and teacher or student and student. Students respond to guff by exclaiming, “Please, stop!” The threat of the Guff Counter, and active student support, eliminates the need for using the Guff Counter.
**Level 4**  The Independents: Rebel cliques of students receive their own place on the Scoreboard. Students only have to stay in the Independent group one day. When one misbehaves, they all get a Frownie, a White Practice Card. The misbehaving student receives a note home; all students in the Independent group practice at recess and lunch, the rule they broke.

**Level 5**  The Bullseye Game: for students who have proven to be immune to penalty. Students are rewarded for evaluating their behavior from the instructor’s point of view.

**Level 6**  The Agreement Bridge: Collaborative problem solving for students who have demonstrated long term behavior problems.

As the year progresses, turn more of your routine tasks over to selected students. You can keep these leaders for a week, or swap them daily. Give one student the task of saying “Class!’ when you point at her; give another student the pleasure of exclaiming “Papers! Papers! Papers!” when it’s time to hand out papers; let another student be in charge of Teach-Okay. As you distribute your most frequent cues to individual kids, you’ll be developing leadership and providing needed variety to your daily routines. Your goal is the same as Mrs. Maestra’s, to train leaders who will nurture a self managing class. Take some time to communicate
your experiences to other instructors at WholeBrainTeaching.com …
the electronic portal to Teaching Heaven.

A few last words. If you have a question or comment about any of the above, please post your remarks on our forum at WholeBrainTeaching.com. You’ll receive responses from WBT teachers across the country (and around the world). At our website, you’ll also find thousands of pages of free downloads. As a followup to this book I especially suggest, “The Agreement Bridge” a considerably amplified presentation of our strategy for your most challenging kids. At WholeBrainTeaching.com you’ll also find classroom tested games for increasing student reading speed and comprehension, math accuracy, and mastery of state standards. I’d love to hear from you.

Email me, Chris Biffle, at CBiffle@AOL.com.

Power to the Teachers!
Chapter 25

WHOLE BRAIN TEACHING AND LEARNING RESEARCH

The following article written by Angela Macias and Brian Macias, Whole Brain Teaching board members, documents the substantial body of research supporting WBT methodology. Especially valuable is their description of the relationship between Whole Brain Teaching and several of the most widely used and successful instructional techniques, including Direct Instruction and Collaborative Learning.—

ABSTRACT

Whole Brain Teaching combines attributes of Direct Instruction and Cooperative Learning into one system of strategies designed to be centered around student learning. A theoretical background is provided from a constructivist point of view as a rationale for using Whole Brain Teaching in relation to Vygotsky’s Social Learning Theory and Wenger’s (2006) framework Community of Practice. The article concludes with specific benefits for teachers and students in a Whole Brain Teaching classroom

WHAT IS WHOLE BRAIN TEACHING?

Whole Brain Teaching (WBT) is a set of strategies that combines the best attributes of Direct Instruction and Cooperative Learning to create an engaging classroom environment for students
and an enjoyable workday for teachers. WBT combines both classroom management as well as sound teaching pedagogy in one system.

Direct Instruction (DI) can be defined as “academically focused, teacher-directed classroom instruction using sequenced and structured materials” (Kousar, 2010, p.99). Kousar goes on to explain that key elements of DI are clear goals, structured time, and immediate academic feedback to students. Whole Brain Teaching utilizes all of these teaching tools. For example, a WBT lesson is carefully structured around a few major concepts, which are chunked into short micro-lectures. Each concept is taught one at a time. Students practice and review the concept until the teacher is satisfied with the level of comprehension. Feedback is given immediately as the teacher listens to student discussions and calls on students to explain concepts. When students need more review, it is given immediately without consequence or punishment.

Cooperative Learning (CL) is another successful teaching model, which Whole Brain Teaching utilizes. CL involves student interaction as the basis for learning. Students problem solve together, discuss ideas together, and complete practice together. Thousand, Villa, and Nevin (1994) describe five key elements to cooperative learning:
1. Clearly perceived positive interdependence

2. Considerable promotive (face-to-face) interaction

3. Clearly perceived individual accountability and personal responsibility to achieve the group’s goals

4. Frequent use of the relevant interpersonal and small-group skills

5. Frequent and regular group processing of current functioning to improve the group’s future effectiveness

Whole Brain Teaching effectively uses all five elements of Cooperative Learning while still keeping a strict Direct Instruction model of teacher facilitated lecture-based lessons. Teachers facilitate a well-structured lecture, but switch back and forth between this lecture and pair-share discussions. Students learn in three dimensions: as a class team, as a small group or pair, and as an individual. There are also multiple opportunities for learning social skills as student roles and procedures are rehearsed. Students know what is expected of them at all times.

**Rationale Behind Whole Brain Teaching**

Vygotsky’s Social Learning Theory (SLT) is a fundamental aspect of constructivism. Vygotsky believed that social interaction is vital to learning and development. There are two basic elements to SLT: the More Knowledgeable Other (MKO) and the Zone of
Proximal Development (ZPD) (Learning-Theories.com). The MKO is normally a teacher or instructor; one who yields higher education than the student. The traditional More Knowledgeable Other is responsible for facilitating learning through social interaction. In Vygotsky’s theory, the teacher must be aware of the Zone of Proximal Development, which is the gap between a student’s ability to solve a problem with guidance and his or her ability to solve a problem independently. The More Knowledgeable Other using the WBT methods creates peer based learning in which the Zone of Proximal Development gap can be closed.

One Whole Brain Teaching method that stems from Vygotsky’s theory is the Teach / Okay. This involves the teacher training students to become MKOs. The process begins with the teacher creating micro-lectures involving memory retention strategies. After a short amount of information is taught, the teacher says “Teach” and the students respond with “Okay” followed by students re-teaching the micro-lecture to their peers. Eventually students take the concepts and paraphrase, give examples, and create new ideas with the concepts given by the teacher. Students become increasingly responsible for their learning because they teach concepts to one another. This micro-lecture structure with Teach /
Okay holds the academic rigor of Direct Instruction while still reaping the benefits of Cooperative Learning at the same time.

Vygotksy’s theory is a fundamental starting point of Wenger’s Community of Practice (CoP) theory. Wenger’s theory resulted from studying groups of people working to better themselves in certain practices. “Communities of practice are groups of people who share a concern or a passion for something they do and learn how to do it better as they interact regularly” (Wenger, 2006). Wenger explained that these CoPs can be incidental resulting from people joining together and unintentionally learning from one another, or they can be intentionally created, such as a classroom situation.

A Community of Practice has three major attributes: a domain, a community, and a practice (Wenger, 2006). A domain refers to a shared interest that joins people to share in a group identity. A community results from relationships being built through discussions and activities. The final piece is the practice. Wenger is careful to point out that a practice is not simply the shared interest. Instead it is what results from the actions of the community involved. He explains, “They develop a shared repertoire of resources: experiences, stories, tools, ways of addressing recurring problems—in short a shared practice.” (Wenger, 2006)
A Whole Brain Teaching classroom exemplifies Wenger’s CoP theory in several ways. First, students work as a team and in small groups towards one clearly defined learning goal. Second, the methods used are systematic, practiced, and reinforced by all members of the classroom community creating one unifying experience. Third, WBT includes valuable tools such as memory gestures to cover each new concept. All members of the classroom community are expected to not only utilize the methods and tools, but are encouraged to improve upon them for the benefit of everyone. Finally, a WBT classroom addresses recurring problems by rehearsing rules and procedures instead of punishment; the teacher is not pitted against the students, instead students practice together in order to set good examples.

**Benefits of Whole Brain Teaching**

**Benefits for Teachers**

There are three major benefits for teachers using WBT methods: (1) positive behavior reinforcement, (2) memory retention, and (3) student engagement. These benefits work to reinforce one another as well; as students are surrounded by positive behavior, they can learn better and students will inevitably behave better when they feel more confident in their learning.

1. *Positive Behavior Reinforcement*
Karaduz (2010) studied verbal stimuli teachers used in the classroom and categorized them as the following: stimuli for getting attention, stimuli for punishment, stimuli for rewards, and stimuli for feedback and correction. Among these types of verbal stimuli, punishment tends to create a lower quality of lesson and feedback and correction have the most potential to affect the students’ attitudes toward a lesson (Karaduz, 2010). WBT methods leave no room for punishment verbal stimuli. Feedback and correction in a WBT classroom is always positive and planned. Specific questions are asked of individuals or groups of students. When students have correct answers, the class celebrates. When students do not have a correct answer, everyone responds with “It’s cool!” creating a positive atmosphere where students are not afraid to have a wrong answer. Instead, participating is valued and rewarded. Karaduz (2010) pointed out that often students interviewed felt that they could not share their own ideas or opinions, and instead tried to construct responses that they thought would please the teacher (p.703). WBT prevents this because the teacher encourages students to make efforts no matter what the outcome. This occurs through the positive support system created by responses such as “It’s cool!” and class cheers for positive ideas and points on the Scoreboard.
The WBT method of positive behavior reinforcement involves teamwork and rehearsing expectations. The central part of classroom management in a WBT classroom is the Scoreboard. This is used to reward positive behavior and correct negative behavior. The reason this works as positive behavior reinforcement is that it creates a team atmosphere as students are all rewarded for following rules, good ideas, pair sharing, participation, politeness, and many other positive behaviors. In other words, if one student follows directions, all can be rewarded.

Negative behaviors can be corrected with the Scoreboard as well. The difference is that negative behaviors are never pointed out in order to focus on an individual student. Instead, all students practice the rules and procedures as a group. In addition, students eventually become the ones who reinforce the rules and procedures to their peers instead of the teacher, creating more ownership.

WBT does have higher leveled tiers of behavior correction for individual students, but these still do not point out any student in front of peers; instead they are conducted in a one-on-one manner between teacher and student. Both the Scoreboard and WBT specific behavior correction such as Independent Group and the Bulls-eye Game maintain a positive atmosphere where no student will be embarrassed. In addition, the Scoreboard is a game.
Therefore the mindset of the classroom is lighthearted while still rewarding and correcting within the constructs of the game.

WBT classroom management methods create a classroom community in which students participate as a team to reinforce the rules and procedures and students celebrate positive behavior. Doyle (2009) describes such positive classroom management as “person-centered management” that is built upon contexts within classroom activities and procedures. Doyle wrote “Contexts are, in important ways, jointly constructed by participants and depend upon the willingness of participants to cooperate in creating order together.” WBT promotes this by having students rehearse rules frequently with gestures and discussion.

2. Memory Retention

The second major benefit for teachers using WBT methods is memory retention. Many teachers find themselves repeating lessons and wondering why students act as though they never learned content that they have already covered. Self-efficacy of students can be in danger at this point if the verbal stimuli by the teacher is negative as Karaduz (2010) observed many students fear. Martinez (2010) explained that the process of recalling old information and learning new information is best done in chunks. Short-term memory can hold more complex information this way. In addition, Martinez
(2010) explained that memory can be stored in images, experiences, and language. WBT micro-lectures utilize visual learning by creating gestures and images for key concepts. An experience is created through cooperative learning pair share discussion and class games. Language is used each day through Teach / Okay. Micro-lectures chunk information in the way that Martinez (2010) describes by repeating short amounts of information, adding complexity each time.

Finally, Martinez (2010) also said that students can utilize this learning more when they work with peers. Martinez said, “When human minds work together productively, the result can be mutually catalyzing, and the combined reach can extend far beyond what the individual mind, acting alone, can achieve.” (p.65)

3. Student Engagement

The final benefit for teachers using WBT is student engagement. Common teacher sayings such as students who “fly under the radar” and students who “fall between the cracks” represent those who have learned how to fit into what Pang (2010) calls a “passive learning environment” in which they sit quietly and blend into the crowd. Pang (2010) argued that activity based learning is foreign to many students because they have been trained to be passive learners. Pang explained that metacognitive learning
with application happens when students complete activity-based learning. In a WBT classroom participation is expected. Often students are afraid to participate in traditional ways such as raising their hand to ask or answer a question because they fear being different than their peers. However, in a WBT classroom, all students discuss questions with partners and small groups to work out problems and share ideas regularly. Therefore, students who participate do not have to fear being different or singled out.

Snowman and Biehler (2003) explained that some major factors of self-efficacy in children are observation of model behavior and identifying with success. A WBT classroom is structured to foster these two things. Students model the teacher, and each other and are then rewarded with success via the Scoreboard and other WBT games. Creating a learning environment in which students are rewarded for positive behavior and do not have to fear participation allows for better self-efficacy. Snowman and Biehler (2003) went on to say that students with higher self-efficacy tend to use higher-level thought processes and solve complex problems. Therefore, the benefits for teachers lie in the positive behavior reinforcement, memory retention, and student engagement; all can result in better self-efficacy for students as they feel academic success.
**Benefits for Students**

There are many benefits for students in a WBT classroom. Students can have an overall more empowering experience as they take on the role of a teacher (MKO) instead of traditional classroom models of taking in and regurgitating information. There are three main reasons students can benefit from WBT: (1) motivation, (2) student-centered learning, and (3) application of learning.

1. **Motivation**

   One way that WBT increases motivation is through academic games. Students at all grade levels appreciate games. The most exciting factor in WBT games is that performance is based on intrinsic rewards. Super Speed, for example, is a set of games that help students practice reading high-frequency words and solving common arithmetic problems. The purpose is to break personal time records. By creating an activity in which all students compete against their own score instead of others, everyone can be proud of their improvement. Often, lower skills students improve more than higher skills students in these games.

   Another academic game that WBT offers is Crazy Professor. This reading game involves a text and two students working
together to read with feeling, create gestures representing events, ask and answer questions, and other comprehension building skills. This game does not involve winning or losing at all, instead it simply allows for fun interaction between students and text.

Mind Soccer is another WBT game that allows for review of any kind of academic content. This game divides the class into two competing teams. Teams answer review questions in order to score points. This game is high energy and can contain any content that the teacher chooses to include. Although in this game students compete against other students, each group has a unified goal to answer questions correctly and there is no extrinsic reward aside from winning points. The teacher is in full control of how each of these games is played and can facilitate multiple opportunities for students to learn and show what they learned. Due to the team structure, students can rely on each other to answer questions as well.

Snowman and Biehler (2003) illustrate the factors of student motivation and list a major one as self-efficacy. As explained earlier, students who can identify with success are more likely to have higher self-efficacy. A WBT lesson provides multiple opportunities for success. Participating in discussion is success. Utilizing learning gestures is success. Following classroom rules is success. Sharing
new ideas is success. Helping peers learn a concept is success. Breaking personal records is success. Participating in academic games such as Super Speed, Mind Soccer, or Crazy Professor is success. All students have multiple opportunities to achieve success in a WBT classroom and therefore motivation is a huge benefit for students.

2. Student-Centered Learning

Student-centered lessons are another quality of WBT strategies. Each WBT lesson moves at the pace of students’ needs. Marzano, Pickering, and Pollock (2001) discussed how students need to practice new skills up to 24 times before mastery can be achieved. This practice should be concisely planned with chunks of information repeated the first few times and faster repetition later. WBT micro-lectures begin with the teacher giving a few chunks of information that are repeated by students. The teacher adds speed and complexity as the students show comprehension. Review is given as much or little as needed. This is a huge benefit for students because it creates a learning environment where practice is the main focus, not performance or assessment. Students are not assessed on knowledge in a formal manner until they have already had multiple opportunities to practice in cooperative groups and as individuals.
3. Application of Learning

Another product of WBT that provides gains for students is application of higher-level thinking. Marzano, Pickering, and Pollock (2001) list nine strategies for effective classroom instruction. Several of these are non-linguistic representations, summarizing, compare and contrast, and creating and testing hypothesis. WBT lessons follow a specific cyclical structure that includes beginning with memory gestures (non-linguistic representations) and follows with students summarizing each concept using the gesture with a partner or small group. Once students have a basic understanding of concepts, teachers can utilize higher level thinking tools. WBT has two gestures that are consistently used across grade levels and subject areas to represent the words Compare and Contrast. This becomes a powerful tool as it is used repeatedly throughout the school year in various ways. Next there are also WBT Brain Toys—a set of strategies that challenges students to use their creativity to use the concepts and memory gestures they have learned in a new way. Some involve telling stories, making up new gestures, and creating explanations for questions.

Taking notes in a WBT classroom involves application of higher level thinking as well. Traditionally, note taking involves students recording information delivered in the lesson to be studied later and
reproduced on a quiz or test. WBT utilizes notes, but the structure of chunking information and increasing complexity in small amounts is maintained. Therefore, students take notes on one concept at a time and add their own examples to the notes as well. Application of knowledge is extended beyond studying for a test. WBT students use their notes to re-teach or discuss information in groups. This way notes not only have valuable information, but a purposeful use in classroom activities as well. Compare and Contrast gestures, Brain Toys and WBT note taking strategies provide a cooperative learning structure for higher level thinking with an immediate application for concepts taught by the teacher.

**CONCLUSION**

Aristotle, one of the original theorists on learning, believed that knowledge can be theoretical and practice based. Saugstad (2002) argued that modern educational theory and practice do not align well because current understanding of knowledge has been narrowed.

In contrast to the contemporary perception of learning, which often involves a mere cognitive-based understanding of learning (as often seen in psychological and educational textbooks), Aristotle expresses a broader and more situated view on learning with room for multiple
types of learning, such as practice, exercise, training, imitation and experience-based learning. (Saugstad, 2002, p.378)

WBT exemplifies the philosophy that teachers educate the whole child, not simply teach one subject area at a time. Therefore, classroom discipline and management is equally important to quality lessons, not simply for teachers to have control of the classroom environment, but also for students to build self-efficacy in the process of learning. Schunk (1999) described how social development is directly related to student achievement. There are stages in which a student moves from observing and emulating academic behaviors to finally self-regulated behaviors. Regardless of where a student falls on this scale, WBT has behavioral and academic procedures in place to help the student develop further.

Whole Brain Teaching addresses all of Marzano, Pickering, and Pollock’s (2001) strategies for effective classroom instruction in a structure that utilizes the academic rigor of Direct Instruction and the effectiveness of Cooperative Learning. These qualities are what convert WBT classrooms into a Community of Practice (Wenger, 2006) in which all students work towards improved learning together.
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Mrs. Maestra found that the best way to keep her students engaged in playing the Scoreboard game, central to WBT’s classroom management system, was to occasionally change the rewards they could earn. She motivated them with more or less homework, time allotted to recess, watching videos, listening to music, or chatting. However, the reward she, and her students, valued the most, was playing learning games, especially the three WBT Mind Sports: Mind Soccer, Mind Volleyball and Mind Basketball.

Each Mind Sport required almost no materials, could be played in as few as five minutes, and involved her students in a high spirited summary of large amounts of classroom material. In effect, Mrs. Maestra’s kids worked hard at the Scoreboard to earn the right to review their lessons! Like so much else in WBT, this convinced Mrs. Maestra that she was in Teacher Heaven.

Each Mind Sport game is inspired by Fred Jones, one of the founders of modern classroom management theory, but is souped up with special Whole Brain Teaching features.

Mrs. Maestra set a time limit for how long a Mind Sport game lasted. If she started with just five minutes, the game was over so
quickly that her students begged her to let them play again. This was exactly what she wanted ... but she never played two games in a row on the same day. Mrs. Maestra’s rule was that every game had to be earned with good classroom behavior.

When Mrs. Maestra decided it was time to reward her class with Mind Sports, she made a special square on the blackboard. At the end of every day, if there are more positive than negative marks on the Scoreboard, then Mrs. Maestra put a star in the square. When there were 10 stars, her class had earned the right to play a Mind Sport for five minutes.

Here are Mind Sport directions Mrs. Maestra received at a WBT conference:

**MIND SOCCER**

**Purpose** Like soccer, Mind Soccer is played between two teams. The purpose of the game is to score goals. Goals are scored by quickly answering questions posed by the referee.

**Rules**

There is only one rule in Mind Soccer: Keep The Referee Happy. You’re the Ref.
**Equipment**

A blackboard, an eraser and a set of short answer, often one word, review questions that you have created. You will be reading questions from this list; arrange them in groups from easiest to hardest.

**The Set Up**

Draw a horizontal line, about six feet long, near the bottom of your blackboard. Mark off the line in 11 equidistant vertical marks. The horizontal line stands for a soccer field; each end of the line is a soccer goal; the vertical marks divide the field into units (like a football field). Place an eraser under the vertical mark in the middle of the field. The eraser is the soccer ball.

**How To Play**

1. Divide the class into two teams. We'll use boys against girls, but it could be right side of the class against left side, etc.

2. Set a kitchen timer to the amount of time the game will be played.

3. Designate one player to also serve as the scorekeeper.

4. Teams are given 10 seconds to elect a captain. If no captain is elected, the ref, you, picks one.

5. To start the game, the captains stand face to face at the front of the room. You pose one of your review questions and, just
as in “Family Feud”, the captains slap their hands down on a desk as quickly as possible if they know the answer. The captain who is quickest, gets the chance to respond. If the captain is right, his/her team gets the ball. Otherwise, the opposing team’s captain gets the ball.

6. Assume the girls’ team wins control. Picking one player at a time, ask review questions to the girls’ team. If the player’s answer is correct, loud, fast and with an energetic gesture, that counts as a “strong kick.” Advance the ball, the eraser, almost a full hash mark down the field toward the boys’ goal. If the answer is correct but too quiet or slow or doesn’t have an energetic gesture, that is a “weak kick.” Advance the ball a short distance toward the boys’ goal. If the girls’ answer is wrong, shout “Turnover!” and now the boys’ team gets a chance to play. If you like a rowdy classroom, encourage teams to cheer when the ball is going their direction and groan when it isn’t. Thus, whenever the ball moves, your class will be cheering and groaning.

7. Use the following to add excitement to Mind Soccer:

**Steal!** Whenever you, the referee, want to reverse the direction of the game, shout “Steal!” This means the other team has suddenly gotten control of the ball. Of course, you will shout “Steal!” whenever you want to generate an intense amount of
excitement ... like when one team is very close to the goal and about to score.

**Foul!** Whenever one team or the other misbehaves in the slightest, complains about the ref’s call, anything, you shout “Foul!” As the ref, you then have three choices. You can award control of the ball to the opposing team; you can move the ball up or down the field, penalizing one team or the other; or, most exciting, you can declare a Penalty Kick. (Encourage teams to cheer or groan as appropriate.)

**Penalty Kick!** Move the ball to the first hash mark in front of the opposition’s goal. The attacking team chooses a kicker, usually the team captain. The defending team chooses a goalie, usually the team captain. Goalie and kicker face off in front of the room, like the initial kickoff. You state a question; the player who slaps a hand down first gets first try at the question. If the goalie is first and correct, the penalty kick is blocked. If the goalie is first and wrong, the penalty kick scores. If the captain is first and correct, the penalty kick scores. If the captain is first and wrong, the penalty kick is blocked. If a goal is scored, the scoring team shouts “Gooooooaaaaallll!!” like Andres Cantor, the famous Mexican announcer.
**Free Ball!** Often in soccer, neither team is in control of the ball. When you shout “Free Ball!”, anyone on either team can answer. Fire questions at your students; when one side gets several questions in a row correct, point at them and say, “You won the Free Ball!” Then start giving questions to individual players on the winning team.

**Read the Ref’s Mind Free Ball!** For hilarious excitement, say, “I’m thinking of a key concept we covered. Free Ball! Read my mind!” Both teams shout answers at you, energetically covering enormous quantities of review material. Give them hints as you wish. Award control of the ball to the team that reads your mind, or, failing that, that has the most attempts at reading your mind.

**Your Strategy** You will use a large number of review questions in Mind Soccer; thus, it is important to have a list so you can keep the game moving along quickly. Use any question, addition, subtraction, division, multiplication, state capitals, key concepts from science, names of characters in stories, anything.

Keep the ball moving up and down the field. Make the game as exciting as you wish by shouting Steal!, Penalty Kick!, Free Ball! or Read The Ref’s Mind Free Ball!. Never let one team get more than one goal ahead of the other. Many soccer games end in ties. Give the weakest players easier questions; stronger players get harder
questions. If, like many Whole Brain Teachers, you believe in the importance of gestures that enhance learning, award answers that have a particularly appropriate, descriptive gesture a “very strong kick.”

Continue playing until the timer goes off. Then resist students’ entreaties to play again. The privilege to play Mind Soccer, like all Mind Sports, is earned by tallying positive marks on the Scoreboard.

**MIND VOLLEYBALL**

**PURPOSE**

Like volleyball, Mind Volleyball is played between two teams. The purpose of the game is to score points. Points are scored by quickly answering questions posed by the referee.

**RULES**

There is only one major rule in Mind Volleyball, *Keep the Ref Happy!* And you, of course, are the ref. When anyone argues with you or the opposing team ... or even looks the slightest bit unhappy, you can award a point to the other team. This reduces hassles between you and the class or between opposing sides.
**Equipment**

All you’ll need is a long list of typed questions and answers. Use math facts, states and capitals, vocabulary words and definitions ... anything that you want your students to review.

**How To Play**

1. Divide your class into teams (boys vs. girls works wonderfully); one team sits on your right, the other team sits on your left. Leave a clear space, representing the net, between the two teams.

2. Set a kitchen timer to the amount of time the game will be played.

3. Designate one player to also serve as the scorekeeper.

4. One after the other, you ask three players on one side a different question. If they all are correct, the other side gets three questions. Keep going until one side answers incorrectly. This scores a point for the opposing team. Then begin with three questions for the team that lost the point. *To keep the game close, ask easier questions to the team that is behind.* If anyone complains about anything, award the opposing team a point. Keep playing until the timer goes off.
Suggestions

Before you begin the game, give students a demo of how quickly you, the ref, can award points to one side or the other if you see, or hear, unsportsmanlike conduct. While the game is played, continue to use your authority as ref to keep squabbling under control.

Encourage teams to cheer whenever they score a point ... or if neighboring teachers complain, show your students how to celebrate with a “quiet riot,” patting finger tips together and “screaming” their loudest whisper!

If a winning team wants to know their prize, you say, “Next time we play, your side will get the first question.” If they complain that this isn’t a substantial enough reward, say “You just made the ref very unhappy. Next time we play, the other team gets the first question!”

Mind Basketball

Purpose

Like basketball, Mind Basketball is played between two teams. The purpose of the game is to score baskets. Baskets are scored by quickly answering questions posed by the referee.
**Rules**

Just as in the other two Mind Sports, there is one major rule, *Keep the Ref Happy!* And you are the ref.

Unlike real basketball, baskets in Mind Basketball count from one to five points.

- Lay-up: one point
- Mid-Ranger Jumper: two points
- Three Point Line: three points
- Half Court: four points
- Full Court: five points

**Equipment**

Create a long list of typed questions and answers arranged in five categories, from easiest to hardest. You’ll need lots of questions in each category for Mind Basketball.

**How To Play**

1. Divide the class into two teams, with an aisle separating them. Write the five types of shots and scores for each on the whiteboard.

2. Set a kitchen timer to the amount of time the game will be played.

3. Designate one player who will also serve as the scorekeeper.
4. One member from each team comes forward for the jump ball. Keep posing questions until one player answers correctly before the other player. The winning player’s team gets to start.

5. Point at a student and ask her to choose what kind of shot she wants, Lay-up, Mid-Range Jumper, Three Point Line, Half Court or Full Court. In essence, she is choosing the difficulty of her question ... and the number of points she is trying to score. If the girl answers correctly, shout “basket!,” her team cheers, and the scorekeeper records the appropriate points. If she answers incorrectly, her team groans. In either case, the other team gets the next question. Keep tossing questions from one team to the other, until the timer goes off.

**Suggestions**

The closer any game is the more exciting. You can keep the score tight in Mind Basketball by introducing any, or all, of the following.

**Shot Clock**

Unlike real basketball, the ref, you, can start a shot clock at any point in the game. Simply call, “shot clock” after you pose a question and begin counting loudly from 5 down to 0. The player must answer before you get to zero. Keep using the shot clock whenever you wish, until the timer goes off.
**Technical Foul**

When a player does or says anything that makes the ref unhappy, you have the option of calling “technical foul!” Then, a member of the opposing team gets two easy questions and, “possession of the ball,” i.e. the next question as well.

**Defense**

If you like a rowdy class, and we do, then allow the team that is not answering a question to make wacky faces at the player whose turn it is to score.

**Time Out**

Tell the teams what the subjects are for the next few baskets. Then allow them a time out for a minute or so to quietly review questions that you might toss at them.

**Steal**

To keep the game exciting, don’t let either team get too far ahead. If one team is drubbing another, pose a question to the leading team, and then before a player has a chance to answer, shout “Steal!” Then pose the same question to a strong player on the other team.
**OVERTIME**

If you use your powers as a ref skillfully, you can arrange for a tie score when time expires. Set the clock for one or two minutes and then start firing questions at players, giving them very little time to answer. You know you’ve been successful if when the timer goes off, both teams beg you to let them play again.
Rehearsing Procedures

As you’ve seen, we believe in having our students rehearse rules and procedures ... rather than scolding them when they forget how to behave. But how, exactly, should we rehearse?

Assume you are having trouble getting students to respond to your “Class!” with a crisp “Yes!” ... and some of your kids aren’t responding at all. Imagine that!

Here is a script written by WBT board member, Andrea Schindler which provides an excellent example of WBT rehearsal.

Script: Class–Yes Rehearsal

**Teacher:** Claaaaaaassssss.

**Students:** (Some students) Yeeeeeeessss.

**Teacher:** Class! Class!

**Students:** (Some students) Yes! Yes!

**Teacher:** Classity class!

**Students:** (Some students) Yessity yes!

If you’ve tried three times to get your students’ attention and everyone isn’t responding, your next step is to make a forwny mark on the Scoreboard. Exclaim, “Mighty Groan!” No matter how many students groan at this point, continue as follows:
**Teacher:** I didn't have everybody participating with the Class-
Yes. Would you like to try again?

**Students:** Yes!

**Teacher:** When I say Class! You say Yes! Class!

**Students:** (Some students) Yes.

**Teacher:** What's rule #1?

**Students:** Follow directions quickly!

**Teacher:** What was that? Follow directions sloooooowly???

**Students:** No! Follow directions quickly.

**Teacher:** Well when I say "Class" everybody must say "Yes!",
but also you have to stop what you are doing and look at me as fast
as you can. Like lightening speed fast! Can you be lightening speed
fast?

**Students:** Yes!

**Teacher:** Tell your neighbor, "I'm lightening speed fast, are
you lightning speed fast?"

**Students:** (They tell their neighbors.)

**Teacher:** Tell your neighbor, "I bet you’re not as fast as me!"

**Students:** (They tell their neighbors.)

**Teacher:** Okay, let's see who is lightening speed fast. Practice
being busy.
Students practice looking down or doing their work... you may have to model this.

**TEACHER:** Claaaaassssss!

**STUDENTS:** Yeeeeessssss!

**TEACHER:** Class! Class!

**STUDENTS:** Yes! Yes!

Now point out several students who were really fast. ("I saw Sam was fast. Michael was fast and Sarah was fast! Their heads almost spun off they were so fast!") Mark a Smiley point on the Scoreboard and get a Mighty Oh Yeah. Continue:

**TEACHER:** Buuuuuuuut I didn't have everybody being fast. (Mark a frowny point.) Give me a Mighty Groan.

**STUDENTS:** (They give a Mighty Groan.)

**TEACHER:** Would you like to try again?

**STUDENTS:** Yes!

**TEACHER:** Can you be as fast as Sam, Michael, and Sarah?

**STUDENTS:** Yes!

**TEACHER:** Tell your neighbor, "I'm faster than Sam, Michael, and Sarah!"

**STUDENTS:** (They tell their neighbors.)

**TEACHER:** Okay! Practice being busy! (Pause while students pretend they are busy.) Claaaaaaaassssss!
**STUDENTS:** Yeeeeeesss!

**TEACHER:** OOOOOOhhhhh Class!

**STUDENTS:** OOOOOOhhhhh Yes!

**TEACHER:** Great job, let me hear your "Mighty oh Yeah!" (Mark a Smiley point.)

This is a good example of an initial, extended rehearsal. Later rehearsals can be briefer. But here is the important point: if you want things done a certain way in your classroom, then it is better to rehearse what you want, rather than scold kids for not learning what you haven’t taught them yet!
Your child is having problems at school with the rule circled above. Please have your student practice the gesture for the rule at home for as long as you feel necessary. For school records, I’ll need this note signed and returned tomorrow. If you have any questions you can reach me at:

My son/daughter practiced the gesture at home for ____________ minutes.

Student

Parent

Date ______________________
Note To Parents
Your Child Is Doing Great!!

Your child is doing a great job with the rule circled above!! I really appreciate your student’s dedication, cooperation and consistent effort. Please give your child a small reward for the good work already accomplished. For school records, I’ll need this note signed and returned tomorrow. If you have any questions you can reach me at:

The reward I gave my child was:

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Student

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Parent

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Date ______________________
Free Whole Brain Teaching E-Books

All of the following are free downloads at WholeBrainTeaching.com

A Whole Brain Life of Jesus

Teach anyone 40 events in Christ’s Life with this powerful, whole brain learning system.

Biffytoons Manual

Teach young learners sight words with Biffytoons cartoons.

This ebook is packed: 48 full color cartoons, 48 line drawings, 48 mini-cartoons and Biffytoons Bingo ... a host of features introduce new readers to the most common words in English.

Industrial Strength Whole Brain Teaching

We designed this special, extra strength, version of Whole Brain Teaching for the most challenging K-12 classes. You’ll be especially happy with Industrial Strength Whole Brain Teaching if you’d like to train your rebel students to be classroom leaders.

Kindergarten Power Pix

Over 170 pages and more than 70 full color signs! Everything you need to teach math and language arts State Standards to your little ones.
Mind Soccer!

The incredible K-12 Review Anything Game is perfect for use with Whole Brain Teaching’s Scoreboard.

Power Student Olympics

Watch your students break 100’s of personal records in reading, math, writing and art.

Practice Cards

A powerful addition to Whole Brain Teaching’s Classroom Management System. Give your kids Positive Practice following the classroom rules.

SuperSpeed 100

New readers learn 100 of the most common sight words, while having a blast!

SuperSpeed 1000

Teach your class 1,000 of the most common sight words! Kids will beg you to let them play!

SuperSpeed Letters & Phonics

The easy way to teach beginning readers the alphabet and letter sounds; kids love this game.

SuperSpeed Math

Addition! Subtraction! Multiplication! Division! Students can’t get enough of SuperSpeed Math.
SuperSpeed Numbers

A lively game for school or home that teaches the counting numbers 1-100. Works like a wonder.

Teaching Challenging Teens

Our 225 page classroom management guide is designed especially for middle school and high school.

The Agreement Bridge

The Agreement Bridge is Whole Brain Teaching’s most powerful tool for helping troubled students. Teacher and student work together in a game that teaches, and rewards, collaborative problem solving. Bonus chapters include descriptions of how the game may be played with a group of students or between peer mentors and their classmates.

The Crazy Professor Reading Game

One of our first ebooks, The Crazy Professor Reading Game has also been one of our most popular. Used by thousands of K-12 teachers across the country, the Crazy Professor is designed to deepen students’ reading comprehension of both fiction and nonfiction. In a gamelike format, your kids learn to paraphrase, translate ideas into gestures, skim read for key ideas, connect their reading to personal experiences, and much more!
Whole Brain Teachers Training Manual

Everything you need to be a Whole Brain Teacher trainer!

Whole Brain Teaching Case Studies

Over 60 true stories of Whole Brain Teaching in action!
Free Whole Brain Teaching Videos

The 22 Whole Brain Teaching (WBT) videos below were shot over a period of three years, beginning in Fall 1997 and finishing in Spring 2010. Viewed in chronological order, they show the development of our techniques from Power Teaching (our first name) to Whole Brain Teaching. As with any complex art, we learned as we went along.

All the videos below can be seen at http://www.youtube.com/user/ChrisBiffle

Intro to Whole Brain Teaching: Lessons 1-8

Each short video demonstrates a key component of WBT. Taken in order, the movies show what we believe is a logical sequence for introducing many of our strategies to classes from kindergarten through high school.

WBT Basics

Chris Biffle uses his philosophy classroom to demonstrate the Big Six (and early version of the Big Seven). Note that all of the techniques employed with young adults can also be found in our videos of elementary students.

How to Begin WBT Part 1 and 2

Our most recent video demonstrates how to begin the Big Seven using middle school students as a sample population. The Big Seven, fully described on our website WholeBrainTeaching.com, are:
Class-Yes, the Five Classroom Rules, Teach-Okay, Scoreboard, Mirror, Hands and Eyes, Switch. The class in this video had practiced for about 25 minutes before beginning. With older kids, the Big Seven can be introduced fairly quickly, as demonstrated in the video. In K-3 classes, introduction of the Big Seven might be spread over several weeks.

WBT College Aristotle

Biffle demonstrates advanced techniques to combine individual and group learning in a WBT classroom.

Portrait of a New Teacher

The video provides impressionistic overview of a new teacher, Andrea Schindler, using Whole Brain Teaching in its earliest stage of development. In seven minutes, you’ll see a portrait of the birth of a remarkable teacher; Andrea is currently (2010) one of the most viewed and imitated kindergarten educators in the U.S.

WBT Kindergarten

Andrea Schindler, who began Whole Brain Teaching on her first day as an instructor, demonstrates several engaging WBT strategies with young learners. This video is among the most popular in the WBT series.
**WBT 1st Grade**

An excellent demonstration of low key, Whole Brain Teaching. If you like quiet, calm, intensely focused classes, and who doesn’t?, these first graders provide excellent models.

**WBT 4th Grade Critical Thinking**

Jay Vanderfin, Co-Founder of Whole Brain Teaching, demonstrates a simple technique to change the Teach-Okay pattern in which students paraphrase an instructor’s lesson into a lively opportunity for critical thinking. Note especially the comparison/contrast gestures which visually and kinesthetically reinforce key intellectual skills.

**WBT 6th Grade math**

One of the most viewed education videos on YouTube (over 100,000 at last count!), this sixth grade teacher combines remarkably effective pacing, humor and gestures to teach a complex subject, the order of operations. To show the range of WBT, contrast these highly trained, disciplined 6th graders to the rowdy, spontaneous 4th graders in the critical thinking video above.

**Crazy Professor**

In one of our first videos, Chris Rekstad demonstrates an early version of The Crazy Professor Reading Game, designed to increase student reading comprehension for both fiction and nonfiction.
SuperSpeed 100

A classroom of special ed kids master 100 of the most common sight words using one of our most popular free downloads at WholeBrainTeaching.com. SuperSpeed 100 is used from grades K-5; the key motivator is that students are setting and breaking personal records for reading speed.

Mind Soccer

This entertaining, often hilarious video, features WBT Co-Founder Chris Rekstad and his fourth grade, Yucaipa, California class. As you’ll see, Mind Soccer provides a remarkably flexible (and comic!) format for reviewing course material. The game is so entertaining that kids will work hard, tallying marks on the Scoreboard, for the privilege of playing Mind Soccer. A whole class learning with as much energy as possible for the reward of reviewing what they have learned? You know what that is. Teacher Heaven.
**Classroom Rules Signs** The following signs, designed by Saskia Biffle, are available in full color at WholeBrainTeaching.com.
Rule 1

FOLLOW DIRECTIONS QUICKLY!

All signs available full 8”x10” at WholeBrainTeaching.com
Rule 2

RAISE YOUR HAND FOR PERMISSION TO SPEAK!
Rule 3

RAISE YOUR HAND FOR PERMISSION TO LEAVE YOUR SEAT!
Rule 4

MAKE SMART CHOICES!
Rule 5

KEEP YOUR DEAR TEACHER HAPPY!!
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